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PREFACE.

The present volume consists of papers read before the En-

j^ineerinfv Society of. the School of Practical Science durino' the

session 1900-1901.

As in the past, the papers all deal, with some of the umnerous

branches of engineering-. Besides bein©- interesting reading, all

contain valuable information and will, it is believed, be found

useful not only by students, but also by graduates and others

engaged in active professional life. The papers on Chemical

Wood. Pulp and The Conservation of Water for Power Purposes,

mark a growing interest in those branches of engineering, upon

which the development of this country largely depends.

The Society is to be congratulated upon having secured

papers from Mr. H. G. Tyrrell, Mr. C. H. Mitchell, and ^Mr.

A. W. Campbell, each a recc • uized authority on the subject of

vrhich he writes.

The thanks of the Society are due to all who have, by their

contributions, or in any other way, materially aided its usefulness.

The present edition consists of 1,500 copies.

Toronto, April 17th, 1901.
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OBITUARY NOTICE.

It is with regret that we have here to chronicle the

death of one of our undergraduate memherS; Mr. G. C.

McCollum, a student in the Mechanical and Electrical de-

partment of the Third Year. Mr. McCollum was the eld-

est son of ex-Mayor J. E. McCollum, of Welland, Ont., and

was twenty-two years of age. He took ill on Thursday,

December 20, 1900, and after two weeks of pain died at

Toronto General Hospital on January 4. Interment took

place with military honors at Welland, on January 7.

Mr. McCollum was a lieutenant in the 44th Welland

Regiment. Among his fellows always popular, his decease

robbed us of a friend and fellow student.
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Gentlemen:—
It affords me mucli pleasure to welcome you to the opening-

meeting of our Society.

To those of you who are about to become members, I extend

a hearty welcome, while to the older members who have elected

me to the highest position in their power I extend my thanks.

You have conferred a great honor upon me in electing me to

the office of President, and I sincerely trust that, with the co-

operation of the energetic committee which you have elected to

assist me, the Engineering Society will continue to prosper as in

the past.

It is necessary that each member should do his share in assist-

ing the committee to make this year one of the most successful in

the history of the Society.

The objects of the Society are already set forth in the Con-

stitution, copies of which may be obtained from the librarian.

I would like particularly to emphasize the great value to be

derived from reading papers at the meetings of our Society. The

student members are beginning to take an active interest in ihi?

important branch of the School work and those who have read

papers in the past will all state that they are exceedingly glad they

did so.
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Since we recognize no year distinctions, and all papers on

engineering subjects are acceptable from our members, I trust that

3'ou will carefully consider the many advantages gained and con-

tinue to contribute towards the contents of our pamphlet-

Don't let the thought that you are not a senior student keep

you from contributing a paper, for it is at our meetings that we
have to become more thoroughly acquainted with each other.

As President of the Engineering Society I have to procure the

papers to be read at our meetings and published in the pamphlet

and I can assure .you from my experience this summer that this is

no easy task.

There should be no reason why it should be difficult to secure

papers from the undergTaduate members unless it be that they are

not fully aware of the benefits to be derived therefrom.

There are a gTeat many reasons why you should a"\'ail your-

selves of the opportunity offered to contribute papers and read

them at the meetings, and with your permission I will mention a

few of these.

The Council of the School, when granting honors, consider

the papers read before the Society, so that not onlv those who
listen but also the writer receives much benefit.

One other great advantage of reading papers at our meetings,

which is very often overlooked, is that the reader gains considerable

confidence in speaking in public, ^o doubt a number of you will

be called upon, at some time in the practice of your profession, to

state your views and support them before a meeting of directors of

some company or n Town Council. A gi-eat deal more weight is

attached to a person's opinions if they are given forcibly and with-

out effort, and nt onr meetings you have a splendid chance to be-

come more proficient in this branch of your profession.

Another advantage gained in compiling a paper is the knack

of arranging your material in proper systematic ord(T, which is so

essential in the work of the engineer. The notes taken, tlie extra

reading, llie concentration of the mind on the subject, and the

opinion rtf your fellow students on your efforts are also of advan-

taae.
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After a paper is veaJ at our meetings I would like you to have

questions to ask and if possible create some discussion, for in this

wax many points arc brought out which may have been overlooked

in the paper-

Last year we were very fortunate in liavinc; several of our

papers illustrated with lantern slides which were o-enerously sup-

plied by the School. In this respect I might say that a considerable

amount of time was expended by some members of the Faculty

and the Fellows. In particular I wish to thank ^Ir. C. IF. C.

AVright and Mr. A. 11. Harkness for their untiring efforts in pro-

vidine: us last vear with so manv lantern slides, and I trust that

this year we may look forward to seeing more of the slides on the

screen.

After the papers have been read at our meetings they are hied

away until it is time to arrange the material for the pamphlet.

They are then submitted to the Editor, who has charge of the publi-

cation, and is appointed by the Council of the School, wdio selects

those most suita-ble for publication in the proceedings of the

Society.

Last year 1,500 copies of the pamphlet w^ere printed. Copies

of this were sent to all life members of the Society, and all the pro-

minent magazines and colleges in the world. AVe also make ex-

changes with a few similar societies in other colleges.

The Engineering Society handles all the draughting ]:)aper

and laboratory note books used in the School. This year we will

purchase our note books direct from the wholesale, but I am sorry

to say this is impossible with the draughting paper, as the paper

we use is manufactured in Germany At a meeting^ of the com-

mittee held last May w^e discussed the advisability of purcha-sing

our paper direct from Germany, but had to give up this idea on

account of the lack of funds in the treasury. A great saving in

the cost of the paper could be made if we had the necessary money
to order our season's stock direct from the manufacturer in May.

This matter has received careful consideration, and the pro-

blem of increasing our funds was constantly with mo dnrinr;- the

past summer. During next summer if each member of our Societv

both graduate and undergraduate, could obtain an advertisement
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to be inserted in onr annual pamphlet, tlie finances of the Society

would l>e placed in sucli a secure state that we could then buy all

our materials direct from the manufacturers. This would mean
that our funds would be further increased. There is no reason to

reduce the cost of the materials now sold to the students, as they

are now below the prices of the retail dealers. This then would

mean that we would be able to spend a considerable sum annually

in purchasing new and up-to-date books for our library. We could

easily spend a few hundred dollars in this work, and it is my
opinion that the money could not be spent in a better way. The

first object of the Society, 'as stated in Article 2 of our Constitu-

tion, is " the encouragement of original research in the Science of

Engineering," and this cannot be encouraged in a more practical

way than in jjroviding literature on various scientific subjects for

the use of the members of our Society-

I trust that next summer you will avail yourselves of the oppor-

tunity thus afforded of liel])ing to place the library of the Engineer-

ing Society in a condition that it will be of use to our members.

At our last annual meeting, Mr. Shanks, the retiring Presi-

dent, introduced a new system of voting, which gave such general

satisfaction that I feel I cannot conclude without mentioning it.

By-law four of our Society states that " a majority of the total

number of votes cast shall be necessary for election to any office.*'

When there were over two candidates for any office, under the old

system of voting, this would vei-A- often make it necessary to hold

two or even three elections before one candidate would receive a

majority of the votes cast. This caused an annoying delay in the

elections and a great deal of unnecessary trouble and Avork to the

scrutineers as well as to tlic members.

In the new system this was overcome by the voter marking
opposite the candidate for whom he wished to vote the figure 1.

wliile opposite his second choice for tliis office he marked the

figure 2, and opposite his third choice tl\e figure 8, and so on.

When the number of " first choices " were adcU'd, if any candidate

lia<l received a majority he was declared elected, but if not then the

"second choices" of the lowest candidate were distributed amonir
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the Others. If no candidate was then elected the ballots of the

lowest candidate were ao'ain distributed among- the others.

This system was very satisfactory and little more trouble was

experienced in eountinc; the ballots than in the ordinary way, and

an election was always assured.

Before concluding- I would like to make a few remarks about

the School. The reputation of the Ontario School of Practical

Science, as an engineering- college, has been rising for a number of

years, until now it is looked u]5on as being one in which a very

thorough knowledge of the foundation of engineering science is

obtained. The number of students in attendance has been increas-

ing rapidly each year and it has arrived at the point where very

little more accommodation can be afforded. It is crowded in every

department and in a year or two if more accommodation is not pro-

vided the students will have to go to other colleges to obtain their

education.

A large grant from the Government is needed to maintain

the high reputation which the School now enjoys, and to accom-

modate the students who are flocking here annually.

It is with regret that I have to refer to the illness of one of

the Past Presidents of our Society, and a member of the Faculty

of the School. Mr. Duff has always taken a keen interest in the

Engineering- Society, but unfortunately will not be able to be with

us this year. I am glad to be able to announce that he is very

much better and hopes to continue his work in the School next fall.

I am sure that it is the wish of every member of the Society that

Mr. Duff's health and strength will soon return to him and that

he will again be able to continue his lectures and attend the meet-

ings of our Society.

I will conclude my remarks by again thanking you for the

honor you have conferred i;pon me, and will ask that you do all

in your power to hf'lp the committee make this one of the most

siTccessful years in the history of the Society.

V. ^Y . TlIOROLD.



CHEMICAL ^VOOD PULP.

J. A. Decew, '90.

Ill preparing this paper on Chemical Wood Pulp, I have

merely attempted a synopsis of the subject, which may convey to

those who heretofore have given the subject but little attention,

some idea of the methods employed and the chemistry iuA'olved in

this industr^^ It is needless to mention that as far as our l)road

Dominion is concerned, this industry is but in its infancv, for the

larger portion of our northern, uninhabited lauds are Avell timbered

^\'ith spruce, which is one of the best oi the paper making woods.

Consequently this subject demands more attention than it receives

from Canada's Practical Science students, because it has already

taken a deep hold upon the financial world, and because our pro-

fession above all others, should keep in touch with the industries

of the country.

The word pul]) is a term which generally may be applied to

a number of materials, which are quite variable in character but

more or less similar in appearance, therefore if we first classify

these in a general way, we shall have a somewhat clearer concep-

tion of that special kind, that we are about to discuss. We may
divide them into four classes according to quality, namely:

T. Kag Pulp—which is made from cotton, linen or hemp
fibres.

IF. and TIT. Wood Pulps—which are of two kinds, chemical

and mechanical.

IV. Straw Pulp—which is a chemical product of inferior

quality.

.\s tlie manufacture of mechanical wood pulp was very ably

described in a paper read before this Society last year, the subject

matter of tliis article will deal exclusively with its half-brother of

tlie chemical s]iecies, which is in reality anotlicr product from the

same substance.
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Mechanical pulp is simply wood, ground to a fine powder and

consists chemicallv of a combination of celluloses and lignocellu-

loses. ^'ow if instead of grindinc:, we treat tlic wood with a

chemical solution, which disintegrates it and dissolves out the

lignocelluloses, we then have left what is commonly called chemical

pulp, and this consists of those celluloses which have resisted tlie

action of the solvent. As about half of the woody substance is

thus removed and destroyed, the remaining product must neces-

sarily be more costly than the ground pulp, but the fibres remain-

ing are white and unbroken and are only comparable with

the cheaper product when quality is not required. Mechanical

pulp has a very short fibre, little felting power, is quickly discolored

in air and light, and is only used as a filling material in news,

wrapping, and other papers of a temporary character. Chemical

wood pulp, however, makes a good, white, permanent paper, and

is the source of most of our writing materials, although it makes

neither as strong nor as resistant a paper as do the rag pulps.

The pulps prepared from straw are pronounced oxycellulrses,

and have considerably more chemical activity than those prepared

from the woods.

There are two distinct methods of prepai'ing the chemical

wood pulp, which may be designated as the alkaline and the acid.

In the alkaline or soda process the usual method employed is to

pack the wood in the form of chips into a horizontal cylindrical,

rotating digester, which has a capacity of about three cords.

Here it is digested, with about seven hundred gallons of a six

to nine per cent, solution of sodium hydrate, which is heated to

high temperatures by ineans of live steam. The boiling lasts from

eight to ten hours, at pressures which may vary from sixty to two

hundred and ten pounds per sq. in. The products resulting from

this " cook " are a grayish brown pulp and a dark brown liquor,

which are dumped into iron washing tanks, and after the liquor i^

drained off, the pulp is thoroughly washed. But as these wash

waters are finally evaporated in order to recover the contained poda,

they are used until they become quite concentrated, the pulp being-

washed continuously with a less concentrated solution until all the

alkali is removed. The pulp is now treated with a bleaching solu-

tion, which contains twelve to fourteen pounds of bleaching powder
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for every hundred pounds of pulp, and tliis removes the remain-

ing ligneous matter, leaving a pure white cellulose.

The recovery of the soda from the waste liquor is accomplish-

ed by evaporation in vacuum pans until it has a density of 40"

Baume, when it is burned in a special furnace to remove the

organic matter. The remaining ash contains the soda in the form

of a cai'bonate, and when this is heated in tanks with slaked lime,

in the proportion of one hundred of soda to sixty of lime, the lime

is precipitated as calcuim carbonate and the soda becomes caustic

again.

^Vnother method of recovering the soda, which has been lately

adopted, consists in heating three parts of ferric oxide with one of

soda carbonate, Avlien sodium feiTate is formed. And on heating

this with hot water, it decomposes forming sodium hydrate and

ferric oxide once more. The liquors of the alkaline process, some-

times contain large quantities of the sulphate or carbonate whicJi

are cheaper although weaker in action than the hydrate. In addi-

tion to the recovery of the soda from these liquors, a valuable pro-

duct in the form of acetate, may be obtained from the organic

matter of the solution. As perhaps you are aware, one of the

standard methods for the manufacture of oxalic acid, is the treat-

ment of wood or sawdust with alkaline hydrates at temperatures

ranging from 200° to 250" C.

Xow if the heating is prolonged and oxidation is allowed to

take place, either from contact with air or oxidizing agents, a large

percentage of acetic acid is fonned. Therefore if the soda liquor is

evaporated and charred at temperatures from 350° to 400° C, the

organic matter reacts with the soda to form sodium acetate (Xa Co

II4 Oo, oHo O). This product comprises about 38 per cent, of the

soluble portion of the char, and about 16 per cent, of the residne.

AVith Esparto liquor five to six per cent, of the weight of the

original fibre was obtained.

In the soda process poplar is largely used, altliongh maple,

Cottonwood, wliitc l»irc1i and ba-^swood, are also eni]il()ved. The
spruce, pine and licniloclv yield a long fil^rc bnt are a little more

difficnlt to treat. The main objections to the process are

—

1. The liigli temperatnres and prescniT>; reqnired.
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2. The formation of dark colored products which are difficult

to remove from the pulp.

3. The destructive action that the alkalis have on the cellu-

loses themselves, as the less resistant are attacked and dissolved in

the severe treatment required to remove the ligneous portion.

The acid or sulphite process:

—

This is the process which is now being most commonly intro-

duced into tliis country, because it has several important advan-

tages over the alkaline treatments just described. In the first

]ilace, the cost in chemicals is less; and a larger yield of fibre is

obtained, which is not weakened by the treatment.

And secondly, the paper, which is made from tliis pulp, is

harder and more transparent and durable than that from wood
pulps made by other methods.

The treatment consists in digesting the Avood at high tem-

peratures with an acid sulphite solution.

The acid radical unites with the products of hydrolysis to

form soluble sulphonated derivatives, while the base unites with

the acid products of the decomposition. The hydrolitic action i^

greatly increased by the presence of sulphurous acid, and for this

reason, the bi-sulphite (N"a H SO3) solution effects a reduction in

less time, and at iow^er temperatures, than a neutral sulphite

solution would.

Xow, turning our attention to some of the details of the treat-

ment, we find that the bark and knots and also the resinous

matters of the wood, are very slightly acted, upon by these sulphite

solutions, and must in consequence be carefully removed. Sound

knots may be allowed to pass through the digester and be after-

wards removed from the pulp by screens. Before very high tem-

peratures are reached it is necesesary that the wood be thoroughly

impregnated by the solution, and the absorption is hastened bv
previously crushing the wood. Dry and green woods, or woods of

different species, should not be treated together in the same

digester as they w^U be U'.iequally reduced and leav(> chips in the

pulp.

The fTrst step in the preparation of the sulphite liquor is the

ffirmation of sulphur dioxide (S0._.) from the combustion of either
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sulphur or its compounds. As this gas must be absorbed by water

to form sulphurous acid (Ho SO3), it is evident that the less it is

diluted with other g-ases the more complete will be its absor]3tion.

Therefoi'e the sulphur is bunied in specially constnicted furnaces

mth the object of obtaining a complete combustion with the

smallest ]3ossible draught. If the combustion of the sulphur is in-

complete, a part of it sublimes and re-acts with the sulphur dioxide

to form thiosulphuric acid (H2 So O3) which in turn forms thio-

sulphates. These will decompose on boiling, and precipitate the

sulphur into the pulp, wliich, being practically insoluble, it is im-

possible to remove. When this sulphur becomes oxidized to

sulphuric acid it is very injurious to the paper making machinery

as well as the pulp.

When pyrites is w&ed in the production of sulphur dioxide

more complicated burners are used, and additional care is taken to

avoid overheating, for slags are easily fonned which impede the

draught and are difficult to remove. Blowers or exhaust fans are

used to improve the draught through the furnace, and these cause

a lot of fine dust to be earned over with the burned gases- This

dust never reaches the pulp however, as the gases pass dfrectly

from the furnace into a dust chamber where it settles before the

gases enter the cooler.

From the fact that one volume of M'ater at zero centigrade

will absorb sixty-nine volumes of sulphur inoxide; and at iortx

degrees will absorb but seventeen volumes, it is evident that the

temperature of both gases and liquor will be kept down as much
as possible dnring absoi-ption. In practice the temperature of the

cooler varies from ten to fifteen degrees. The absorption apparatus

are of two kinds, namely, that in which the gas is absorbed by

water holding the base in suspension or solution; and that in which

the gas and water react together upon lumps of the carbonate of

the base. The latter method, which is the older and simpler, con-

sists of a high shaft or tower packed with limestone or dolomitt?,

which is covered by a thin film of water that enters from above.

Tlic gases enter the base of the toAver under pressure sufficient to

force tliem up through the limestone and out at the top. The
sulphur dioxide meeting the moist limestone, reacts with it, form-

ing at first sulplniroiis acid (TTj SO^), and then I'ah'inin sulphite
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(Ca SOc), wiiilc this insoluble ijroduct unites with uiovo sulphur

dioxide to form calcium bi-sulphite [Ca II2 (SO;,)^], which bcino;

soluble is washed out by the descend inj:- water. The former or

tank apparatus is the one generally used in this couiitrv, and con-

sists of a series of tanks filled with water which holds the carbonate

in solution or suspension.

In this case the chemical reaction is practically the same as

just described, for as the sulphur dioxide is absorbed, the insoluble

calcium sulphite is precipitated, but becomes redissolved as it reacts

with more sulplmr dioxide to form the bi-sulphite I Ca TIo (803)2] •

In practice more or less of the insoluble sulphate (Ca. SO4) is form-

ed by oxidization, which is alloAved to settle and then the liquor

is drawn off and stored in air tiaht, lead lined tanks, until it is

required for use.

The real process of pulp making begins when the chips and

liquor are brought together in the digesters, which vary in size, and

may be either upright or rotary. But the great difficulty in making

digesters for this process, is to obtain a suitable lining which will

protect the iron plate from the corrosive action of the sulphurous

acid. The usage in the past has been generally in favor of lead

linings, as they are but slighted acted upon by the acid, and are

further protected by the coating of lead sulphate which forms.

The objection to the use of lead, to overcome which manv devices

have been tried, is the fact that it has about double the co-efficient

of expansion of iron, so that in alternate heatins: and cooling, it

buckles and draws to such an extent as to soon necessitate repairs.

Bronze linings have been used with some succe&s, and boiler

scales in the form of sulphite of lime or silicates of iron and calcium

have worked very w^ell.

But the digester lining that takes the precedence and which

is now being rapidly introduced, is merely a layer of Portland

cement of about four inches in thickness, and this may be applied

to the boiler directly or first made into slabs and then fitted in. At
first it is more or less porous, but the interstices are soon filled by

a deposit of sulphate and sulphite of lime which render it quite

impervious. The cheapness of the application and repair of this

lining will recommend its general adoption.
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In a dio'ester containiiio- two cords of chips, about twenty-five

hundred, gallons of a tliree and one-half per cent. Hqnor is iLsed.

The temperature is raised slowly until after the wood has become

saturated Avitli the liquor, and then a steam pressure of sixty-five

to eighty-five pounds is turned on, wdiich is equivalent to a tem-

perature of one hundred and fifty-five to one himdred and sixty-

five degrees centigrade. At these high temperatures the bi-

sulphite is decomposed into sulphurous acid, and the normal sul-

phite, which being insoluble is deposited in the pipes or pulp. The

sulphurous acid gas forms a hydrostatic pressure, which, added to

that of the steam for the given temperature, gives the total pre sure

in the boiler.

Thus the pressure may be considerably increased, by the

formation of this gas, without an equivalent rise in temperature-

On account of the greater convenience the digesters are heated by

means of live steam, which, by condensing in the pul]), is con-

tinually diluting the solution, but by employing a non-conducting

jacket very little difficulty is experienced in practice, especially

M'lien cement linings are used.

At tTie end of the cook the gas is nearly all blown off and

then the pulp is blown out under a pressure of about thirty

pounds. This saves time in handling and the trouble of beating.

It must now be thoroughly washed to remove any of the precipi-

tated sulphite, especially when bleaching is to follow, for the sul-

phite is a strong antichlor itself, as it takes up the free oxygen

formed by the action of the chlorine.

The pulp is never a pure, permanent white until after the

ligneous and coloring matters remaining, have been broken u]:>

and removed by the action of a bleaching agent. The true

bleaching action is purely an oxidization, which breaks up tlie

coloring matters into simple colorless oxidized derivatives. With
bleaching powder (Ca O CI2) the chlorine unites with the hydrogen

of the water and this action liberates the oxygen which does the

work. Pure oxygen, ozone or hydrogen peroxide, may also be used

with equal efFect. On the other hand the lylciiching action of snl-

phnrous acid is of a quite different character, for it combines with

the coloring mattei's to form colorless compounds, which are ensilv

rfdn'-("(l widi a rclnrn of tlic coldi- when the acid is nentralized.
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You will naturally wonder what becomes of the waste liquor

in this process, and this is one of the problems that has been left

for this century to decide. In some places the ^as is recovered

but the general practice is to dump the liquors into the nearest

pond or stream to get rid of them. This not only means a loss of

half the woody structure and the gas in solution, but the effect of

these liquors in fishing streams is remarkable. The sulphurous

acid being a reducing agent, combines with the free oxygen in the

water, and the organic paste in the solution forms a coating over

the gills of the fish ; therefore the fish have left no atmosphere and

coTild not breath it if they had. If the waste liquor is evaporated

the residue has no fuel value, therefore we must look in other

directions for methods of convei*sion into valuable bi-products. All

that is known concerning the chemical composition of these liquors,

is that they are sulphonates eontaing the OCIL, gTOup. Future

research may result in the manufacture of either glucose, alcohol,

oxalic or acetic acid, from this organic residue.

Eesiuous woods are not very suitable for pulp making, as

the resins are insoluble in hot bi-sulphite solutions, and although

they are dissolved by the alkaline solvents, every hundred' parts of

resin will neutralize eighteen parts of the alkali.

Woods such as chestnut, which contain tannin, should not be

treated by the sulphite process, as the tannic acid would act as an

oxidizing agent, converting the sulphurous into sulphuric acid.

Spruce and poplar are used almost exclusively in the sulphite

process.

If a compound cellulose such as wood is treated A\ath water at

a high temperature, a hydrolitic action takes place with the partial

isolation of cellulose and the formation of soluble compounds with

an acid reaction. All of the commercial methods of isolating

cellulose depend upon this bydrolitic action. The soda process is a

basic hydrolysis, and the sulphite process is an acid hydrolysis,

although the chemical reactions that actually take place in the

cellulose molecule, are yet but a matter of conjecture. The
emperical composition of cellulose is the same as starch (C,-. ITm O-V
but they differ remarkably in resistance to hvdrolysis and in

many other ways. This indicates a difference in the linkino; of the
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"unit groups, and in the reactivites of the OH gronps, which in

cellulose exercise a purely alcoholic function. The investigations

of Cross and Bevan indicate that the cellulose fonniila is Cs He O
(O H)4, or some multiple of this which is in a more or less hydrated

coudition, according as it is more or less resistant to hydrolitic

action. All those celluloses that are eaten and digested by the

herbivora are extremely hydrated forms, and they become more

resistant to external agencies as the water of hydration is removed.

This fact is Avell exemplified in the discriminating way that fodder

eating animals usually select their foods.



THE BONDING OF BROKEN STONE ROADS.

A. W. L'amj'bell, C.K,

Before cutcriiii^' upon the subject which I hcWe broui^lit be-

fore you tochn*, in the title of this paper, it A\'ill be well to review

briefly the construction of a broken stone road. In general, the

first step in the construction of a broken stone road of modern de-

sign is to prepare the natural sub-soil, on which the stone road

surface is to rest, so as to make of it a firm and strong foundation.

This treatment of the sub-soil for the most part, is a matter of

gTading and under drainage, especially the latter. It is the natural

soil which must bear up the weight of traffic, and a wet, yielding

foundation is not a suitable support, when bridged over wdtli any

form of paving material. With the exception of light, and partly

decayed vegetable mould, nearly all soils, when kept dry by under-

drainage, are sufficiently strong to support the heaviest traffic,

but when saturated with water, every soil is weakened, i^atural

drainage is frequently sufficient, so that artificial under-drainage,

usually of common porous tile, is not always necessary. The kind

of soil, w^hether clay, gravel, sand, loam, and the facilities and

need for drainage v>'ill indicate the means to be adapted.

An excavation is made to receive the stone; if a town or city

street, curbing is placed along the sides; the sub-soil is thoroughly

consolidated with a roller, and upon this is placed the stone, broken

into fragments varying in size from stone dust and screenings to

STich as will pass through a 2^^ inch ring. If the traffic is great,

or if the soil is of a kind particularly difficult of drainage, as for

example what is described as an " oily clay," a Telford foundation

is particulai'ly useful. A Telford foundation is composed of stones

of varying sizes, not exceeding ten inches in length, six inches in

breadth on the broadest side, nor four inches in thickiicss on the

narrow side- These stones are placed lengthwise across the road,

breaking joints as much as possible; the interstices are filled with

stone chips, all projecting points are broken ofi^, and the whole

structure is wedged, consolidated and made as firm as possible. As
a cheaper means, the stones are commonly placed flat on the road.
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closely together. The surfacmg metal is then placed on thi?

'* pitched " foundation, in the usual way, usually to a depth of

at least six inches, and for heavy traffic may have a depth of ten

or twelve inches.

In placing tliis broken stone in the roadway it is spread in

layers of about four inches in thickness, and a steam roller passed

over each layer to consolidate them. The road surface should

serve two ends. It should present a smooth, hard surface to traffic;

and it should be impervious to moisture, so that rain falling upon

it will not pass into, and soften the earth on which it rests. That

is to say, it should answer the purpose of both a floor and a roof.

These objects are attained by making the surface of the roadway

higher at the centre than at the sides, so as to shed the water to the

side gutters, and by compressing and compacting the material of

which the road is composed. This compressing of the roadbed is

usually i^erformed cither by traffic or by means of a heavy roller,

aided by intermixing with the stone, certain fine stuff, screenings

(the chips and stone dust created by crushing), sand, loam, street

scrapings and even clay.

The use of a binding materal in the construction of broken

stone roacis, is a matter which has been the subject of much dis-

cussion, with a corresponding diversity of opinion. The kind of

materia], the amount, the method of using, forms an interesting

chapter in the history of road-making, and it is to this, together

with the use of a roller, to which the title of this paper dra^vs

attention.

The use of the roller, and therefore the bonding of the road,

begins with the earth sub-soil. The roller used on the natural soil

will serve two pui-poses; it will find the weak spots in the sub-soil;

will consolidate it, and assist in providing a firm found.ition. Un-

less the sub-soil is rolled, uneven settlement is likely to take place

after the road is completed, creating depressions in the road sur-

face, a matter obviously to be avoidcJ. By rolling it, on the other

hand, wlierevor there is a quantity of loose soil, created in drain-

age excavation, in filling, or is weak because of its composition, it

will be forced down beyond the possibility of settlement. The
carfh sub-soil too, if given a crown similar to the finished surface
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of the road, aud its surface thorouii;hly hardened, will liave, itself,

a tendency to assist in the drainage of the road bv throwing off

such water as may percolate throujrh from above.

When this is consolidated, it will form a hard and firm base,

upon which to roll and consolidate the succeeding layers of stone.

If the stone is merely placed upon an unconsolidated sub-soil, the

result can readily be imagined; the stones are forced by rolling

into the sub-soil, and the earth is worked up among the stones.

The subsequent rolling is less effective, and whatever beneficial

drainag:e would result from a smooth sub-soil surface is lost-

The sub-soil, then, having been thoroughly rolled, a Telford

or other " pitched " foundation, if required, may be laid, and this

also rolled. Upon this, the broken stone is placed. It should be

spread in layers, and each layer thoroughly rolled. The thickness

of the layers, as spread over the road for rolling, will vary in

accordance with many circumstances, the weight of roller used,

the size and hardness of the broken stone, the ultimate thickness

of the road bed, etc. Six inches loose should be a maxim thickness,

while three or four inches is preferable. Where the stone is

graded, as it should be, into different sizes, each size of stone

should be placed on the road and rolled separately. As an in-

stance of what might be done, take the case of a layer of stone to be

six inches in depth when consolidated, it would be most practicable

to roll down two layers of four inches thickness, loose, which, when
compacted will make about the required depth. The greater the

depth of loose material under the roller, the less perfect will the

consolidation be, and there is the possibility of its being crowded

into heaps over which the roller cannot pass.

The effe<?t of the roller on the stone mass is to wedge the

stones against one another, interlocking them, and giving them a

mechanical clasp, one of the other, which is not readily disturbed

by traffic. The roller is now used in preference to the old-time

method of merely allowing traffic to do this work of consolidation,

and is absolutely necessary to the best workmanship. Without the

roller, the sub-soil is much disturbed by the pressure of narrow

tires and by horses hoofs, before the surface protection becomes a
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protection, an effect mucli increased by wet weather. Before con-

solidation is attained under traffic, the sharp anoles of the stones,

which materially aid in procuring a durable bond, will b3 worn

off. AVithout a roller, too, the stone cannot, with the best results,

be placed in the roadbed in gi-aded courses, the largest stones in

the bottom and the finest on top, for traffic over the loose n)aterial

will intennix tHem, allowing the large stones to work to the top.

The objection to large stones, of say 2^ inches in diameter,

at the surface of the road, is that they do not assume so firm a

bearing, as will smaller stones; they are more readily disturbed by

pressure at one corner or at one side and are apt to be found roll-

ing loosely under the wheels, and feet of the horses, nor do the

different sized stones, if at the sm*face, wear evenly, the smaller

wearing more quickly than the larger, so that a roughened surface

results. On the other hand, it is urged that the finer stones inter-

mixed Avith the larger, will lessen the percentage of voids in the

mass. While this is no doubt true, yet the presence of laro-e stones

at the surface becomes very objectionable, and it is probable that

the voids in the mass may be sufficiently filled by other means.

Rollers may be operated by horses or by steam power. Hor.-e

rollers usually weigh four or five tons, but may be weighted tc six

or eight tons. Steam rollers for broken stone roads weigh from

eight to twenty tons. The objection to a heavy roller is that it

cannot be used in soft material, as it bunches the earth or stone,

creating mounds over which the roller cannot pass. An exces-

sively heavy roller ciiishes the stone into position, breaks off the

sharp angles, instead of working the stones gradually into a wedged

condition. The heaviest roller, too, is apt to injure gas and water

mains if at shallow depths, and they strain bridges, culverts and

crossings. In a number of English cities, London among these,

eight ton rollers are employed to prevent injuiy to city gas mains.

Ver>'' light rollers, however, do not do the work of consolidation so

quickly or perfectly as will one of moderate weight. Ten, twelve

and fifteen tons will render the best service, twelve being a crood

.'Standard. "Wnioro under-ground pipes, culverts, etc., are not a

consideration, and two rollci*s arc obtainable, a light roller for the

loose material, and a heavy roller to complete the consolidation will
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give the best results. Horse rollers are not desirable, as they are

too liftlit, and the efforts of the horses to move them disturb the

loose metal very nivich. This last objeetion would not be so great

if the horses were always well-trained, and the drivers understood

their work; but, particularly in starting the roller, or on grades, the

horses are not apt to pull together and their clumsy efforts before

they get under way do very noticeable injury. While even in

England, road rollers are not in use by all coi-porations, there re-

mains no douBt as to their being essential to the most successful

and economical results.

The percentage of voids in loose crushed stone varies

according to the size of the stone, and whether or not the stone is

screened into gTades of equal size. The smaller the stones the

gTeater the percentage of voids, and if graded the percentage of

voids is also greater than where the stones are of uiie(|UMl dimen-

sions. For various conditions the percentage of voids has been

found by experiment to range from 41% to 5^1%. For loose gTad-

ed stones of 2/^ inches diameter, the voids may be accepted as

about one-half. The effect of rolling is to reduce the voids about

one-half, leaving the per cent, of voids about one-third of the con-

solidated roadbed.

It is evident that to secure an impervious road covering

which will protect the sub-soil from moisture, this considerable

percentage of voids must be filled. " jS^ature abhors a vacuum," and

unless the right material is used to fill the vacuum, the wrong ma-

terial will be apt to force its way in. Without some mateiial to

occupy the space, the earth from below and the dirt from above

will ultimately be forced and absorbed into it.

TKe' materials commonly used for that purpose have been

previously enumerated, stone screenings, sand, gravel, clay, loam,

and street sweepings; but of these the two first are those most

commonly employed. The manner of applying them is in general

the same. A light coating of the binding material is spread over

each layer of broken stone, is sometimes harrowed in, and the

roller is then used.

The use of these materials as a " filler " is neglected in the

name now applied to them, " binding materials." The real reason
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for their use at all, by most engineers, is tliat they assist in pro-

ducing a quick consolidation, less rolling being required than when
they are omitted, of which the use of such materials as clay, loam

and street scrapings is in evidence.

Of these materials as a " binder " the only one which receives

the full approbation of the most reliable engineers, is screenings

—

the fine chips and dust produced in ciiishing. There is a quality

possessed by this material which is exhibited by no other, that of

cementing and re-cementing. This is a matter which of recent

years has attracted much attention, and the quality of a stone as a

load material is not to be judged merely by its hardness and tough-

ness; but also by the cementing qualities of the dust. This dust

is an important factor, it is supplied to the road in the first in-

stance, it is constantly being created by the use of the road. It is

in this way that limestone holds its place as a good road metal, for

whicE it is apt to be soft. The dust possesses splendid cementing

C|iialities making one of the most impermeable road surfaces. The

dust of trap rock, ranks exceedingly well in this regard, which

supplementing the hardness and toughness of the stone, makes it

the most satisfactory for road pui-poses. On the other hand,

granite, while hard and tough is lacking in cementing power, and is

not as satisfactory as might be anticipated. Quartzite also is an

instance of a poor cementing stone, and sandstone, unless bitu-

minous, is also defective in this regard. So important is this

quality considered by the Massachusetts Highway Commission,

that they regularly test the stone lused on the State roads for the

cementing power of the stone dust, together with tests for absoi'p-

tion, impact and abrasion.

The use of foreign material, that is, all except stone dust, was

strongly coiid(nnned by Mr. McAdam; in France, where road-

making is more exactly studied than elsewhere, it is universally

condemned, and the V)est practice of all countries forbids it. Clay,

loam, and even sand, it is recognized, can only be used at the ex-

pense of the durability of the road. They assist in producing an

apparently good roadl)od with the least amount of rolling, but the

l»ond is temporary, very subjex-t to changes of weather, particularlv

wot weather, and alternate freezing and thawing, matters which
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have to be carefully ^-uarded against in this climate. When foreign

" hinders '' are used, there is lacking in the road tlie finn mechanical

inter-locking which continued rolling will produce; they lack the

binding properties of stone dust; most of them are very absorbative

of moisture, are even slippery, so that the stones are readilv dis-

placed by traffic, and a roughened and rutted surface ensues. In

the time of a prolonged draught, foreign binding materials are most

ready to contract, so that there is a tendency for the road to unravel.

The conclusion, therefore, which we come to is, that for bond-

ing and inter-locking a broken stone road, first dependence should

be placed upon the roller. For what it will not do in filling the

voids, the dust and chips created in crushing the stone should be

employed, bringing with them an added^ cementing value; foreign

material, such as sand, clay or loam, can be included in the roadbed

only at the expense of ultimate durability.



EXPLORING NE\V ONTARIO.

Alexander H. Smith.

During the last session of the Ontario Legislature, a scheme

was evolved for the exploration of imsurveyed lands north of the

Canada Pacific Railway line, for iufonnation as regards the soil,

timber, and mineral resources. For the purpose a sum of $40,000

v;as voted; and during the summer ten parties were organized to

do this work. Eight of these were simply exploratory parlies, the

other two ran base lines as well as explored.

The exploration parties consisted of, in each case, a land

surveyor, a timber and land estimator, a geologist, a cook, and men
to act as guides and canoemen. The surveyor controlled and

directed the work of the whole party, he also made a track survey

of the principal rivers and lakes in the region, took notes on the

meteorological phenomena and acquired information as to the

soil and forest growth, the fish, fauna and flora.

The duties of the timber and land estimator were to note the

kinds of forest trees and their dimensions, estimating their extent

and the quantity in feet B. M. or in cords as the case might be. He
also had to note how such timber could be transported, and if the

streams were capable of floating such timber. As regards the land;

he had to note the soil whether sandy, clayey, etc., and its capacity

for growing crops, and of what kind.

The geologist took cognizance of the general topography of

the country, its rivers, lakes, hills, and valleys, the rock formations,

whether Laurentian, Iluronian, or of later age; mapping their

strike (if any), direction of contacts, and length and breadth of

formation, where such could be made. Of necessity his chief work
was to discover if the formations yielded any economic minerals,

and to determine the kind and richness of such. Another branch

of liis work was to examine the fauna and flora and the Indian

occupation.
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Tlie three officers of each party were required to keep careful

field notes as well as diaries, and their whole object was to collect

as much useful information as possible on the country that came

under their notice. The region was so mapped out that the whole

of it might be examined in one season, each party having a

distinct territory to work in.

Early in June I was informed by Mr. Archibald Blue, Direc-

tor of the Bureau of Mines, that I had been appointed Geologist

to exploration party ^o. 8. This party had the region immediately

to the west of Lake l^epigon, and the Xepigon river to Dog lake,

up Gull river and the country around Black Sturgeon lake.

David Beatty, O.L.S., of Parry Sound, was in charge, while John

Piche, of Copper Cliff, was to act as timber and land estimator.

Towards the end of June our party met at Collingwood and pro-

ceeded to Port Arthur by boat thence east to ISepigon Station on

the C.P.E., where wc started our work. During the greater

part of the season our party consisted only of eight men, two of

them being University of Toronto men who were anxious to see

this gTand country and try their prentice hands—and heads—at

the noble arts of ])addling, and '" totting " supplies across rough

trails and portages.

Our outfit consisted of four canoes, two Peterboroughs and

two small barks; four tents and two tons of provisions, the esti-

mate that was made in regard to the latter, being a pound and a

half each of flour and pork a man per day. Of course other sup-

plies were taken, such as sugar, raisins, rice, etc., this amount of

provisions was calculated to last us about five months; only half the

supplies were taken up to Lake Nepigon, where we started our

work, the other half being stored at ISTepigon Station.

Owing to a hitch in the forwarding of our supplies to ]N^epigon

Station, our party was unable to proceed up the river for a number

of days, so I accepted' the kind invitation of Mr. Walter Beatty,

M.P.P., to accompany him on a trip to the east side of Lake

Xepigon to look at some mineral deposits he had seen there years

before. By this I escaped the disagreeable wait at jSTepigon. Mr.

Beatty also arranged to send me across Lake Xepigon so that I

could join my party at Gull river.
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On the way up the river, we were fortunate enough to catch

a number of the large speckled trout that make this region the

most wonderful trout fisiiing place in the world.

Mr. Beatty was rewarded in his search by findino; a large

deposit of hematite, which I measured in a number of places and

found to be over a hundred feet wide. The iron is banded with

jasper and appears to be wholly in the Huronian formation, the

lead running for a number of miles east and west. Since Mr.

Beatty's discovery, there has been a regular stampede of local men

into the region and numerous claims have been taken up, and

other ranges parallel to it discovered. While on the east side of

Lake ISTepigon I saw what is known as the Shuniah silver mine,

near Poplar Lodge. This deposit appears to be a green quartzite,

containing native silver and galena. Dviring my stay on the east

shore I managed to get about sixty miles inland, and was thus

able to see that the country was well wooded with good spruce.

T should not be at all surprised if valuable mines are opened

^^) ill this region when means for transportation are found. T be-

lieve there Ls a charter for an electric railway into this country,

the power for operating it to be procured from the Xepigon river.

The Sturgeon river, the largest flowing into Lake ]!^epigon, is

(juite close to the iron range, and is capable of producing a large

amount of power when required.

Leaving Poplar Lodge, H. B. Co. post, on the east side, and

after an all day and night's trip with two Indians across Lake

Xepigon I reached Xepigon House, the Hudson's Bay's chief poet

on this lake. This trip shows how large a lake this is, as the In-

dians kept steadily at work, only resting ii(»\v and again to eat.

The lake in fact is about 80 miles long by fifty broad; the water is

beautifully clear and very dee]), and simply teems with speckled

and lake trout, white fish, pickerel, pike and sturgeon. From
Nepigon House another half day's trip bi-ouglit me to. Gull river,

M'hero I joined my party.

Our method of exploring was this; the sui'voyov inado a track

.survey of all watercourses taken; this he did with a prismatic com-

pass and a Bochon micrometer, generally using a ten link target.

The disks—which were celluloid—were on(^ foot in diameter, one
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red and the other white. For short distances a small disk was

attached to the centre of the pole, thus giving a five link base;

for very short distances one disk itself answered. With this target,

distances of a mile could be estimated with considerable accuracy,

and a traverse of a lake or river could be made very rapidly, often

seven or eight miles of crooked river being surveyed in one day.

The track survey was checked by taking frequent observations for

latitude and also for magnetic variations, in this way a fairly accu-

rate map of the country could be obtained. This work generally

employed five men, two for the disk canoe and two for the sur-

veyor, supplies w^ere moved in the canoes used for the traverse.

The timber estimator and myself made numerous explorations

to the right and left of the track survey at distances of about five

miles apart, walking inland five or six miles and very often remain-

ing away from the camp ail night. In these exi^lorations our

method was to take a straight compass line and time ourselves; we
estimatxid that our progress was one mile an hour in a straight line

;

a good day's work being ten or twelve miles: now and again we
used t^ take our blankets and provisions and walk inland all day,

camping for the night, and returning the next day. In this way a

good idea of tbe country on each side of the water route was

obtained.

Any side water route that we had not time to suiwey would

be explored by either the timber estimator or myself, taking for

this purpose an Indian as guide. Distances were estimated either

by eye, or timing, and compass readings taken, outlines of lakes

and rivers being carefully mapped in the field book. For the pur-

pose of these explorations our party was supplied with a Kay
Taffrail log, an instrument very much like a trolling spoon in

shape, tied to a long line. This spoon while revolving set in mo-

tion a register which registered the miles travelled. Unfortunately

the first day I used it, a large pike mistook it for something good

to eat and proceeded to bend the flanges of the spoon, and as the

gauge for straightening them had not been sent, the instrument

was practically useless. Another drawback to the instrument was

the indicator, which refused to work after registering ten miles.

These canoe explorations sometimes led us long distances in-

land, taking three or four days, and often a week, to com-
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plete; and it was often very difficult to calculate tlie exact amount

of provisions to carry with one. Of course every unnecessary

thing was left behind, and only the absolute necessities taken. Un-
fortunately I was unable to speak Indian very well, so wlien I

left the main party I had to take two Indians, as I found out that

with only one I was always in danger of having to turn back, as

he would get very lonely and be afraid to venture farther inland,

with two Indians they would keep each other company, and as long

as they had enough to eat they seemed quite happy.

Tlie equipment for three men on one of these explorations,

constisted of pork, flour and tea, three tea tins, a pail, frying pan,

blankets, and a canvas tarpaulin for a tent. All through the sum-

mer we never used a tent except when with the main party; the

bulkiest part of our equipment Avould be, of course, our blankets.

We generally depended on shooting enough partridge and duck? to

help out the other provisions, and with these additions we were

always able to cut down our supply of pork and floiu\ Some sur-

prisingly accurate work was done with only estimated distances;

three explorations I made between two fixed points showed an error

of only a couple of miles when the exploration was plotted,

although the distance travelled was very long, in one case about

ninety miles. Two common errors can exist, first an inaccurate

compass reading; and second a wrong estimation of the distance, but

I found out that these en'ors had a happy faculty of compensating

each other. In this work all portages were paced, allowing about

twenty-five paces to the chain. It must not be thought that these

side explorations were in any way correct, but they will be of some

value to the further opening up of this country, as they will show

fairly accurately a large number of canoe routes, the number and

length of portages, and the general direction taken by the route.

Much valuable information was tlius procured as regards tim-

ber, land, and the geological formations.

In calculating the amount of timber in the region explored,

the method tlio timber estimator usod was to pace off an average

acre, estimate the average diameter of the trees and counting them,

this was ratlier a tedious process, but then a fairly accurate detcr-

miiiatioii of tlie timber in the region was procured. The number
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of each variety of tree was noted, and tLeir suitability for either

lumber, pulp wood or railroad ties. The timber consisted of

spruce, jack pine, poplar, white birch, tamarac, balsam, and occa-

sional scattered groves of red and white pine and white cedar.

The character of the soil was noted by the exposures seen

under the roots of freshly fallen trees, or by the exposures along

the banks of small streams.

The areas and depths of any peat deposits were noted, an idea

of the depth being obtained by me-ans of a pole.

Outside the general work of exploring and mapping out the

country, the geologist was required to get a general idea of the

topography of the region, the main and subsidiary water sheds,

the heights of mountains and hills, which he estimated by means

of an aneroid, two of which were carried by the paiiy.

Yoivi series of roeks were met with in the region explored by

party Xo. 8. The Laurentian, Huronian, Keweenawan and Ani-

mikie. Eoughly mapping these, the Laurentian area, which was

gTieiss as a rule, is around Dog lake. Keweenawan formation

immediately to the west of Lake Xepigon and Xepigon river, the

Animikie along Xepigon bay and west along Lake Superior, while

numerous areas of Huronian rocks were noted at the headwaters of

the Gull river. The rocks of this latter series being schists and

porphyroids.

Dr. Robert Bell of the Canadian Geological Suiwey calls the

Keweenawan series of rocks the Xepigon series. This formation

consists of the following rocks in ascending order, white grits, red

and white sandstones, with conglomerate beds, the pebbles being

mostly jasper in a sandy matrix of different colors; compact ar

gillaceous limestones, shales, sandstones, and red indurated marls,

red and white sandstones and red and white conglomerates, inter-

stratified with diabase layers. These are covered by an enormous

amount of trappean overflow crowning the formation, this overflow

gives a singularly wild and weird aspect to the country; high, flat-

topped hills or ridges, rising with sheer cliffs along the shores of

Lake Xepigon and inland, making a strikingly odd landscape.

The rocks of the Animikie (which by the w^ay means thunder,

named after Thunder Bay district), are represented by (\)
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greenisli arenacesous conglomerates with pebbles of quartz, jasper

and slate; (2) thinly bedded churts, mostly of a dark colour with

argillaceous and dolomitic beds; (3) black and gray shales, ^v-illl

sandstone and ferruginous dolomitic bands, together with layers

and intrusive masses of diabase.

I have named and classified these rocks rather fully, as they

are of much importance in this district owing to the economic

minerals associated with them.

Every one has heard of the Silver Islet mine near Thunder

Cape. This mine is in the Animikie, together mth a great many
other mines tliat have been A\'orked with considerable profit.

By far the greatest region J (explored is covered with the

Keweenawan series, but it is not so extensive as is showni on the

geological maps of that region. And it is encroached on by the

Laurentian from the west and also by a considerable area of Lauren-

tian gneisses around Black Sturgeon lake. This formation yields

lead, iron and copper. It is to the iron that I wish to refer more

particularly. Two iron deposits were found in the Keweenawan

region, one on the east side of Black Sturgeon lake, and another

to the north-east of Dog lake. These deposits are large and con-

sist of very good hematite. Undoubtedly with further prospecting

more iron will be found. The iron appears close to the contact

between the Laurentian and Keweenawan foimations. Numerous

lead and copper deposits have been found in this series of rocks,

and as there is an extensive area of them in the district I explored,

I am sure that new and valuable finds will be made when the

country is opened up.

Evidently the Huronian areiis travelled over are not baiTeii,

as I picked u]) a ])iece of pyrrhotite in this region that assayed

0.75% nickel and a trace of copper and silver.

Large deposits of beautiful marble are reported to be in tlie

interior of this region, and samples have been brought out but I

was unable to see them. Some of the sandstones and impure dolo-

mites would make splendid building stone, while the whole world

could be supplied with the veiy best road material in the shape of

the tough fine grained traps that are fouiul. A very pendiar thing

in this formation is the occurrence ot" iirine s])riiigs, \vlii(di are
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foiiud ill iiiiiiierors places, the salt can be seen in the bottom of

them in the shape of white grains. In former years the Indians

used to get their supply of salt from the<e springs.

The chief question is what will this country be good fur. i

do not Ijelieve that more than twenty-five per cent, of the land is

fit for cultivation, as the soil is too sandy and rocky, but there are

patches of splendid land that could be cultivated. Good root crops

could be grown and the hardy kinds of gTain. The other seventy-

five per cent, is taken up by lakes, rocky hills and muskeg, the

latter affording a large amount of first class peat.

With the exception of a few patches of burn the w'hole

country is covered ^\'itli a healthy growth of timber. This district I

believe was once a large Avhite pinery but has been burnt over and

replaced by other mixed conifers as the jack pine, spruce and balsam;

evidences of this are to be seen all over the country in large scatter-

ed pine on the remains of dead ones. I^nless nurseries are started

as proposed by the forestry commission this country will never

be a white pine country. As regards the spruce there is a tremen-

dous quantity and this will be a great asset to the countrv; when
we consider that " a cord of wood manufactured into cheap news-

paper may be valued at $40, but would only be worth $7 sawed

into lumber;" also tlie manufacturine; of wood pulp and the sawing

of lumber could be carried on in this district economically, owino-

to the water power to be found close at hand, providing that rail-

way communication could be got. As regards the other timber,

large tamarac is to be found in the district, this, next to rock elm

and oak, makes the best boat building material. Unfortunately

wooden boats are no longer built, but for piles and railroad ties and

lumber this timber should be very valuable. Undoubtedly the jack

pine will find a place as a marketable tree some day. At present

it IS represented as the most worthless tree we have got. Never-

theless it does make good pulp and railroad ties. So we are forced

to look on this wood as of some value. Taking the district as a

whole the timber represents the most valuable asset. At present,

near the Canada Pacific Kailroad, numerous pulp wood camps are

operating, employing over six hundred men, the pulp wood being

shipped to the United States and Canadian manufactories.
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What Lake Xepigou and the Xepigon river is eliiefly noted

for is its wonderful speckled trout fisliina'; people tra'\'el for miles

to enjoy a couple of weeks fishing on this beautiful river. Ameri-

cans are forced to pay about $25 license for the privilege of fishirg,

while people in Ontario pay $5. During the summer months this

river swarms with disciples of Isaac Walton, and the Indians derive

a considerable income by acting as guides and canoemen.

As the pulp wood industry develops care should be taken

that the fish in this river are protected and not killed out by the

debris and nibbish which follows the using of a river for driving

purposes and has caused so much harm to other rivers where fish

were to be found. The protection of the fish in this lake and river

should not be treated lightly, and strong efforts should be made

to keep it clear and free from any filth that is likely to kill the fish.

A larger income can be derived from selling licenses.

I have mentioned the prospects for mining development in this

country, nothing definite can be said till further exploration is

ean-ied out.

Another asset to the countr\' is the fur trade. At present the

Hudson Bay Company vnth a few rival companies control the

whole output. This region at one time was very rich in fur-bearing

animals, but they are getting fewer in number and the trade is

nothing as compared to twenty years ago. The caribou, moose and

black bear are to be found, but are not plentiful. All the common
animals are found, such as the beaver, mink, otter, etc.

The rivers in the district are rapid as a nile, Avitli manv falls,

and as a number of them have a considerable volume and

steadiness of flow, no great difficulty would be found in finding-

numerous places where power plants could be installed.

I have spent four summers in other parts of Isew Ontario,

and have tried to observe carefully any natural resources that may
come imder my notice. Although I have seen better districts along

the height of land farther east than this region, as regards timber,

soil and game, yet taking it as a whole, I believe this country will

prove of great value, not perhaps as a farming country, but rather

as a lumbering, mining and gajnc country. It will never be thickly

popuhitcHl, but still men will be able to derive wealth, if not

great fortiiDcs, by the d('V('l<»]uii(Mil of its natural resources.



RATIO OF THE CYLINDERS OF A COMPOUND 'ENGINE AND
W^HAT TAKES PLACE IN THEM.

By Wm. Hemphill, Grab. S.P.S.

In taking np the subject of the compound engine or a steam

engine of any kind, some authorities consider that practically

everything is kno^^^l about the engine, but I will endeavour to

show that we have something to learn and prove about the expan-

sion of steam and the ratio of the volumes of the h. p. and 1. p.

cylinders.

I will assume I have a compound engine before me all ready

running, and I vnW first explain what takes place when the steam

enters the cylinder and follow it throughout the stroke. For this

I will not assume any given ratio between the volumes of the h.

and 1. p. cylinders, but that expansion takes place in each cylinder.

For uniform action it would be better to have the engine mnniiig

a short time, all parts being thus warmed up, so that cold metal will

not interfere with, any suppositions.

When the steam enters the h. p. cylinder from the steam

chest it is at a certain pressure and the corresponding temperature

;

it may also be considered saturated. Just as the valve opens to

allow the first portion of the steam to enter the h. p. cylinder, the

cylinder and the piston are at a lower temperature than the enter-

ing steam, so some of the steam is immediately condensed, and

this continues until the cylinder becomes the temperature of the

entering steam, i.e., the portion of the cylinder between the piston

and the end of the cylinder that is open to the live steam. The
piston is pushed forward to the point of cut-off and now the steam

commences to expand and continues expanding until the point of

release is reached. During this expansion the pressure of the steam

decreases, consequently its temperature lowers; but the steam

contained a certain amount of heat when it entered the cylinder,

so if we had a perfect engine from wliich no heat could enter or

escape, the heat liberated by the fall of temperature caused by
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lower pressure, would be taken up in the steam whicli would be

superheated during- expansion, and the steam that was condensed

at the first part of the stroke would be evaporated again, but as

we have not an ideal engine to work with, we do not get such per-

fect results. The heat that is liberated by the fall of temperature

is partly used in heating the cylinder walls as the piston moves out,

exposing new portions of the walls to the steam, some of which

heat may be used in re-evaporating the water caused by initial con-

densation. In fact this seems to be reasonable, for in working out

tests we find as a rule a little more steam in the cylinder at release

than at cut-off. Xow release occurs and the steam is exhausted

into a receiver or the 1. v. steam chest. Durino- exhaust the steam

F/^. I

is superheated owing to the large quantity of heat that is liberated

by the drop in pressure. Then the 1. p. cylinder takes the steam

from the receiver and it is still further expanded until release

occurs and the steam is exhausted into the condenser or air,

according as the engine is condensing or non-condensing. Xow
with this rough idea of "what takes place dni-ing the. stroke, T will

follow it out more particularly.

By following a method known as llirn's Analysis we can

detennine the work done in thermal imits for different parts of the

stroke. In Fig. 1 the portions of the stroke are indicated by the

Kubscript letters, thus a for admission, b for expansion, e for ex-

haust, d for compression. Then

—

Va = voluine in en. ft. described by ])iston during adiui^-^ion.
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Vb = volume in cu. ft. described by piston during expansion.

Vc = volume in cu. ft. described by piston duriup; exhaust.

Vd = volume in cu. ft. described by piston during compres-

sion.

Vo = volume in cu. ft. of clearance space.

V = Avhole volume displaced by piston.

Let the work done in thermal units by the steam during the

several portions of the stroke be represented by T ^vith its appro-

priate subscript, thus

—

Ta ^ work done during admission = area ep'mke in B. T. U.

Tb = work done during expansion = area Kmnsk in B. T. T".

Tc =: work done during exhaust =: area h g p a h.in B. T. T".

Td ^^ ^\()rk done (hiring compression =' area e f g h e in B.

T. U.

Ta -\- Tb= absolute work done by steam =^ area ep'muse.

(Ta -\- Tb)—(Tc + Ta) = net area of indicator diagram.

The quantities of heat in themial units exchanged between

the steam and the metal are represented, by areas Ra, E.b, Re,

Rd, the areas being drawn to the same scale as the work diagram.

Ra = heat exchanged between metal and steam during adm."

Rb = heat exchanged between metal and steam during exp."

Re = heat exchanged between metal and steam during exh.''

Rd = heat exchanged between metal and steam during comp."

E = heat lost by external radiation.

Q = the quantity of heat supplied to cylinder per stroke by

admission steam.

Q^ = the quantity of heat supplied from jacket.

Q + Q^= total heat supplied.

Let M lbs. ^= weight of wet steam admitted per stroke, of

which Mx is diy steam, and ]\E (1—x) is weight of water present

in steam. Let also the weight of steam retained in the clearance

space each, stroke= Mg. (The actual weight of this steam may
be measured knowing the pressure g at beginning of compression.)

Then the heat Q required to raise ]\r lbs. of water from 32° F. to

its temperature of admission, and to evaporate the portion Mx is

Q = M(h + xL) [h is sensible heat L = latent heat of steam].
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Tor superheated steam heated from normal temperature tn

of saturated steam to temperature ts—Q =M. [h + L + -48 (ts—
tn)].

The internal heat of the steam in clearance space at com-

mencement of compression, assmning the steam dry=:Mg (hg+lg)-

Where ]\fg, hg, Ig represent weight, sensible heat, and inter-

nal heat at pressure and volume at point g on the diagram Fig. 1.

The internal heat at cut-ott= (M -f Mg) (hm -\- ^m /Jm),

where ^m = drv steam fraction on the diagTam.

The internal heat at end of expansion

—

= (M-f Mg) (hn + ^n pm)

and similarly for the other points of the cycle.

Xow to find the heat Ea. The heat supplied is Q, the heat

in the cylinder at admission is

—

Mf (hf + xf pf)

the work done is Ta; and the heat remaining in the steam at cut-

off is (M -f Mg) (hm + xm pm)- Then—

Q + Mf (hf + xf pf .- Ta 4- Ra -f (M -r Mg) (hm -f xm pin),

from this can find Ha as all other quantities kno^^^l.

To find Kb. The heat in the steam at tlie end of expansion

is (M -f Mg) (lin -j- xu pa
) ; the exteneral work is Tb, the heat

present at beginning of expansion is (M + Mg) (hm + xm pm).

then

—

(M + Mg) (hm -f x.n pm) = Tb+ Rb + (M+ :\[g)

(hn -f xn Pn).

from Avhich Rb may be determined.

To find Re The heat in the steam at end of expansion is

(M -f- Mg) (Im -f xn pn): the work done upon the steam during

exhaust is Tc; tlie heat in the steam at bearinning of compression,

assuming the steam at compression dry: is Mg + xg pg).

To determine the heat rejected to the condenser must be done

by a test of the engine, and weigliing the steam condensed in a

given time, and dividing this weight by the number of strokes

made In' the engine in that time. This, will give the weight of

steam M exhausted per .stroke. Theji M lbs. of steam become

water at temperature t. The lieat in this condensed steam is now
"\fht. Thf heat cniried away by the conrlensing water equals the
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weight of conclensing' water W per stroke niultiplicd by its increase

of temperature in passing- through the condenser=W (ti—to).

Then :

—

(M. + ^lix) (hn 4- xn pn) + Tc = Kc -f Mlit + ^V

(ti— t,)+Mg (hg + xg/->-.

from which Re may be obtained.

To find the heat Kd. Tlie internal lieat in the steam at be-

ginning of compression is Mg(hg+xgp^). Then work is done

upon it= Td during compression ; and the internal heat of the

steam at end of compression is Mf (hf + xf pf
;
then

—

^[g (hg 4- xg pg) + Td = Mf (hf + xf pi) + Rd.

from wliich Rd may be found. This applies to one cylinder, by

taking the otlier indicator card this may be applied to the 1-p.

cylinder.

F/57 • ^

h
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Take cut-oS at .25 of the stroke in the li.p. cylinder and at

an initial pressure p, shown on Fig. 2, the steain.^ expands along

a b until it reaches the pressure ps = piX .25 neglecting clearance

(this is also the pressure in the receiver). The Avork diagram

of the h.p. cylinder equals area pi abps, and of the l.p- cylinder

the area ps befo, point b being the cut-off in the l.p. cylinder.

Suppose now we make the cut-off in the h. p. cylinder at

.5 of stroke, then nearly twice the weight of steam is supplied

per stroke, and the steam at release is at a higher pressure than

when cut-off occurred earlier. Call this pressure p^ as shown on

Fig. 2, and the pressure of the receiver, ps, is the back pressure

on the h.p. piston and the forward pressure on the l.p. piston to

the point of cut-off at n now, and the work diagi'am is now given

by the areas pi gnpo and po nhfo by the small and large cylinders

respectively. A glance at fig. 2 shows the difference in the work

by changing the point of cut-off in the h.]i. cylinder; it shows a

marked increase in work for the l.p. piston, while the h.p. work

is practically the same.

Thus we find to increase the power of the engine we \\n\Q

to increase the per cent, of cut-off, but the larger share of the

increased power comes from the 1 p. cylinder; while with early

cut-off and low power the larger share of the work comes from

the h.p. cylinder. And as this power can be decreased to a mini-

mum, the power of the l.p. cylinder may be reduced to zero.

Now consider the effect of throttling the steam supply Avith

the same ratio of cylinders, and cut-off fixed in both cases at .5 of

stroke without " drop." The initial pressure was ])i before and let

it be throttled to ])o = -ipi. Then in fig. 2, the distribution of

Avork is seen as area po sbpa for the h.p. cylinder and p., befo for

the l.p. cylinder. This shows the work area for the l.p. cylinder

the same for steam throttled as with high pressure, with cut-off at

.25 of stroke, but the work area in the h.]>. cylinder is much less,

when the .steam is throttled, giving a less satisfactory distribution

of power between the cylindei's for throttling than having cut-off

earlier. Tt shows that theoretically, throttling to a pressure p^ is

/ess economical than changing the cut-off from .5 to .25 with con

stant initial pressure, for in both cases the same weight of steam
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is exliaiisted per stroke, i.e., the l.p. cylinder volume at pressure

f e, though with throttling the useful work area is reduced by the

area pi asp^. This theoretical gain would not all be realized in

the actual case owing to cylinder condensation with an early cut-

off.

Another way of remedying the unequal distribution of power

between the cylinders is by having a variable cut-off in the l.p.

cylinder. Let us take the cylinder ratios 1:4 and cut-off in each

cylinder at half stroke, and let pi bcdps fig. 3, be the work area

of the li.p. and ps efga the work area for the l.p. cylinder. Xow
change the cut-off in the l.p. from .5 to -25 of the stroke; then

the work areas will be changed, the h.p. being pi bcp2 and the

l.p., p2 cfga. Conversely if the cut-off in the l.p. be made later

then the work area in the h.p. will be increased, and decreased in

the l.p. cylinder.

In the above methods the effect of the receiver between the

cylinders was not taken into account. In the majority of com-

pound engines a receiver is placed between the cylinders to re-

ceive rhe exhaust steam from the h.p. cylinder and to give it to

the l.p. cylinder. This receiver often takes the form of a pipe

and the valve chest. (The above has reference to a cross-com-

pound engine.)

XoAv if this area were indefinitely large, the back pressure

line of the h.p. and the fonvard pressure of the l.p. cylinder,

would bo each a horizontal straight line. In practice the receiver

volume is from 1^ to several times the volume of the h.p. cylinder.

The efiect of the restricted volume of the receiver is to make the

back pressure line of the high and the admission line of tlie lr»w-

pressure diagram irregular.

The receiver volume is made as small as possible to avoid

radiation of heat, bnt space is an important factor to consider

in the size of the receiver. The effect of a small receiver is to

increase the small cylinder's back pressure and to increase the

initial pressure of the large cylinder. Sometimes an increase in

pressure occurs in the l.p. cylinder towards the point of cut-off,

which is caused by the h.p. cylinder's exhaust pa.ssing into the

receiver before cut-oft" has t^ken place in the low.
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In designing an engine it is nsual to get the diameter of the

l.p. cylinder first, and then the diameter of the h.p. cylinder de-

pends on a number of conditions, but the main object is to have

the power evenly divided between the two cylinders. After look-

ing through a number of catalogues, I find the ratio of the volumes

of the cylinders range from 1:2^, 1:3, and 1:4, rarely higher, or

the diameter of the l.p. cylmder is twice that of the h.p. cylinder

minus two. Xearly all the manufacturers cling to this idea of

ratios, which later on I will endeavor to show is an eiTor in the

point of economy in the engine.

F/g. ^

Let us now construct a djagram which will show the piston

displacement in a compound-engine. To do this it is necessary

to assume ratios of cylinders, clearance and receiver volumes for

a given compound-engine. By this diagram it will be possible

to follow the steam through the engine, and it illustrates the

changes of volume and pressure between the points of entonng and

leaving the cylinder.

In fig. 4, horizontal lines are lines of volume, and vertical

lines are divided into portions of a revolution. Then let aO ~

volume of h.p. clearance (Ch); 05 = volume of h.p. pist^m dis-

placement {\v)\ ab = volume of receiver (Tl); b5^ = volume of
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l.p. clearance (CI); and 5'0' = volume of l.p. piston displace-

ment (VI).

On the lines 05 and O'.')' draw semicircles representing half a

revolution of the crank-pin and divide it into any number of

equal parts, say five. On the vertical line to the left of fig;. 4,

set off ten equal parts represeutino- parts of a revolution. The

diagram shown is for one and a half revolutions. The cranks are

assumed at right angles, when the h.p. piston is at beginning of

stroke O and the l.p. piston is at centre of stroke K. Througli

the points on the vertical line numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., draw hori-

zontal lines, let these intersect the vertical lines drawn through

the numbers on the semicircle, the intersection of these lines for

the corresponding number gives a point on the "' curve of piston

displacement." Obtain a number of these points for both cylinders

and the curves can be swept in as shoA\ai. The different grades

of hatching show the volumes in the cylinder as admission to h.p.

cylinder, expansion in h.p. cylinder, etc. It is easily seen from

the figure all these points and also the connection between the two

cylinders. The h.p. clearance Oa is first filled with steam at

initial pressure, and the steam is continued to the point of cut-

off at half stroke, and volume in cylinder = de. The steam is

then expanded to nearly the end of the stroke, when the exhaust

port opens, and at f the steam passes into the receiver, j^ow the

exhaust side of the h.p. cylinder and the receiver are in communi-

cation, as showu, until the l.p. steam port opens at h. Here

the volume of the steam = gh. At m the h.p. exhaust port is

closed, and compression begins. At the point r in the l.]3. piston

cut-off takes place and the steam expands to volume st. This dia-

gram can be applied to the indicator diagrams of compound engines

as shown fig. 5.

This figure shows the piston displacement curves for cranks

at right angles, the theoretical indicator diagram of the h.p. cylin-

der being drawn below the h.p. piston curve, and the l.p. indicator

diagram below the l.p. curve. The initial pressure is known, and

is set up from the zero line of pressnre. In the diagram cut-off

occurs at .4 of stroke in the h.p. cylinder, and as the initial pv

is known, all oth^r points in the cycle may be determined, assum-
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ing hyperbolic expansion. In the following equations the sub-

scripts refer to the figures on the portit)ns of the diagram represent-

ing the theoretical indicator diagi-ani. Thus V3 = volume of

steam at point 3, measured from beginning of stroke, i.e., from

vertical line Oa and to the left in the h.p. diagram, and from

vertical line through B and to _the right in the l.p. diagram.

When the exhaust side of the h.p. cylinder is in communication

with the l.p. cylinder, then the volume including that of the

receiver, is given by the horizontal intercept between the lines of

piston displacement.

For this diagram it may be assumed that pv = a constant,

then :

—

p, (v, + Ch)=p,o + Cl),

from which the terminal pressure is obtained, and the point of

cut-o^ in the l-p. cvlinder being known, then

—

Po (V, + CI) = pio (v,o + CI),

from which pg or the pressure at cut-off in the l.p. cylinder, and

therefore the pressure in the receiver at that time is kno^vn.

Then the ]:)ressures at all other points may be obtained by the

following equations:

—

'

Referring to the theoretical diagrams in the lower part of

fig. 5, then for the h.p. cvlinder

p, (vi + Ch) = p, (v, + Ch).

At point 2 the steam exhausts and mixes with that in the

receiver, which is at some pressure ps previously calculated.

V2 (v. -f Ch) -f p9 R = ps (vs -h Ch -f R).

But during the return of the h.p. piston, so long as the l.p.

cylinder is not open to receive steam, the volume enclosed is for

the moment reduced, hence the pressure rises to p4 until the l.p.

valve opens the port to steam, when the pressure instantly falls

to ps, then

—

p, (V3 + Ch + R) = p, (v, -f Ch -f R).

A\Tien the l.p. valve opens to steam, the receiver steam mixes

with that in the clearance space of the l.p. cylinder; thus

—

P4 (v, + Ch -f R)+ p,. CI = p.-. (v.. -f Ch + R + CI).

This action continues, and meanwhile the l.p. piston is mov-

ing forward and increases the displacement, causing the pressure
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to fall to pc wlieu the h.p. exhaust valve closes, and compression

begins in the h.p. cylinder; then

—

P5 (y, + Oh + R+ CI) = pe (Ve + Ch + E + CI + Vs).

where Ys is tlie A'oliime displaced by the l.p. piston from the be-

ginning of its stroke, and which volume may be measured by the

horizontal intercepted between the lines of piston displacement,

as shown by the dotted projectors. The back pressure ]3ii in the

l.p. cylinder is fixed

—

(Pl2 Clj = p,x (V,, + CI).

The same principles may be further extended to represent

changes in any number of cylindei's taking two at a time. In fig.

5 the h.p. diagiam is showni dotted over the l.p. diagTam to show
more clearly the relation between them.

In what I have said so far on the compound-eugine it was not

necessar\^ to take into account the ratios of the volume of the

h. and l.p. cylinder; all the assumptions that were made were

very limited, as I only wanted to show what took place in the

cylinders, to follow the steam through the stroke, illustrating it

by diagrams, and also how the work was divided up, giving the

latter in heat uAits as well as work units. It is now my intention

of dealing with the ratios of the volumes of the cylinders, and

endeavor to .show that it is an error in assuming that everything

is now authoritatively settled about the design of the steam engine

which seems to be the prevailing idea in the minds of those who
write text-books on thennotlynamics and heat engines, although

in a general way this idea may be accepted as true, for the steam

engine of James Watt considered as an automatic mechanism was

not different in any essential particular to what we have to-day.

The fact of cylinder condensation was known then although not

understood to the extent that it is to-day.

A gi'eat many compound corliss and mainne engines have been

built in the last twenty or thirty yoai-s, but only in the last eight

or ton years has anything been known ex])erimentally of tlie most

economical volumes of cylinder ratios. We see, as I mentioned

liefore, that in Europe and America the ratios run from 1 :4. The
roa.son of this is the fact that an engine so pvo]iortioned avoids

more than a very slight "drop" in ])ressinv from tliat at the end
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of expnn?i(>n in the suiallci* cvliiiilcr to the pressure at cut-off

in the lars:e cvlinder, with reasonable ratios of expansion in eacli.

When '"drop" occurs it is because free expansion takes phice,

causetl bv the sudden enlargement of the volume of the steam

without doino- work against a piston. As this " drop " is not rever-

sible in the idea of a cycle it is considered loss. Since the time

of Watt's invention the steam pressure has been increasing, but

no change has been made in the ratios of the cylinders. So far as

I can learn Carl Busley, Professor at the CJerman Imperial Aca-

demy at Kiel, is the only authority who would change the ratios

of the cylinders in compoimd engines for different steam pres-

sures. He gives the foUomng ratios:

—

Pounds per sq. in. 60 90 105 120

Eatio 1:3 1:4 1:4.5 1:5

Professor Ewing is very positive in his statement that care

should, be taken not to allow free expansion into the receiver as

" drop " occurs whicli would be shown on an indicator diagram by

a sudden fall at the end of the li.p. expansion. All these state-

ments about " drop " being wasteful were assumed, no one taking

the trouble to perform experiments to prove the supposition. It is

true that "drop" is wasteful, but I think the effect of alloA\ing

this " drop " can be utilized to make " drop " a gain in the end.

The *' drop " I refer to must not be mistaken for the drop caused

by sudden radiation or condensation, but that resulting from inter-

mediate expansion, althovigh it looks as if authorities put the two

together under the same head. In D. K. Clark's Rules, the fol-

lowing discussion occurs on the influence of " tlrop."

" That the work of expanding steam is to be calculated from

the expansion upon a moving piston only is obvious enough when

it is considered that the steam may expand into an intennediate

receiver, and into inteiiuediate passages, without doing any work

on a piston, whilst at the same time the pressure falls or drops

as the volume is enlarged. Under these circumstances the second

cylinder receives the steam at a lower pressure and in larger volume

than it has when there is no intermediate expansion and fall of

pressure, and there is less work done, whilst the ratio of active

expansion is necessarily reduced. If the second cylinder, however,
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be enlarged in capacity in proportion to tlie enlargement of the

volume of steam and the fall of the pressure by intermediate

expansion, the ratio of expansion and the work done in it would

remain the same." These quotations considered by themselves

would commit Clark to the common belief that " drop " produced

by intermediate expansion causes a serious waste. He goes a little

farther in the right direction than others have done, however,

in the suggestion that the waste occasioned by " drop " may be

balanced by enlarging the second cylinder; but he does not, in this

immediate connection, draw attention to the fact that the loss in

pressure of the receiver steam, due to the practice of taking more

steam by voliune from the receiver than it gets from the h.p.

cylinder is accompanied by an increase of work in the h.p.

cylinder. By this the back pressure in this cylinder is reduced

and at the same time the initial pressure in the l.p. cylinder.

Therefore the loss occasioned by receiver expansion is much less

than Clark implies in his quotation, and if high boiler pressures

are used ^-ith a moderate amount of " drop " this loss, even from a

thermodynamical point of view is quite insignificant. Let us now
consider the causes of '' drop " and the advantages that accom-

pany its moderate use.

There are two causes of "drop."' The first is intennediate

expansion. When more steam by volume leaves the receiver than

is put into it per stroke (assuming no steam made or condensed

in the receiver), the receiver pressure must be less than the pres-

sure in the h.p. cylinder at release. The other cause of " (h'op " is

cylinder condensation and clearance in the l.p. cylinder. If a

receiver compound engine had neither clearance or condensation

in the l.p. cylinder, there might still be any amount of '"drop"

if the cut-off on that cylinder were lengthened enough. Again,

if the cut-off were adjusted just right to prevent any " di'op " in

such an engine, and the cylinder had the usual amount of clear-

ance and condensation, a "drop" of from 12 to 15 ]io\uids might

result. Even this could be prevented by making the cut -off earlier

in the stroke. Therefore it is seen that cut-off may be a cause or

a coiTcctive of " dro])." But the point of cut-off is dependent on

considerations other tluin its effect on drop. Tt would be dosirablo
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to have the cut-ofl" occur late in the stroke were it not for the loss

of excessive free expansion, as this would reduce the ranoe of tem-

perature of the l.p. cylinder walls, and would, therefore, reduce

the lo6s from initial condensation in this cylinder.

It is easily seen from the foregoing* that unless the best point

of cut-off, chosen with reference to the w.i.ste by initial condensa-

tion happens to coincide with that particular point at which " drop
''

would be entirely prevented, a compromise must be made between

the gain by lengthening cut-oft* and the loss by free expansion.

This does not have to be done in cylinder ratios of 1:3, but it is

necessary for larger ratios as 1:6 or 1:7. If "drop" is accom-

panied by a reduction of initial condensation in the large cylinder,

in amount sufficient to overbalance the waste of power by inter-

mediate expansion, it is at least, no detriment to the coal con-

sumption to allow that much " drop." This " drop " is considered

very useful in plants driving a varied load, as it allows a widely

variable cut-off in the second cylinder Avithout either looping at

the end of expansion in the first cylinder or materially changing

the receiver pressure.

After dealing at some length with intennediate expansion it

would be well to consider some of the general theory of the com-

pound engine. AVe Avill assume the proposition that the highest

economy to be obtained in an engine of any type is the result of

two conditions—using a volume of steam at the highest possible

pressure and expanding it the greatest number of times. But we
find both the pressure and expansions are limited by practical

circumstances; the pressure by the increase in cost of boilers and

piping, while the ratio of expansion, by the increase in waste due

to cylinder condensation, friction and repaii"s. All the authorities

appear to agTce that there is a minimum number of expansions

allowable in each cylinder. This number is between four and

five. But in an engine with cylinder ratio 1:3, practically no
" drop " Avill occur, and custom has limited the number of expan-

sions for such an engine to 12 or possibly 15. A steam pressure

of 115 pounds for such an engine gives the best result as to econ-

omy. A higher pressure would enable the engine to do more

work, but the number of expansions remaining the same the steam
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consumption would not be aiiected. Xow if liiglier pressures are

going to be used with the idea of improving the economy, it would

be necessary to add another cylinder so that increased expansion

could take place. The average pressure for triple expansion en-

gines is from 150 to 160, and even higher; but with the usual

ratio of cylinders—1:2.75 :6.5—the number of expansions in each

cylinder would be much less than that given above. The reason

of tliis is that 150 pounds pressure is not enough to permit the

larger number "without developing too little pressure at release

in the l.p. cylinder.

Xow in the trij^le ex])ansion engine we have increased the

engines from two to tlu'ee, as a compound engine really consists

of two engines, each requiring the same number of parts and the

same equipment all through. To this we have added the third

which will increase the cost of the engine, an important item in the

majority of cases. The volume of steam in the h.p. cylinder is

expanded from that volume to the volume of the l.p. cylinder; it is

not done direct but through the intermediate cylinder, but amounts

to the same thing in the end. Xow for mill engines and all

stationary plants I think that this increased ex])ansion could take

place in the two cylinders instead of three. In fact I find for

stationary work the compound engine is prefen'ed to the triple

expansion engine. Xow I think if the ratio of the cylinders in

the compound engine were increased to 1:7 or 1:8, and perhaps

even greater for mill work, or any stationar}^ work, the economy
in fuel would be nearly if not quite equal to the triple expansion

engine. The only Avay to prove this is to perfonn a number of

tests on each kind of engine, i.e., the triple expansion and a com-

pound engine of different cylinder ratios, some large and some
small. I do not say that the com])onnd (mgino, with large ratios,

will ])r(>v(' the more economical with regard to fuel and water

supply, bnt if the pressures in (^acli caso arc, say ISO, if will hold

a very high place.

T will now give a few results of .some tests with regard to

fuel and water, that have hoon obtained by competent men on
compound engines using tlie ordinaiw ratio of the volume of cylin-

ders. One of the large ratio I have considered above, also a triple
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expansion engine. The results will speak for themselves, and I

think the large ratio for compound engines will soon be taken up
more favorably, and will take the place entirel3^ of the triple ex-

]iansion engine, although I think, in marine work, the triple expan-

sion engine should be retained, if only for mechanical reasons-

So far as I can leam I think there have been only a few of these

engines made mth the large ratio for the cylinders. These were

made by the American Wheelock Engine Company, and all but

two surpassed the makers giiarantee for fuel and water supply-

Test 1.

Kind of engine—Cross-compound Wheelock engine, made by
G oldie & McCulloch, Gait, Ont.

Katios of cylinder, volumes 1:8.4.

Steam pressure, lbs. 82.5.

I. H. P. 239.

Coal per I. H. P. hr. 1.0.

Water per I. H. P. per hr. 17.2 lbs.

Test 2.

Kind of engine—Tandem-compound, four valve type, made
by Kussel Engine Co., Massillon.

Ratios of cylinder volumes 1:4.3-

Steam pressure 160 lbs.

I. H. P. each engine 300.

Coal per I. H. P. per hr. 2.55 lbs.

Water per I. 11. P. per hr. 15 lbs.

Test 3.

Kind of engine—Cross-compound, made by American Wbeel-

ock Engine Co.

Ratios of cylinder volumes 1:7.2.

Steam pressure 140 lbs.

Cut-off b.p., .287 of stroke; l.p., .236 of stroke.

T. H. P. 650.

Coal per I. H. P. per hr. 1.18 lbs.

Water per I. H. P. per hr. 11.89 lbs.

Test 4.

Kind of engine—Allis triple exp.^nsion pumping engine.

i
Ratios of cylinder volumes 1 :2s 'Al.

Steam pressure 185 lbs.
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I. H. P. 750.

Coal per I. H. P. per hr. 1.02 lbs.

AVatcr ixt I. H. P. per lir. 10.48 lbs.

>



THOMSON RECORDING AVATTMETER.

C. G. Carmichael, '01.

While comparisons between the meter and contract systems

are no longer necessary, the choice of a meter is an important con-

sideration: Shall it be an ampere meter registerine; the current, or

a wattmeter registering the energy? To answer this let ns ex-

amine effects of voltage on a 16 candle power, 3-1 watt incan-

descent lamp. A variation in voltage of 3% from normal is

quite common, but the 2% variation given in Table 1, is quite

sufficient for our pui*pose.

Table 1.—Effects of voltage on a 16 C. P., 3.1 watt incan-

descent lamp. Normal voltage 100.

Voltd.
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Table 2.—Charge per lamp hour.

Voltaoe

98
99
100
101
102

Charge per lamp|Charge per lamp
hour at 10 cents hour at Ic per

per K. W. H. ' ampere hour.

0-4751C
0-4880

0-4960
0-.5088

0-5220

0-485e
0-492

0-496
0-504
0-512

Charge per lamp
hour at 0-031e.

per candle pow'r
hour.

0-4464C
0-4712
0-4960
0-5258
0-5555

It can thus be seen that y\4ien voltage is below normal the

ampere meter records more power than is used, and when voltage

is above normal this same meter records less power than is actually

consumed. Apparently it might therefore be argued that it would

pay to use ampere meters and keep the voltage low. But any

Electric Light Co. could soon tell you how many customers it

would have at the end of a year w'ere it to supply only 14 C. P.

and charge for 16 C. P.

Xow consider the customer. He wants so much light.

Yirtually he wants to pay so much per candle power hour. Say he

is a merchant and in a year he uses 200 sixteen candle power
lamps for 500 hours or 100.000 lamp hours. From Table 2, his

lighting bill is found.

For a voltage of 98

—

By Wattmeter his bill would be $475.10

By Ampere Meter his bill would be 485.00

His just bill at 0.031 cents per C. P. hour is 446.40

That is Ampere Meter charges him too much by $38-60, and
Wattmeter too much by $28.70, thnt i^ Wattmeter is more nearly

con-ect by $9.90.

For a voltage of 102

—

By Wattmeter liis bill wouhl be . . .$522.00

By Ampere ^^rcter his bill would be 512.00

And bis ju<t bill at 0.031 cents per C. P. hour is. 555.50
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NAME
Br\_isK bracket-

NAME
^^Reoonciiri0 nnechanisrn.

, 'Top bearing plu<3

'Brass clamp for

ternnmal boan

Lead wire ir-isul3>tiori>^

Insulation for ca0e

resistance leads i

-'

Rioht-hand ternninal board >-''

Uewel I ifLino riv_it )

Fig. 1.

)
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That is bj registration of cuiTent the merchant is charged tor>

little by $43.50, and by registration of energy too little by $33.50.

again showing a difference, of $10.00, in favour of the Wattmeter.

The firet requirement essential to a perfect recording meter is

therefore registration of energy and not current, one of its factors.

A meter must be, simple and durable; able to resist tampering and

independent of atmospheric conditions; independent of frequency

and inductive circuits and must be adaptable to either direct or

alternating cuiTent.

I mil attempt a brief description of the Thomson Recording

Wattmeter. In Fig. 1 is shown a 5 ampere, 220 volt meter, the

connections being shoAvn in Fig. 2.

It is simply a small motor and dynamo combined. A small

fraction of the energy which the meter measures operates the

motor, and the retardation is supplied by the light drag of a cojjper

disk rotating between the poles of 1 wo niagnicts.

The armature consists of a number of coils of fine wire wound

upon a frame of ]>ressed paper, which is fastened to the vertical

shaft. The commutator bars are mad(> of silver and the brnshoa

are tip]»ed with that metal. The armature, in scries with a suit-

able resistance and the .'^hunt, is connected across the line. The

fields consist of a number of turns of stout copiier wire of size
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sufficient to carry a current of twice the rated capacity of the

meter. These fields are connected in series with one side of the

line the full cuiTent passing through them. Hence the torque of

the motor is exactly proportional to the watts.

There is no iron about the motor, and the meter when once

calibrated is adaptable to either direct or alternating current. In

fact were we to re])lacc the brushes by two connections affixed to

opposite segments in the commutator and attaching a suitable

spring and pointer to the shaft, we would have an indicating watt-

meter capable of being used on any circuit.

The copper disk rotates between the poles of two magiiets.

By moving the magnets out or in the speed is regulated so that

the number of revolutions of the disk in a certain time corres-

ponds to energy delivered to the circuit in that time. On the

shaft is a worai which operates the recording mechanism.

As before stated the shunt is connected in series with the

armature and resistance across the line. It consists of a suitable

number of turns of fine wire and is inserted in the inside of one of

the field coils. Its object is to assist meter on light loads, thus

giving the meter great accuracy on all loads-

In the lower end of the shaft is a polished, hardened steel de-

tachable pivot. The shaft sits on a jewel mounted on a spring in

the end of a screw. So that if from any cause jewel or pivot

should be damaged both can be easily removed and replaced by

new ones without removing the cover. The meter is protected by

a metallic cover which is drawn tightly down on to a strip of felt

on the base, thus rendering it dust proof. To the underside of the

base is fastened a metallic plate, when it is sealed up it is im-

possible to tamper with the meter without breaking the seals.

"Wattmeters are tested by connecting them up with an indi-

cating Wattmeter; and with a stop watch noting the time of a

certain number of revolutions of the disk. The formula,

3,600 X constant x number of revolutions

time (in seconds.)

^ves watts recorded by the recording meter and this should agree

with the readina" of the inrlicating wattmeter. If there is not a
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close enough, agreement the magnets are moved out or in, accord-

ing as meter is fast or slow.

The formula is derived as follows:

Let 1 revolution of disk in 1 hour ^ 1 watt hour.

Hence 1 revolution of disk in 1 sec. = 3,600 watt hours.

Or X revolutions of disk in 1 sec. = 3,600 X IST watt hours.

Or JS revolutions oi disk in t see. = 7 watt hours.

'Now suppose we took a 25 amp., 100 volt meter and passed

100 amperes at 100 volts, through it, the disk would rotate at the

abnormal speed of 166.68 R. P. M. If the field coils were made
with, one-quarter of the number of turns of wire the torque, and

hence the speed of the disk would be one-quarter of what they

were before. Since the disk is iimning at on^quarter of the speed

necessarj^ to record the power in the circuit, the dial will indicate

only one-quartei of the power, so the dial reading is multiplied by

4, or as it is termed " constant 4." Then formula becomes

3,600 X constant X number of revolutions

time (in seconds).

Another way of looking at it is

—

Let W= v/att hours.

X = number of revolutions,

t = time in seconds-

' K = constant.

W °= 3,000^^
t

W °: Revolutions per hour.

„, ,,3.600N

t

-r. 1 . , ^ . 3,600N
By choosing the proper vnluo for —7— we can have any

value of K, 3^, 1, 2, etc., depending on the size of the met^r.

Everything should be carefully considered before selecting

the proper si/e of wattmeter to be used. If a building is to be

illuminated with 400 lamps it does not of necessity follow that a

400 light meter will do. Take the case of a theatre using 300

sixtoen candh' ])o\ver lamps. Probably ten of the lights would be
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\ised a greater portion of the clay to light up the ticket office, lobby,

etc., and remaining 290 would only be used a short time during a

performance. Now 1 would place a ten light meter on the first

mentioned circuit, and a two hundred light meter on the lights in

the main part of the theatre. It is far better to have too small a

meter on an intermittent load than too large a one.

Heretofore it seems to have been the practice, especially in

regard to house lighting, to locate the meter in the most undesirable

spot possible. Garrets and cellars are favorite spots. In the former

there is a 120° range of temperature between winter and summer,

while in the latter it is usually damp. Is it not unreasonable to

expect good results from metei*s located in such places? A good

location is any of the back living rooms in the house.

AVhen a meter is set up it should be examined annually by a

competent person. Don't suppose that it is going to run forever

after it has first been inspected and sealed up. In fact, the success-

ful use of wattmeters depends largely upon the intelligence with

which they are looked after.



PORTLAND CEMENT vs. BONE ASH FOR CUPELS.

II. Kov Stovel.

Tke use of bone ash for cupels is so universal, that it is with

great diffidence one seeks to introduce any other substance iu

place of it.

Portland cement on first thoughts does not recommend itself

to one for this purpose, on account of its hardness when set.

Through having had it suggested to me in a chance conversation I

concluded to give it a trial, ancl have had most satisfactory re-

sults, finding it equal to and if anything slightly better than bone

ash in every way.

The cement cupels being much harder and stronger, will ad-

mit of any kind of handling both in and out of the furnace. They
can be dropped or even thrown down without any material

damage. N^either are they so liable to fracture in the furnace as

are the bone ash ones. In twenty experiments I have only found

one with a crack in the cup, and that one so small that it was im-

possible for any bead but a very minute one to fall into it.

Tlie cement being slightly heavier than bone ash with equal

absorbing powers, it follows that size for size the cement cupels will

absorb more lead, while for ordinary size buttons they may be

made shallower, thus enabling one to see more of the cup while in

u small muffle, and at the same time a saving is made in material.

iVs will be seen in the accompanying table the loss with the

cement cupels is, in most cases, slightly less than with the bone

tish ones, varying for 18 cupellations, of from 2 to 600 mgs. of

silver, from nothing to 4.86%.

The relative cost of tlie two materials, locally, is much in

favour of the cement, bone ash costing by bulk 7 centvS ])er lb.

whih> tho ])n('e of cement is $6.r»0 at Yellow Union per bbl., being

only ;i lV;icti(iii of the ])ri('e of the bone ash.
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Summino- up and usins: tlie results of tlie few experiments

I have made, whicli, havino- had to be done in spare moments, are

not as many as I would liave liked to have done before laying this

paper before you, I find results to be as follows:

Time of cupellation about the same.

Loss in cupellation slightly in favour of the cement.

Cement cupels less liable to breakage and fracture in the

furnace.

Absorbing power of cement, size for size, greater than that of

bone ash.

Cost of cement being only a fraction of that of bone ash.

In sending this paper to be read before you it is in hope that

some members of the Society who are interested in assaying may
become sufficiently interested in this subject to carr^^ on some

more experiments in the laboratory of the school, the results

of which I would very much like to know.

N.B.—I neglected to state that the cement cupels are made in identically the

same way as the bone-ash ones.

Note.—Portland cement cupels have been in use in the assay laboratory of

the School for the past three years. In the Spring of 1899, Mr. Mickle, being un-

able to get a good quality of bone-ash, commenced some experiments with cement,

the result of which led to their almost exclusive use in our laboratory. The only

drawback to cement cupels is the fact that after they have been brought to the

proper temperature they have to be kept thus for from 10 to 15 minutes before

putting in the lead, otherwise -'spitting" will ensue.— Editor.



PEAT.

Arthur G. Ardagii.

Peat or turf, bv wLich latter name it !;:> o-enerallv known by

those acquainted with it in the old lands, commands an interest

to-day from more than one point of view. While you may be in-

terested in it from a scientific point of view purely—a matter for

research, if no further, there are those who have been ,2;iving many
years and much money in endeavouring' to devise suitable machin-

ery for compressing" it, and thus to place it on the list of successful

commercial industries. Expired patents are legion, and for 30 or

40 years we have records of experiments. I can also assure

you that there are also many who, with no interest in its manu-

facture, are waiting to use it in their homes just as soon as it can

be procured.

I would not touch upon the commercial side of the question if

we were not as en^neers specially interested Avith that aspect,

and in fact a constant question is " Can it be made in paying

quantities?"

The fascination of the subject and golden hopes of success

have ever brought forward fresh brains and resources to fill the

breach. Up to this time commercial success has not been attained,

luit we have good grounds to hope that Ave arc on the eve of it.

Although the public hear less of the subject than formerly, there

are many earnest workers employed in solving (and T believe they

will be successful, if indeed they are not so already) the difficul-

ties of the situation. I think we have crossed the mountains and

are descending the foot hills.

Most of us have gathered our hearsay information in regard

to peat from old country people. There are deposits throughout

Northern Europe in those countries which have sent our fathers

and forefathers here. Ever since Caesar's time, at least, the peat

fire has been burning.
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Here also in Canada there are deposits of a similar natnre,

for all peats are not alike. If we class decomposed vegetable

matters under the p;eneral name of peat, we have deposits formed

of decayed j^rasses, sedges, aquatic plants, etc., we have cranberry

marshes and pockets of ''" swamp muck," as it is called, scattered

over the country. The farmer is well acquainted with its qualities

who has to fight the swamp fire till the snow comes. Speaking of

peat, Dana says:

" In temperate climates it is due mainly to the growth of

mosses of the genus sphagnum. This plant forms a loose turf, and

has the peculiar property of dying at the extremity of the roots

below, while it continuously grows and increases above the surface,

and by this process a bed of great thickness is formed."

It is specially of this kind of peat that I speak. There are

two deposits I know well, that of 4,000 acres in Welland County,

and a somewhat smaller deposit in Perth County, north of Stratford.

I believe there are a large number of deposits of this sphag-

num peat in Canada. There are, I am told, bogs of excellent

quality and extensive area in Newfoundland, Quebec and Ontario.

There are huge muskegs in the northern part of Ontario, Manitoba

and elsewhere, we know, but they are yet to be proved workable

deposits. In Ireland beds of gTeat thickness are found in which

are embedded and preserved great oaks of a time long since. The

peat is cut year by year off the face of the bank left the previous

season. The upper stratimi of " recent peat " is more fibrous and

the colour brown when dry. In " older peat " there are few traces

of fibrous matters, and it presents a pitchy hue when cut. It will

dry out more or less brown unless it is puddled, when the densitv

increases the dark colour. The ui^per stratum is culled slave turf,

because it can be dug with a slave, an instrument like a spade with

a wing to enable tlie bricks of peat to be cut on two sides with one

action. The lower stratum is often not cohesive enoimh to bo

handled in bricks as it comes from the bog, and this is tramped on

the bank and then moulded by hand. It is called mud tnrf, hand

turf, stone turf, or puddled p6at.

Tlie output of these operations is, in freneral. used locallv.

Most landl(H-ds in Ireland hav(^ bogs from which they get their
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own jiupply, and the riiiht to cut peat _i>onerally g'oes with a tenant's

lease also.

But as to shipping- it to a distance, the bulky nature and

the dust prevent this being done to any extent. Hence the great

efforts made in every country where peat is found to compress it

into a more portable and marketable shape.

The process of excavating and drying the peat as performed

on the Ellice marsh, north of Stratford, in 1899 and 1900, was as

follow^s: Trenches were staked out 3' 8" wide, and at intervals two

men, side by side, were set digging with the ordinary steel spades

Avith lifting handles. The peat was dug out one spading deep at a

time and spread along the bank, when this Avas dry on one side it

was stacked in small stooks of four or five with the wet sides out,

three or four pieces on end and one on top. Subsequently these

stooks were gathered into larger piles to make way for the spread-

ing of a second spading and so on. To gather in the dry peat,

portable tracks were laid over the ditches and the peat thrown into

trams can-ying from % of a ton to one ton and conveyed to sheds

or huge stacks to be thatched with lumber or moss.

A factory was erected to press the peat, which at present is

shut down awaiting the perfecting and trial of mechanical drying,

which is occupying the attention of those interested in the enter-

prise at present.

There are various dryers about to be tested more fully this

summer, enough has been done to warrant our hoping we have

overcome this crux.

Peat reabsorbs moisture easily, and if spread in a iinely dis-

integrated state on the surface of the bog it will never dry enough

to render artificial drying unnecessary

As to its burning qualities, peat ignites easily, requires prac-

tically no draught wl en once the fire has taken hold, gives in-

tense heat, and a banked fire will not burn out nor will it go out

until the fuel is consumed. It burns with a fiame for some time,

and then for a longer period in red hot coals. The gases emitted

in the initial stages of burning are not only innocuous but con-

sidered by some medicinal, especially against lung trouble?. The

percentage of ash will vary with the deposit from which the peat
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is taken. The followinjo; analysis was made of samples of com-

pressed fuel made from the product of the Welland bos: with the

moisture reduced to a suitable amount:

Moisture 12

Volatile matter 58.20

Fixed carbon 26.

Ash 3.80

The absence of soot, clinkers and practically of smoke (when

burned under proper conditions) are qualities which will appeal

to all classes of consumers. Peat in its crude state A'aries very much
in weight—about 600 lbs. to the cubic yard may be taken as a fair

density. The fuel as consolidated by the Dickson pre=?. will weigh

from slightly under soft coal to slightly over hard coal, neither

frost nor a damp atmosphere wall affect it, but it should be pro-

tected from rain.

In the Dickson ]3ress the peat, after being broken to a powder

in a breaker, is disposed automatically by gra\-itation towards the

lower and stationary dies or moulds, which consist ol" two steel

tubes about twelve inches long, of uniform bore and open at both

ends, into wliicii work two punches. Each charge of peat which

flows in when the punch nses is compacted into a solid l)lock on

the top of the previously made blocks which occu])y tlie lower two-

thirds of the tube, and this column of blocks is forced down a

distance equal to the depth of the block made, and thus each time

one drops out at the bottom. The resistance thus obtained is

yielding. Processes which involve the consolidation of the crude

peat in a wet or hot state leave it subject to disintegration upon

drying or cooling.

To dry ])eat in the air it must be exposed to the wind in brick

form, and never more than 4 or 5 inches thick whatever length

and breadth it may have. It \\ill never «lrv in lu nps or in powder-

ed form eith(»r, unless it were s])read an inch deep on boards, which

is practically out of the question. Air drying may be done on

racks, but the initial cost of the racks will be large.

I believe that in such a situation as the Ellice bog, where

my own plant is situated, that the peat can be easilv harvested

after air drying with only 257o of ino'sture. This would make the
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task of reducing the moisture another 10 or 15 per cent, by artifi-

cial means an easy one.

It is proposed by some to squeeze the first 30 or 40 per cent,

of moisture out of it, and for this purpose an hydraulic press has

been set up at the Trent Valley Peat Fuel Works. Fresh peat

contains from 75 to 90 per cent, of water, which shows what an

amount has to be handled to secure one ton drv weight. The time

of dryine; varies with the weather, the handling it gets, and the

artificial shelter, if any.

It might dry in a month easily, but count on six weeks on

the average.

In well designed plants an endeavour will be made to elimin-

ate hand-labour as much as possible. The plant will cover quite

an area of ground, but the storage building will be inexpenfive.

They will be all connected with conve.yors.

Dredging machinerv will be used in some bogs, in which case

the peat will be squeeed and artificially dried, and what takes now

six weeks will occupy less than an hour.
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In Canada and particularly in the Provinee of OuTariu wliore

tlie wealth of water powers is known to be almost inexhaustible,

the study of conservation of water for power purposes seems almost

superfluous. Conditions, however, frequently arise where the con-

centration of water at one j)oint from a limited area becomes

highly necessaiy for commercial purposes.

The following' paper was prepared in the form of a report,

made in October, 1900, for a well known mining company in

Ontario, and with their consent the writer has arranged it for the

Engineering Society in the hope that it may provide information

on a subject upon which l)ut little has appeared in the Society's

publications.

The circumstances leading to the examination of this

hydraulic proposition required that sufficient water be provided

from a very limited area, for the present small experimental plant,

and ultimately for a proposed plant of large capacity. Tlie grade

of the ore in this locality was such as to render it preferable to

develop direct power ai ihis point even at considerable expense

for the collection and storage of water. The power is required

for running a crushing and washing plant in the process.

General.

1. The mine now worked by yoiu' company is situated cm

Lot 3, Con. xviii.. Township of Tlaglan. with the present mill

situate on Lot 2, about a mile distant by road. These works are

about miles south of the Village of Combennere, and 20

miles south from LaiTv's Station on the Canada Atlantic Hailway.

They are at an elevation of about 200 feet above, and a mih" we?t

from the York River, which is a considerable stream tributary to

the Aladawaska River, the junction of which is about 4 mile?

north from the mill. This will be seen by reference to the

"Cioneral Ma])" accomiianying this report.

2. Access is had to tho works from ('ombermere at present

bv road oidv, the countrv bein<: verv hillv. and the roads for the
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most part roiigli, though improvements have been lately pnt on

them. Transport can be effected by water via the Mndawaska and

York Rivers to a point within abont 1.5 miles of the works, from

which a road is now being constructed. This water is available

for S months of the year through to Barry's Bay, where a spin-

track is in contemplation to the wharf.

3. The mill is situated upon a small creek known as Long-

Lake Creek, and was formerly a small saw-mill, and is supplied

with water for power from the creek by means of a small dam.

This creek has its sources to the west, and above the junction in

the "Menzie Meadow," about 2 miles distant, trends from the

north on the one hand from Long Lake (about 200 feet above the

mill), and from the west, from a series of small lakes and meadows

fed by a considerable area of hilly district. The latter branch is

known as Lennon's Brook. At the extreme end of this is a small

lake or pond which is called Summit Lake, about 150 feet above

the present mill, the waters of which flow westward, though in wet

season much of it would come east. This appears to be fed to a

large extent by the country to the north.

At a point about 0.75 miles west of the mill, Robilliard's

Brook enters the Long Lake Creek. This drains an area in a

pocket among the hills in which is a small pond called, by settlers,

the Beaver Meadow, some 200 feet above the mill.

To the north-west of Long Lake lies Echo Lake, at an eleva-

tion of nearly 400 feet above the mill, which, though of larger

area than any lake in the vicinity has a comparatively small

drainage area, the water from which flows by Bound Lake and

outlet to the Madawaska to the north and away from Long Lake.

The gTeater part of the drainage area outlined above lie? in

the Townships of Carlow and Bangor, smaller portions being in

Baglan and Badcliffe.

4. The general nature of the country is very hilly, with areas

of lake marshes and low ground lying between. The hills rise

to a general height of about 500 feet above the valley of the

Long Lake, and Lennon Brooks, and lie in an iriTgular position

rather than in any particular direction of ridges, a fact which is
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favorable for water supply, and storage. The slopes and crests of

the hills are covered to a considerable extent with hard wood and

second growth brush. The valleys are more or. less open, with

patches of second growth.

5. The prevailing temperatures in this locality are extreme,

the summer average being at times as high as 90 degrees F., ajid

the winter as low as— 30 degrees F., frequently much lower. This

is a considerable factor in water supply owing to the e\^aporation

in summer, and the freezing of springs, watercourses, and rain-

fall in winter.

Eainfall, Sources and Storage.

6. The most essential feature in the supplv of water from this

locality for power is the available rainfall. Having examined

the streams during the first week in October of this year, the

writer was able to determine the average fall flow of water avail-

able, a part of which, though small in quantity, may be termed
'" ground water " rising from springs, and quite independent of the

rainfall. The rainfall source of supply appears to be variable

from year to year, and even by monthly comparison.

The nearest meteorolog-ical obsen'ing station to this locality

is situated at Renfrew, about 45 miles to the east as the crow

flies. Obseiwations on rainfall have been carried on at this point

since 1884, though at times they have been omitted, and there

are some readings which there is reason to doubt. Below is a table

showing the totals of annual rain and snow fall equivalents in

inches. Observations in the years not shown are incomplete:

llain. Snow. Total.

1884 13.54 8.60 22.14
1885 16.56 11.48 28.04
1886 19.00 7.35 26.35
1888 13.19 4.35 17.54
1889 23.26 7.87 31.13
1890 17.15 6.70 23.85
1891 21.14 4.71 25.85
1893 22.71 2.76 25.47
1894 13.20 1.75 14.95
1895 9.13 4.47 13.60
1897 13.50 5.20 18.70
1898 19.67 6.45 26.12
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The abnormally low rainfall in the years 1894 and 1895 is

evidently due to ineorrect readings, as an exaniinalion of the re-

cords would lead one to suspect. Omitting the observations of

these two years, the average of 10 years, as above since 1884, is

a total fall of nxin and snov/ combined of 24.52 inches, while, in-

cluding the two years mentioned, it becomes 22.81 inches. The
year 1898, being the nearest to the average in recent years, is

given below so as to illustrate the monthly variation, although

the months September and October are abnormally high:

—

Year 1898.

Rain. Snow. Total.

January . 00 2.00 2 . 00
February . 00 1.80 1.80
March 0.62 . 00 0.62
April 0.47 0.10 0.57
May 2.51 0.00 2.51
June 2.87 0.00 2.87
July 2.15 0.00 2.15
August 2.05 0.00 2.05
September 4.09 0.00 4.09
October 4.91 0.00 4.91
November . 00 0.80 . 80
December 0.00 1.75 1.75

Totals 19.67 6.45 26.12

The average month by month covering the typical years

1S85, 1886, 1888, 1890, 1897 and 1898, is given in the following

table, which shows the rain, snow and total for each month.

Rain. Snow. Total.

January . 44 1.25 1.69
February 0.16 1.38 1.54
March '

. .32 0.91 1 . 23
April 0.95 0.95 1.90
May 1.61 0.02 1.63
June 2.70 . 00 2.70
Julv 2 . 40 . 00 2 . 40
August 2.65 . 00 2.65
September 1.85 0.00 1.85
October 2.13 0.04 2.17
J^ovember 1.01 . 68 1 . 69
December 0.13 1.64 1.77
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This by inspection would lead to the assumption that while

the " dry weather " season occurs in the winter months the pre-

cipitation is fairly constant t.hrong:hout the year, that is to say

that the July, August, September and October weather so fre-

quently known as '' dry " produces quite as much rainfall as

other seasons, and that if there is any shortage of water it is

caused solely by evaporation and absorjition. The northern;

countrv is well known to give a " diw weather " season in March,

a fact which is borne out in this locality by the last table, tTie

precipitation being nearly all snow water.

The inference from these tables is that generally speaking

the " drv -weather " occurs not in the summer or fall, but in Feb-

ruarv' and March, during the extreme cold weather, and that con-

servation of water must look toward that season and not so much
toward the warm summer season.

7. The character of the country has much to do with the

securing of rainfall water as under any circumstances a certain

portion of the water is lost, the amount depending upon the gen-

eral inclination of the slopes, and the character of the soil, etc.

Flat country and very gentle slopes give a less percentage of the

total rainfall capable of being collected and stored, than does

steep, hilly and rocky country. This amount of water reaching

the basins or streams is termed " run-off." By an examination

of all the conditions in the areas for supply for your purposes

the writer does not think it wise to assume the run-off in excess

of 50%, Avhich is a moderate and conser^-ative figure for such coun-

try. The remainder of the precipitation would be lost through

evaporation, absorption and seepage into undergTound channels.

Assuming as an average annual precipitation for calculating-

purposes the amount of 24 inches, the run-off can bo sifely as-

sumed as 12 inches of rainfall per annum. Twelve inches of

water over one square mile of area would produce about

27,880,000 cubic feet of water.

8. The main area as shown on the general \u:\p of the snjijily,

comprising Long Lake with its tributiiries, and the Tennon Brook,

etc., comprises about 13.0 square miles. "Within this area there

is about 0.05 sf|uarc miles (5%) or 435 acres of water surface
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at ordiiiarv times, i.e., iiicliKlin_e,- lakes, streams and marshes. Long
Lake has an area of about 90 acres, at its present level. The
area of thirteen sqnare miles should produce about 362,000.000

cubic feet of nin-off water per annum. The writer estimates the

oround water as indicated bv the October flow at about 48,000,000

(.•ubic feet per annum, thus bringiuii- the total water available

in the main water shed area to a flow of 410,000,000 cubic feet

per annum.

B^^ au examination of the average monthly rainfall for many
years back, and having regard for the snow, ice and spring freshets,

together with an assumed constant ground water flow, estimated

approximations for the total monthly flow from this area have

been made. These lead one to believe that the average flow dur-

ing the months of December, January', February and March, will

not exceed say 11 million cubic feet per month, and might at

extremely cold and dry seasons run as low as 8 million cubic feet.

April, May and June might be assumed at an average of from

50 to 70 million cubic feet per month, the other months of the

vear being from 20 to 40 million cubic feet.

9. The area shown by the general map comprising the " Bea-

ver Meadow " and Robilliard's Brook drainage, gives about 1.5

square miles, of which about 25 acres (2|%) is water surface.

Springs in this locality are numerous, and these, together with the

rainfall, it might be estimated would give about 46 million cubic

feet per annum. This would produce monthly about one-tenth the

amounts shown for the general area. The greatest part of the

water from this area reaches the Long Lake Creek at a point about

•)4 miles above the mill.

10. The Echo Lake area lies high above the previous water

sheds, and consists of a drainage of about 3 square miles, of which

250 acres or 10% is water surface. This lake is fed largely by

springs, and the slopes are comparatively short and steep. This

area should produce with the gTound water a total flow of about

]00 million cubic feet per annum. The cold weather winter flow

should not be less than about 2 million cubic feet per month, the

maximum spring flow for three months about 15 to 20 million

cubic feet per month, and remaining average about 7 to 10 mil-

lion cubic feet.
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Present Mill and Plant.

11. The present mill is situated in the gorse of the Lone:

Lake Creek, iniinediately below a lop: and earth dam, about 15

feet in height. The dam was originally built for a saw-mill and

was increased in height and strength for the present mill. This

impounds water to only a small extent of surface as the creek

inclination is somewhat steep. Water for driving the mill is

drawn from the dam by means of a 15 inch spirally rivctted pipe

to a point about 300 feet below the dam, wliere power is gener-

ated by a 37 inch " Cascade " impulse wheel, with five nozzles,

under a normal he^id of about 44: feet, variable on account of

head water; at this head the wheel gives about 39 horsepower.

This plant has been iu operation only since July, for experimental

purposes.

At the time of the writer's visit (October) this wheel was

developing about 30 hoi*sepower, and was using about 7 cubic feet

of water per second when all machinery was on. The heavy

crusher machinery was running at that time only about 4 Lours

per day out of the 20 hours run, using about 15 horsepower, and

the remainder of the time the lighter machinery used only about

15 horsepower, with 3.6 cubic feet of water. The ore treated in

the mill Was about 20 tons per day of 20 hours, and observations

made on the performance of this experimental mill show that it

requires about 1 horsepower per ton of ore treated for all pur-

poses, although this should be considerably decreased by improve-

ments which can be made.

12. ^Measurements of water coming down to the mill show
that under normal conditions in October as indicated above, about

5 cubic feet per second of water was being used for all purposes,

washing, leakage, and other loss. The latter can be saved by

careful attention to the dam, which is now being done.

A series of measurements extending from May 17th to Jidy

12th, 1900, on the water flowing over a 70 inch weir at the mill

gives an average discharge of about 60 million cubic feet per

month. During this interval, however, a dam was placed in the

outlet to Long Lake on June 4th, thereby cutting off supply

from that district. Previous to this date the average for the IS
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days ill May was at '2(i cubic feet per second, or at the rate of

about TO million cubic feet per month. This figure includes the

Robilliard area, but does not include the water from the west

end of the main area, which it is contemplated to brino- to the

mill. Though the rainfall at Renfrew for the first five months of

1900, and for the month of May, shows about 2o% greater than

the average for the ]Deriods, as indicated in paragTaph 6 above,

nevertheless the above discharge as measured appears to agree

with the run-off production indicated in paragraph 8. After

the dam was placed in Long Lake the rate of flow for -38

days in June and July was 20 cubic feet per second, or about

53 million cubic feet per month, during which time Long Lake

was filling according to subsequent measurements at the rate of

about 5 million cubic feet per month. These figures also appear

to agree fairly well with the ]n"evious deduction from the rain-

fall and run-ofi.

13. There is no doubt whatever that this flow of 5 cubic feet

per second as measured cannot be maintained throughout the win-

ter months or during a particularly dry season in the fall. This

is shown by the fact that the present plant has been drawino- to

a small extent this year u])on the Long Lake reservoir since

August 24th. This lake was dammed on June 4th by a small

dam and allowed to fill until the former date to a height of about

30 inches. Since that time water has been drawn from it at the

rate of about 0,7 to 1.0 cubic feet per second, of which from

0.4 to 0.5 cubic feet is storage water.

While a minimum of water of about 5 cubic feet per second

will bo required to be maintained during the present winter, a

greater amount, about 8.0 cubic feet per second will be required

next vear in view of the contemplated enlargement of the present

experimental mill, when a wheel of greater ]iower mav be installed.

A 50 horsepower wheel could be run with tliis water on the same

principle as at present, running all the inacliinerv at full power

about one quarter of the time, and the lighter inacliiuerv at about

20 horsepower during the remainder. ,

I'uoPOSKi) von 1'ki:si:xt I'laxt.

14. The present dam will reipiire to be eavetiilly overhauled

and strengthened so as to ensure its security and (do-c the leaks.
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The stability of this dam is most essential, as the mill is situated

immediately below it. The immediate construction of a sufficient

spilhvay through the dam to provide for the spring freshets, is

advisable, the former wasteway havinc; been closed, and it wouhl

be well also to clear the mill pond of brush and lof2;s, etc.

15. The chief problem for the present i)laiit is to. provide

the supply of 8 cubic feet of water at the mill the year round.

To do this requires the utilization of stora,o:e areas sufficient to

store water to supply the deficiency in the dry and cold weather

months, viz., December to March, inclusive, and possibly October

and Xovember at times.

The writer is of the opinion that the main area, tooether 'with

the Robilliard area, as before indicated, will provide sufficient run-

off water to do this, and that storage reseiwoirs in the Menzie

Meadow and on Lonj>- Lake can be suitably arranoed to store

water for the dry seasons.

Assuming that the minimum dry season produces by the run-

off from these two areas 8 million cubic feet per month for the

four winter months, December, January, February and March,

and 18 million cubic feet per month for October and I^ovember,

Avhich is a conservative figure, the storage areas must supply the

deficiency up to the 8 cubic feet per second limit. The amount
of water required by the mill at this figure running 24 hours

per day, 31 days in the month, will be approximately, 22 million

cubic feet per month. Consequently the draft on the storage areas

would be 14 million cubic feet per month for the winter months
and 4 million cubic feet for October and November. That is to

say a total of 64 million cubic feet would be required, Avithout

considering losses by evaporation, freezing, absorption, etc.

16. To provide for this, dams for storage will be required

at the outlets of the ^Menzie Meadow, and Long Lake.

The Menzie Meadow dam is proix)sed at the point shown in

the plans, and should be built so as to impound water t/) an eleva-

tion of 185.0 feet above the datum of levels as per the contoulf

plan, or about 14 feet above the level of the creek immediately

al)ove the outlet. This dam can be built of logs, earth and stone,

Avhich can be easily found in the locnlitv. Tt> (>xtremc height
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would be about IT feet aud its leug;th about 200 feet, at the

located site, assuming- the water to be within a foot of the top

at bi2:li water, the crest of the dam being at elevation 186.0. This

dam should be made perfectly tight and with a spillway to pro-

vide the passage of high water in the spring. It should have

stop logs or a gate so arranged as to deliver the required amount

of water over and into the creek bed. The amount of water de-

livered will not need to be as much as 8 cubic feet per second as

the Eobilliard stream and springs in the valley will provide a por-

tion of the water required for the mill.

The Menzie Meadow thus dammed so as to raise the water

to an elevation of 185.0 would provide for a storage of about 83

acres, which, with the dam arranged so as to draw off the upper

13 feet of the pond, would store about 46 million cubic feet. The

evaporation and absorption during the summer months, together

with temporary loss in the winter by frost, should not exceed about

20% of the amount if the brush and trees, particularly within the

upper pond area, are cleared so as to reduce the evaporation

to a minimum. The writer is of the opinion that a storage of 37

million cubic feet can be considered as reliable for this reservoir,

at the height of dam indicated. Should more water be required

at any time in the future, it can be impounded bv raising this dam

a few feet; the dam might be built with this in view.

It appears from the precipitation that there will not be suffi-

cient rainfall this fall and winter season (1900-1901) to provide

any water for storage above that now being used, but the imme-

diate construction of this Menzie dam is advisable, so that when

Ihe spring thaw and rains set in the reser\'oir may be filled bv

the flood water. This water will then become availalile in the*

fall and winter of 1901.

The dam placed at the outlet of Long Lake in Juno, 1900,

senses to raise the water about 2.5 feet. If this were raised so as

to impound water to a depth of 10 feet above the old lake level,

a storage of about 42 million cubic feet would be secured. De-

ducting about 20% as before, for evaporation, etc., about 34 mil-

lion cubic feet would be available. This is quite feasible and

its construction during the coming winter is also advisable to
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scciu-e the flood water in the sprinc:. The area draininc; into Lonir

Lake is not hirs;e, and wonld not be sufficient to fill the pond as

proposed nnless the outflow were shut off entirely. This, how-

ever, can easily be done, as the sui-plus water from tlie western

portion of the main area, comins; to and over the Menzie dam

would be sufficient to run the mill. With a properly constructed

dam and excavation the water of Lonp; Lake could be drawn down

even lower than originally.

IT. Tor the demands of the coming dry winter season, be-

fore these dams fill, steam power will be required if the mill is

to be kept running. Under the present circumstances a 15 horse-

power steam ])lant ought to be quite sufficient as an auxiliary to

the water plant with what water comes down. This can subse-

quentlv be used for heating and other pur^Doses.

The following is a recapitulation of the works proposed for

improving the present plant:

—

1. Strengthening -nresent mill dam, stopping leaks, con-

stiiicting spillway, and possibly ultimately raising crest.

2. Possible ultimate installation of larger wheel and

feed pipe, for say 50 horsepower.

3. Building Menzie dam, and clearing area.

4. Building Long Lake dam.

Water provided—8 cubic feet per second.

Available water stored—71,000,000 cubic feet.

Proposed New Mill.

IS. There is in contemplation, the construction of a nev;

mill at the location shown on the plans, of much greater capacity

than the present experimental mill, if the construction is justifi-

able by circumstances. Such a course would entail the abandon-

ment of the present mill, and the use of the machinery and the

water for the new plant. The following hydraulic considerations

Ave upon this basis.

10. As has been previously shown the total water available

from the three drainage areas is constituted of: main area, 410

million cubic feet per annum, Echo Lake area 100 million, and

Robilliard area, 40) million, a total of 556 million cubic feet. Of
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this, by a conservative estimate, more than 80% could be utilized

for the mill, or say a maximum of -444 million cubic feet, a

monthly average of 37 million cubic feet. This is at the rate of

14 cubic feet per second used constantly.

It appears from previous figures that the dry weather flow

for the four winter months will not exceed 11 million cubic feet

per month from all sources; and that the months of October and
Xovember cannot be depended upon beyond 25 million cubic feet

per month. Hence a deficiency of water under the requirement

of 37 million cubic feet per month, occurs in six months of the

year, the draft for the four winter months being at the rate of

26 million, and *for October and Xovember 10 million, a total

deficiency for the year of 121: million cubic feet, without consider-

ing evaporation, etc.

20. The proposed location of a new mill of large capacity, as

ihown on the plans, is in a ravine immediately below the mine.

The advantages of this location are evident. Ore can be sent

direct to the mill by gravity, with a short haul. A very high

head of water can be secured, and transport for produce easier.

A possible advantage is its location out of the line of discharge

from the country above, should any of the storage dams go out.

As shown by the map, a mill could be constructed with a

water wheel at elevation about 20.0 feet above datum. As pre-

viously shown, the elevation of the surface of the storage reservoir

at Menzie's already proposed, about 2 miles distant, is 185.0, a

<lifFerence of 165 feet. This head of course could not all be uti-

lized, as it is proposed to draw the storage of the Menzie reser-

voir down to elevation 172.0, and as about 18 feet head will be

lost in bringing water down the valley, thus leaving an available

head on the wheel of 134 feet. Fourteen cubic feet of water per

second as is shown above appears to be the maximum which with

close regulation can bo de])ended upon as a supply from the

areas. This amount of water with 134 feet head would provide

180 horsepower on the shaft for the new mill, running constantly.

rKOI'OSKI) M'OKKS FOR X FAV ]\[lLL.

21. The ])roposition of securing snch a large percentage of

the total available snp])ly from the areas mid storing say 150
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million cubic feet (124 milliou to be available), tliouuh (jiiire

feasible, vill require the utinost attention to construction and re^i-

lation to ensure success. The sites for storafi;e are four in number,

as follows:

(1) IMenzie Meadow. As before proposed, with a dam, how-

ever, 5 feet hifi'her, at which level it is estimated 66 million cubic

feet can be stored above elevation 172.0, of which, after deduct-

ius: 20% for evaporation, etc., 53 million cubic feet should be

available.

(2) Lone: Lake. As before proposed, at same elevation, and

capacitv, viz., 34 million cubic feet.

(3) Echo Lake. By means of a dam at the outlet of Echo

Lake, 6 feet in height, 66 million cubic feet could be impounded

in the 250 acres extent above the present level. Deducting from

this the 20% for evaporation, etc., as before, there would be 53

milliou cubic feet available water.

(4) Perch Lake. A small storage reser\^oir can be made in

this locality by the construction of a dam at the outlet to its waters.

This dam at a height of not more than 10 feet will impound at

least 24 million cubic feet, or say 20 million available, though it

would not be necessary unless difficulty were found in filling the

other reservoirs, or it might be built instead of raising the Menzie

dam. It would also be found difficult to fill a dam at this point if

water was also being impounded at INfenzie's, as the 14 cubic feet

flow to the mill must be maintained.

A small storage reservoir could also be made available at the

Beaver Meadow, though it is a question if it would be wise or

would pay, as the road would require to be moved east up the B.ill,

at considerable expense.

Xo doubt difficulty will be found in securing the storage of

these waters simultaneously, wdiile at the same time maintaining

the adequate supply to the mill. This can be arranged only bv

close regulation of the discharge through the different dams in

the spring.

22. A small dam will be required at the western outlet of

Summit Lake, so as to turn its waters eastward, also the eastern

high w'ater outlet improved and deepened through the marsh.
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23. The means of getting; the available water to the mill

will require considerable work, and comprises the main part of the

expense of the project.

Echo Lake lies nearly 200 feet above Long Lake, the brook

outlet being very rapid, and falling into Round Lake --ome 23

feet below the level of Long Lake. Consequently to secure the

waters of Echo Lake for power purposes, a conduit will be re-

quired from some point on this brook such that the water may be

carried over to Long Lake. The proposed location of this is sho\vn

in the general plan, and is about 2,400 feet in length, following

around the base of the hill which is more or less rocky. This

will necessitate the construction of a small flume rather than of a

ditch, although part of it might be ditched. A ditch or flume

of about 2.5 square feet wet cross section should be sufficient with

the grades. The w^ater may be caught at the Echo Lake Brook by

a small log dam at the outlet of the lake above. The construc-

tion of the latter dam is recommended at least a year before its

water will be required. „ •

The Menzie dam being the lowest point on the storage areas,

should be specially arranged with regulating gates, easily operated.

Irrespective of the level of the water in this reservoir its discharge

should at all times be delivered to the head bay immediately below

the dam at an elevation of 172.0 so as to provide the drawing out

of all the water above the dam. From this point to the proposed

forebay above the mill is about 9,400 feet, following the course of

the proposed flume and ditch line as shown on the contour plan.

This conduit is proposed at a grade throughout of about 0.20% or 1

foot in 500, with a wet cross section of about G square feet; in ditch,

in earth and gravel the water would be about 18 inches deep, the

bottom width 2 feet and slopes 1 to. l/<2, while in flume the width

could be 3 feet and depth of water IS inches. These dimensions

would discharge 14 cubic feet per second at the mill.

There are at least two point* where the water will require to

be carried by flume, viz., at Robilliard Creek, and at tlu^ ra\iiie to

the east. There will be other points also where it may be cheaper

to flume than blast rock. It may Ite assniucd that of the 0,400

feet total long-th, 1,200 feet would be Hum.'.
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Under this plan the waters of the Kohilliard area will require

collecting: at a point above the flnmo line, and to be led by a small

ditch or llunio to the main line. This could discharj^e constantly.

The proposed ditch line will intercept all water comins: to it

from the hills to the north, but cannot secure water coniine; to the

present creek bed from the south. This water would be but little,

but could be caug-ht at the present mill dam and might be utilized

in some manner.

When this ditch is cut throuiih sandy or loose soil, or in

loose rock, it should be lined mtli clay or clayey o-ravel to make

it tig-ht. Difficulty will no doubt arise in any case for the first

year or so by this absorption and loss by leaka,c;e, but as the ditch

o-ets silted up this will disappear.

24. The works at the forebav on the side hill abo\'e the mill

should be of sufficient size and capacity to regulate the flow of

water through the penstock, deliver the surplus over a spillway,

take care of ice, brush, leaves, etc. The penstock to the mill

sh€»uld be 24 inches diameter steel pipe riveted, and should be

anchored down the slope to the mill.

A difficulty arises in regulation of the water supplv to the

penstock at the forebay. The supply coming down the ditch must

necessarily be constant unless partially shut down for more than a

few hours, consequently provision must be made for the spillway

of surplus water. This can be done either at the forebay or at the

mill. If at the mill its value is lost unless it can be utilized at

periods when it is discharged as surplus. It is recommended then

to provide a small reservoir in the ravine above the mill, providing

a head of say 60 to SO feet, into which surplus water of a few

hours shut down or slack discharge can be spilled. This can be

done by a small dam at slight cost. The water from this can be

carried down to the mill and utilized for the washing i^rocesses

and other work, perhaps to run the lighting.

The power at the mill can be developed by an impulse wheel,

such as either the Cascade, Pelton or American Impulse, with two

or more nozzles, upon the number of which the size will depend.

The tail water can be disposed of without difficulty as there is

a good fall to the York Kiver.
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25. The followino- is a recapitulation of the proposition foi

the new mill:

AVater provided—14 cubic feet per second.

Available water stored—140 million cubic feet.

Working' head—134 feet.

Available on shaft—180 horsepower.

Final.

2G. It has been found that as the timber is cut oft' and the

country cleared near the sources of streams, the yield of water

decreases. This affects the run-off as the evaporation is more likely

to increase. In the present instance, however, it is not expected

that the .^'eneral conclusions would be affected, as the district can-

not be said to be heavily wooded, and the water coniino' down

more readily in the spring would be caught by the dams.

27. The advantage of having the mill near the present de-

posit of ore, which is the best of those owned by the company, is

considerable, and if a new mill of large capacity were built iu the

proposed location, no risk will be run with regard to the power.

If some years hence it were found that the available water collect-

ed from all sources failed to a serious degTee by climate changes

in rainfall, or by the clearing of land, power can be obtnined bv

electric transmission from sources elsewhere.

The writer understands that a considerable power is available

at Palmer's Rapids, on the Madawaska, 6 miles below the mill,

and that other powers now owned by the company exist 20 miles

up the York River, distances which are quite feasible for electric

transmission. These powers will no doubt be developed in the

near future in any case, for other purposes, such as for mininc

and electric raihVay, which is already talked of in the locality to

connect with railroads to the south.
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E. y. Xeel.vnds, '00.

In attempting a description of the vast country to onr north,

which has been not inaptly tenned " Our Northern Ileritaoe,'' the

writer proposes to contine himself exclusively to the more unknown
portion, north of the '' Great Divide," between the waters flowim:;

south to the St. Lawrence system, and those draining into Hud-
son's Bay, whose southern boundary is roughly determined by the

C^anadian Pacific Railway. The enormous extent of this territory

precludes anything iu the nature of a thorough investigation in a

paper of this character, and necessitates a statement rather than a

discussion of the facts. I will, therefore, endeavour to present in

as brief and concise a manner as possible, an account of the district,

it^ nature and resources.

Regarding the region from a geographical standpoint it may,

like ancient Gaul, be divided into three parts. Roughly parallel

to the 0. P. R., a rocky belt traverses almost the entire district

from the Ottawa river to the Manitoba boimdary. To the north

of this in the eastern portion, a clay area, in shape, a rough triangle,

extends from Temiscamingue and Abitibi to the ^Mis^^anabie river.

Arable land also occui-s in the valley of the Kaministiqua river

to the west of Thunder Bay, and in several parts of the Rainy
River District. From the northern boundarv of the clay land,

which in the Moose river basin coincides roughly with the northern

limit of the Archean rocks, to the bay, lies an enormous swamp
area, practically devoid of timber except small scnd>by spruce and
tamarac, and underlaid by pala30zoic rocks of Upper Silurian

anc{ Devonian age.

The northern boundars- of the rocky belt follows the eastern

bank of the Montreal river from Lake Temiscamingue, and crosses

the Xipissing-Algoma boundarv line at a point about one hundred

and twenty-four miles north of the 0. P. R. Tt then is roughly

6
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traced by Xiveii's Base Line Lat. 48° 27' 54" to tlie Missanabie

river. Here it bends to tlie north and areas of clay occur on tbe

Ka-bina Ka^ami and Keno.aann rivers to the west, whose southern

limits probably represent its continuation- Farther to the west-

ward rocky country generally prevails to the Kainy River District.

Kocky areas also occur farther north in some parts, the most im-

portant being' a ridge of considerable elevation forming the Height

of Land between the Abitibi and the water flowing south to the

Quinze. The principal formations in this district are the Lauren-

tian and Huronian, widely spread throughout the whole region an<l

consisting mainly of gneisses and green schists, and the Animikie

or iX^ipigeon series in the vicinity of Thunder Bay. Cambrian

rocks occur to the north-west of Sudbury, and a small area of

jSTiag-ara Limestones and Dolomites is found to the north of Lake

TemiscamingTie and on some islands in the same lake.

It is in this region that the economic minerals, and to a large

extent the timber of Greater Ontario are to be found. Valuable

finds of iron, nickel, copper, zinc, gold and silver, all of which are

mined fartiier south, are reported from the northern portion of the

district, but as little or no work has been done up to the present

time nothing very definite as to the extent of the deposits can be

said except that the most promising surface showings occur in

many pai*ts.

The timber of the district is a less doubtful quantity. Wliite

and red pine occur up to Lake Abitibi in the east, but nowhere
else east of Lake Superior is it found so far north. In the Rainy
River District it is abundant in the south, and is found sparingly

as far north as Lac Seul. Banksian or jack pine, white and black

spruce and tamarac, poplar, balm of gilead, white and red birch

and cedar occur everywliere throughout the district, jack pine

being usually found on the sandy ground, spnice and tamarac in

wetter country, and the others along the banks of rivers. Firelui'^

played great havoc in the timber of this district, especially in thosp

parts adjacent to the railway, and nii1(s< the (hm's nre protected by
nature in some way tin-y are usnally burned before matnrity.

Tlie northern limit of the clay belt cannot be well defined, as

it is impossible to draw a sharp line of demarcation. Clood land is
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found generally as far north as Lat. 40" 15', on the Nipi=sinf:;'-

Algoma line, beyond which it grathially merj^-es into muskcir;.

Farther north small areas of arable land occur, nsiially in the

nciiihboiu'hood of rivers, but generally the countn,' is unfit for culti-

vation.

Everywhere in this district the common garden vegetables,

potatoes, cabbages, cauliflowers, etc, mature without difficulty.

Every Hudson's Bay Post has its garden, and the officers of the

Company raise with little trouble such green stuffs as they require.

Except in the Temiscamingue and the Rainy Kiver Districts,

cereals have not been seriously attempted, but there is no reason to

suppose that in the southern parts of the country they could not

be cultivated, with as much success as in districts to the west in the

same latitude. Barley has been grown at Moose Factory, but its

ripening cannot be depended on as severe frosts frequently occur

early in the autumn and sometimes even during the summer

months. Farther south the crops would be much safer, as low tem-

peratures are the exception rather than the rule. In the past

summer the thermometer did not fall below the freezing point

from June 1st to Sept. 8tli in the region north of Lake Superior,

and I was informed by the officer in charge of Long Lake House,

which is situated about eighty miles north of Jackfish Bay, that it

was a fair average summer as far as the temperature was concerned.

The timber in this region is similar to that further south,

being mainly spruce, tamarac, jack pine, poplar, birch, balm of

gilead and balsam. The trees sometimes attain a diameter of thirty-

six inches but the average of the larger sort is not above fifteen.

The country has been burned everywhere except near water and

the second gi-owth is very thick, so that the majority of the trees

have not an opportunity to mature. Along tbe rivers and on the

lake shores the timber is larger but has a tendency to be very

knotty and twisted.

Xorth of the clay region the country becomes more swampy

and finally merges into open muskeg, often as bare as the prairies

of the west for many miles, tbe only break in the landscape being

a few clumps or ridges of small stunted spruce and tamarac. Tbe

surface of the country is covered with moss many feet thick, which
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often stretches across large areas of water, lying on its surface like

a blanket and quivering under every footstep. Drv' land seldom

occurs except in the immediate neighborhood of running water,

where clay banks rise up like dykes and separate the rivers from

the swamp. On these banks the only large timber is found, usually

in a belt not over a few chains in width and frequentlv even less.

In many cases, where the river banks are upwards of thirty feet

above the water, open muskeg occurs within a hundred yards

of the stream.

In the spring the rivers, whose water volumes are subject to

enormous variations, often overflow the banks, and during the dry

season the extreme flatness of the country prevents an adequate

drainage. This, in addition to the water formed bv the snow melt-

ing over such large areas, largely accounts for the swampy nature

of the country.

The character of the rivers alters greatly immediately upon

entering this region. In the south they are usually swift i!owing

streams with abru])t descents over ledges of rocks, but in the great

muskeg district they cut wide channels for themselves, since the

erosion of the soft banks is much more rapid than that of the

bottom—which is usually flat-lying limestone strata. As a result

the great rivers entering James' Bay have strong heavy cuiTents

and are wide but very shallow. The Moose at the mouth is about

two miles in width, but the depth is seldom greater than a few

feet; and the Abitibi can be crossed on foot in places where its

width exceeds half a mile. Xo portages occur on the Abitibi for

about 50 miles from its junction with the Moose, and the naviga-

tion of the Moose is uninteiTupted for considerably over a hundred

miles, and that of the Albany for over two hundi'ed. Numerous
smaller streams show similar characteristics, which demonstrates

tlie flatness of the whoh- region. Tlicsc rixcrs are all very sensi-

tive with regaifl to water volume. Nominally the streams How over

flat-lying rocks and have sloping banks covered with alders and

"blue joint," crowning the baidss are fringes of timber, wliirh

mark the higli water level, usually many feet above the stream in

th(^ autumn. At Xew T(»rt, about one hundred miles up the

Abitibi, acciu-atc measurements slmwed th(> spring level of the

water to be tliirly feet al)i)ve the river in September.
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The only minerals of economic importance in the district are

^•vpsmn and lignite coal- The former occurs in larj>e quantities

on the French river, a tributary of the Moose, and also on the

^lissanabie, and a bed of the latter crosses the Abitibi at the Black-

:rmith's Kajiids about thirty miles above the Moose. Lipiite

also exists on Coal river, a tributary of the Missanabie. Thoug:h

not extensive these de'])osits are important as ])rovino: the existence

of lignite in the region, and it is possible that future exploration

may reveal large quantities of this mineral. An analysis of the

coal from the Abitibi deposit, by AY. A. Parks, Ph. D., gave:

Pixed carbon, 50.408 p. c.

Volatile matter, 38.63 p. c.

^Moisture, 8.01 (> p. c.

Ash, 2.945 p. c.

Heating power, 6995 cal.

Perhaps this region is most important as a source of peat.

It is claimed that the moss of the muskegs when decomposed forms

peat of an excellent quality, and if this is the oase the value of our

wild, useless swam]) lands is inestimable. The muskegs of value

from this standpoint are very widely spread throughout the whole

of Greater Ontario. Large areas occur in the llainy River District

and eastward to the great muskeg region in the basins of the Lower
Afoose and Albany rivers.

It seems probable that the water power now being wasted

throughout the whole of Greater Ontario w'ill be a very potent

factor in commercial industries of all kinds when the country is

o])ened up. Few countries are better supplied with natural power

than this district. The number of rivers of large size Avith prac-

tically an unlimited water supply, and having usually very abrupt

descents is suflficient in itself to giiarantee that abundant power

can be developed to vsupply all the needs of the country.

In conclusion is appended a list of what may be regarded as

the more important resources of the country, and also a table

showing the mean monthly temperatures at Moase Factory during

1878 and 1879.
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Minerals.

Coal.—Deposits of Lignite on Coal and ALitibi rivers.

Gold.—Found on Sturgeon Lake, Lake Seul, Lake Minnetakie and

other points in the Rainy River District. Along the nortii

shore of Lake Superior and in parts of southern Algonia

and Xipissing.

Silver.—Found at several points along the north shore of Lake

Superior.

Ii'on.—North shore of Lake Superior and in parts of the Rainj

River District and in southern Algoma and Xipissing.

Copper.—Same localities as iron.

Graphite.—Found in some districts north of Lake Superior,

Zinc.—!Nortli of Lake Superior.

Nickel.—Reported in districts north of Sudbury.

Anthraxolite.-—Found in districts north of Sudbury.

Timber .

White Pine.—North of the Temagamingue country, and about

the head waters of the Mattagami, also in the Rainy River

Disti'ict.

Red Pine.—Same as white pine.

Black Spruce.—Vei*y common throughout the whole district.

AVhite Spruce.—Found everywhere but less coniinou than bhu^k

spruce.

Banksian or Jack Pine.—Common everywhere on the more sandy

soil.

Tamarac.—Common througliont the whole district especially in

swampy parts.

Poplar.—Common (tn clay land and near water-

Balm of Oilead.—Same as poplar.

Birch.—Common throughout the whole district, found in stime

localities as poplar.

Balsam.—Common on clay him I and near water.

Cedar—Occm-s thronghout district, genendly in >\vaniit< or near

water.
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White Elm.—Foimd sparingly in liainv Itivcr District and in the

more southern parts.

Black Ash.—Occurs occasionally in the sonth and is of small size.

Fur and Game.

Black Bear.—Common in certain localities.

Polar Bear.—Occasionally seen about Moose Factory.

Moose.—Common in the more southern parts and in the Rainy

River District, rare north of Lake Superior.

Woodland Cariboo-—Common in most parts except in the wetter

muskeg's.

Beaver.—Common in most parts,

i'ox.-—Common throughout the district.

Otter.—Common in most districts.

Marten.—Common in most districts.

Mink.—Common in. most districts.

Fisher.—Common in most districts.

Weasel.—Common in most districts.

Musk-rat.—Common in most districts.

White W^hale.—James Bay.

Lake Trout.—Common in larger lakes.

Sturgeon,—Found in some of the larger lake* and rivers.

Brook.—Common in many streams-

Pike.—Very common, found in nearly all lakes and rivei's.

Pickerel.—Common.

Sucker.—Common everywhere.

White Fish.—Found in many lakes and streams.

Ducks.—Many varieties found everywhere in the district.

Geese.—Common in the district though only in the spring and fall-

Partridge, Grey and Spruce-—Common everywhere.

Prairie Chicken.—Common in parts of the Rainy River District,

and said to be coming east along the burnt land about the

C. P. R.
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Table showing mean niontbly temperatures at Moose Factory.

Months.
Temperatures Fahrenheit

1878, 1879.

January — 1.07° — 3.92
February 13.71° — 6.72
March 20.39° 12.08
April 3.5.59" 24.19
May 47.32" 39.95
June 57.04° 50.24
July 66.91° 60.26
August 62.99° 57.78
September 51.66° 48.98
October 40.94° 45.14
November 26.48° 20.80

December i
7.57° — 11.20



THE MADISON DRAAV BRIDGE AT PORTLAND, OREGON.

Bv H. (J. TvRELL, C.E., '8(5,

Designing Engineer for Boston Bridge Works.

The following bridge work is believed to be a typical case ot"

first-class American Draw Bridge practice, and it is offered to the

Engineering Society with the hope that it may be useful and

interesting.

My calculations and strain sheets are given in full in the

order that the}^ were made.

In October, 1899, the City of Portland advertised for designs

and bids for a highway and double track street railway bridge to

cross the Willawette River at Madison Street, the bridge to

replace the wooden one then in place.

The new bridge to consist of one steel swing span 316 feet

long, and a width of 25 feet centre to centre of trusses, and a total

width out to out of hand rail of 40 feet, and seven Pratt combina-

tion fixed spans of 190 feet in length each, and the same width as

the swing span. The whole to be designed according to Thatcher's

specification of 1894, with the following conditions

:

Concentrated Live Load—2 electric cars coupled, on each

track, weighing 20 tons each, or 15 ton road roller.

Uniform Live Load— 100 pounds per square foot all over.

Roadway Floor—5-in. wood paving block on 3-in. plank, laid

with i-in. open joints, on 6x8 joist laid cross-wise of bridge 2T-ft.

centres. All the above supported on steel stringers about 5 -ft.

apart.

Sidewalk Floor—2-in. plank on wood joist.

Roadway will be crowned '3 ins., and have cast scuppers in

alternate panels on each side. Wood paving blocks 4 in. x 8 in. x 4 in-

boiled in asphalt.

Material—Lateral rods, iron ; drum and loading beams, soft

steel ; balance, medium steel.
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Unit Stresses—Tension Only.

Chords, Ties, Counters, and Long Suspenders

—

Wrought Iron. Soft Steel. Medium Steel.

9400|l . ^^^^-i lOSOojl -H ^^] llTOoll + Mi"
I Ma.>c.] I Max. J i Ma

Lin.
I

Max.f

Plates and Shapes

—

8500J1 + ^^^ 9700{l + ^^1 10500|l . Mi^l
I Max.) i Max..) i Max.]

Tension Flanges of Built Beams Girders, Same Gross Area as

Compression Flanges.

Floor Beam Hangers through pin holes

—

Wrought Iron. Soft Steel. Medium Steel.

6800 7800 8400

Lateral Rods 20000 23000 25000

Compression Onlij.

Flat Ends 10750-399- 12500-500 13750-577-
r r r

One flat & one pin 10750-444- 12500-556- 13750-642-

Pin Ends 10750-489- 12500-612- 13750-707-
r r r

Lateral Struts, add 25% to above units for pin ends.

1 = length of member in feet.

r = least radius of gyration in inches.

For top chords the stresses per square inch due to weight of

member will be deducted from the above unit stresses.

The reduction for chords flat at one end being one-half, and

for chors flat at both ends, one-third of the amount for members

with pin ends.

No allowance will be made for wind stress combined with

stress from dead and live load, unless the combined stress exceeds

by 50 per cent, the stress from dead and live load only, in which

case the combined stress will be used with a unit stress 50 per

cent, greater than above given.

Girders.

In tlu" compressed flanges of beams and girders, the allowed

stress per scumrc inch shall not exceed

—
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Wrought Iron. Soft Steel. Medium Steel.

For riveted girders, 9400 lO^SOQ 11700 ,,

1 + .0288,-' 1 + .0288^ 1 + .0288,-

'

b- b- b-

For rolled beams, 10000 11500 12500

1 + .0288,-' 1 +.0288^-^ l + .0288i!-
b- b- b-

1 = unsupported length in feet.

b = width of flange in inches.

Floor beams and stringers will be considered unsupported

between end bearing.

Alternate Tension and Compression.

For the greater stress

—

9400ll-
"">>' 1"^

) i0800|l ^ max.less^l
V 2 X max. greater) I 2 max. greater j

IITOOJI -
max. less

I

(^ 2 max. greater
)

For compression only use compression formula.

Use the one giving the greatest area of section.

Combined Stress.

A member subject to transverse stress in addition to the ten-

sion or compression due to its position shall be considered as a

beam of one panel length supported at the ends, for section in

centre of panel, and fixed at ends, for sections at ends of panel.

The member will be proportioned to sustain the algebraic sum of

the stresses lesulting from direct compression or tension and the

transverse loading in which the allowed stress per square inch will

not exceed

—

Wro't Iron Soft Steel Med. Steel.

At centre of panel 10000 11500 12500

At end of panel 12500 14400 15000

On pins and rivets shearing 9000 10000 11000

On webs of girder 6000 7000 7500

Diam. of pins and rivets

bearing 15000 17000 19000

Extreme fibre of pins

bending 20000 28000 25000
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Field rivets will have 25 per cent excess section over tlie

above requirements.

Timber.

Fibre stress 1200 pounds per square inch.

Flat ends 1075 112

One flat and one pin 1075-125-fd

Pin ends 1075-188

1 = length of member in feet.

d = least diameter in inches.

Shearing—Sliding the grain = 130 pounds per square inch.

Direction of " = 1200

Perpendicular " = 300

Wind Bracing—Bottom lateral bracing will be proportioned to

resist a uniformly distributed moving force of 300 lbs. per lineal foot-

Top lateral bracing to resist a uniformly distributed moving

force of 150 pounds per lineal foot.

Track Stringer.

Steel, 21 feet long, about 5 feet apart.

5 X 21.P X 100M uniform live
8

25326 foot pounds.

M from road roller - 5450 x 8 = 43648 foot pounds.
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487 X 5 X 21 1-

Then M aead = ^^:^
^ =13551 ft. lbs.
o

M live 43648 "

M total = 57199 '

Try riveted stringer—21 ft. long, unsup-

ported sideways 4 angle's -5 ^ 3 x fV 1 f*^-

Allowable stress per square inch -

11700

If

1 .0288

10430
FlCr 3

n • 1 1 fv. <^ ^
S7199 X 12 ^^^,Required depth ot web = —^—-^ =. 13.71

Distance back to back = 13.71 r 2 (.68) = 15.07 inch.

Weight per lineal ft. ~ 45.5-5 lbs.

Try beam stringer, 21 ft. long, unsupported sideways, floor

support not considered.

12500
Allowable stress per sq. in. = = 8800 lbs.

1 - .0288--
d-

57199 X 12
Required S = —^ = 78. S for 18 in. I ^ 55 lbs. = 88.

Try beam stringer braced sideways, 10 ft. between supports.

Allowable stress per square inch = 11400 lbs.

57199 X 12
Required S -

11400
- 60.2 15 in. I. @ 45 lbs. will do.

T le t^ & V . _

I fft N£t ' II.

no- 4.
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Weight of stringer bracing for 2 beams :

4 angles 21x2^x1x7 112 lbs.

.5 pis. 8xixl ft. - 3 ins 40 "

5 angles 2^ x 2^ x i x 1 ft. - 3 ins. 25 "

60 rivets 20 "

197 "

For 1 beam = 98.5 lbs. = 47 lbs. per ft.

Beam ^5^ "

Total 49.7 "

Comparative economy of 3 stringers

:

Built stringer, 45.55 lbs. (g .0267c. per lb. = l-2282c

18 in. I @ 55 lbs. @ .0247c. per lb.

15 in. I @ 45 lbs. .0237c. "

Bracing 4.7 lbs. @ .027 oc.

= 1.3585c.
= 1.0665c.
-= .1292c.

1.1957c

I Pfi NC L ^ 1 /.I

Use this.

3 X 21.1* X 100 ,p.^or. ,,-„

Side stringer. M uniform live =
^^

= 16530 tt. lbs.

M from road roller = 3990 x 8 = 31920 ft. lbs.

Dead load per lin. ft. on side stringer. (See section.)

Paving, 20 X 2n
3-in. plank, 10.1 - 2] - = 80.3 lbs.

6 X 8 joist, 5.6 X
2:1 '

Steel." 40. '

(Juard l<>-5
"

Walk ].laid< 7. "

137.H
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137.8 X 21.1'
Then M tlead -

8
= 7()68 ft. lbs.

M live =31920 "

M total ^39588

Required S.

,. 89588 X 12
Unsupported 21 rt.

^ ^— = 54.

15 in. I @ 42 lbs. has S = 58.9 which use.

Walk stringer 2 ft. apart.

Load, live = 100 lbs. per sq. ft.

dead 15

Total 115

Total load on stringer = 115 x 2 x 9i = 4830 lbs., u.se 4 x 14.

For outside strinrrer with half load, use 3 x 14.

? \Gc b
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Floor Beam.

Dead load at V = \l ^ 48.7 ^ 21.1 = 462l lbs.

I = 5 X 48.7 X 21.1 = 5137 "

»

4,
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Walk Bracket.

M = 2500 X 1 + 4905 x 8 -f 2500 < 7

700 ^ 7i - 64490 ft. lbs.

64490
Flariire stress

1.8
- 35800 lbs.

Fi<k ^
Hange area required = = oil

square inches.

Use .4 angles ^ >' 2k -^ fV' 4""^- ^^^^^ plate.

2^0^ Laterals.

Î
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Bottom Laterals.

\l il ii "l =1
'l -l

-[

^r/dge Swinging.

V
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^ower
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Dead weight per lineal foot o£ bridge

—

Paving 23| ft. wide 4 in. thick @ 5 lb.s. = - -

3-in. plank 23^ ft. wide @ 3^ lbs. = - - - -

6x8 wood joist @ 3^ lbs. --------
Rails, cSO less 28 paving --------
Walk plank, 17 ft. x2 in. thick, ^-in. open joints,

2 guards, 6x6 .----.----
6 joist, 4 X 14 on walk --------
2 " 3x14 " --------
Hand rail .----------
Steel stringers ----------
Floor beams ----------
Lateral sj^stem ----------
Stringer bracing ---------
Trusses (assumed) ---------

470

23H

131

52

114

21

98

24.5

60

264

140.8

100.2

18.7

750.

Total dead weight per lineal ft. ^- 2479.

-Lli
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Tt'll.fiSCS.

Assume the following cases tor loading :

(1) Dead load, ends simply touching supports
]

(2) Live load symmetrical, continuous girder, 4 supports

[

(3) Dead load, simple span » „ , .

,A^ r- << ,. .. ;
Combine.

(4) Live "
" "

1

Case 1.—Dea<l load, per foot of bridge = 2,479 lbs,

" panel, per truss = 2(3,200 lbs.

Case 2.—^Live load symmetrical, continuous girder, four supports.

«.«. = /</'
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X. Reaction Rl :
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Loads at b

be
b c a

b c d e

b c d ef

b c d e f <?

799 X 34800 = 27800

1.405 X " = 48900

1.832 X " = 63700

2.112 X " = 73500

2 244 X " = 78100

2.293 X " = 79890

Case 3.—Each arm single span. Dead load.

Dead load per foot of bridge = 2479 lbs.

" panel per truss - 26200 lbs.
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Case 4.—Each arm single span. Live load.

MiT
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TABLE OF STRESSES.

Combine these. Combine these.
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Allowable unit = 11200 - 260 = 10940 lbs.

Required sectional area = \^^ --= 14.4 su. in.
10940 ^

Use 2 channels 12 in. (a 25 lbs. = 14.7 sq. in. gross.

No. 3 and 4. Stresses are + 95000 and - 263000.

For alternate tension and compression unit- 9734

Less for dead weight 270

9464 lbs. per s(]. in.

263000 ^^,
Rec^uired sectional area = = 2/.7 sq. in.

Use 2 channels 12 in. (^ 30 lbs. = 18 sq. in. gross.

2 Pis. ll|xf ----- = 9 "

Total - - 27

No. 5. Stresses are - 195000 and - 170000.

^1 1 21
For all compression unit is 13750 - 707-, where -=

. = 5.
1 r 4.4

Hence " " " - 10215 lbs.

From dead weight of member, stress per
• 21x90x21x12

sq. in. on outer hbre == 8x^2^ "^

Allowable for direct compression - - = 9745 " per sq. in.

For alternate tension and compression unit =

llTOo'l- -^^^'--1=6282
^^'""i 2 X IbOOOO)

From dead weight unit = 380

Total allowable unit - 5902

Required sectional area = ^ ^^ ^33.1 sci. in. orross.
• 5902 * *=

Use 2 channels 12 in. @ 35 ---- 21 s(|. in. gross.

2 plates 11^* X ^ ^12 "

33 " "
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No. 6 and 7. Stresses are + 182000 and - 211000

For all compression unit = 10200

Less from dead weiirlit 400

9800

For alternate tension and compression unit =

,_^„( 165000 ) ^.^^^ ,,

^^'^^(1-2-204000/ ^^"^1^«-

Less from dead weight 400 "

6573

^ • . 1 _ 211000 _,,^,
Required sectional area „,_., - ozA sfi. in.

^ ootS

Use 2 channels 12 @ 35 = 21 sq. in. gross.

2 plates 12 -^112^"

33.5
"

Dead, live and win.l for No. 6 - 282000 and - 281000
" " " " ' 7 + 319000 and - 311000

Unit for above = 6573 + (50% of 6573) = 9858

282000 ^ 9858 = 28.6 sq. inches) both of which are less tlian

319000 -^ 9858 =- 32.4 " " / for dead and live only.

No. 8. Stress is 349000 lbs.

For all compression, 2 scjuare ends, unit =
10800 lbs. per sq. in.

Less from dead weiirht 400 " " " "

10400 " " " "

T> • 1 .• 1
'^49000 __ .

Required .sectional area ,^,^- = 66.5 sq. in.^ 10400

Use 2 channels 12 in. (5 35 lbs. = 21 sq. in.

2 plates 12 ^ I 12 " "

Total - - 33 " "

No. 9. Stress is - 100000 lbs.

1 24 1

- =— 7.1 Unit .= 13750 - 642 9130 lbs.
r 3.5 r

Kequired sectional area - lO.o s(\. in.

Use 2 channels 10 (o 20 lbs. 12 sq. in.
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No. 10 is same as No. 9.

No. 10^7 Stresses - 849090 and -- 260000. •

Unit stress for all tension = 11,700 i +
"^"^-1

I =
(

max.)

11703 h^-i^:^l = 20830 lbs.

i
349,000]

. , 349000 _^.
Required sectional area _

,^q ^ = lb. 5 sq. in.

Use 4 bars 4f x | in. :r^ 16.G sq. iu

No. 11 and 12. Stresses are - 362000 and - 271000.

llTOoil ^"^^1-20840
( max-

J

„ . , 362000 ^^^
Required area - -^tt^^,-^ 1^3 sq. in.

Use 4 bars 5 x I -- 17.5 S(|. in.

No. 13 and 14. Stresses are ;- 235000 and _ 145000.

For all compression unit 10800 lbs.

Less from dead weight 400 "

10400

For alternate tension and compression unit =

11700|l- ,
'"^--'•'^^^

I
8280 Ite.

t 2max. greater J

Less from dead weight 380 lbs.

7900 "

Required sectional area ~^oA77^ 29.6 s(\. in.

Use 2 channels 12 @ 35 lbs. ^ 21 s(j. in.

1 Plato 18 X i 9 "

Total 30 "

No. 15 and 16. Stresses arc 239000 and 48300 lbs.

For all compression unit 10400
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For alternate tension and compression ^= 10620

Less from dead weight 400

10220

T? • 1 f 1

23B000 _^.^
Kequired sectional area 22.(S scj. in.

Use 2 channels 12 @ 30 - IS s(i. in.

1 Plate IS X i-V; 5.6 "

Total -= 23.6 "

No. 17. i^ tresses are -^ 240000 and -- 20000.

For all compression unit ---- 8660.

^ . , 232000 _„^
Required area -r

..^.^.^^ 26.8 so. in.
od6U

Use 2 channels 12 (^7 35 ^ 21.

1 PI. 18 X f _ 6.7

Total - - 27.7 sq. in.

No. 18, 22, 30. Stresses - 55000 and - 19000.

Unit for all tension ^ lOoOojl + "^[-14300 lbs
[ max.)

r, . 1 .• , 53000 „^
Kequired sectional area =

.. .^.^^ ~ 3.7 sq. in.^ 14800

Use 2 channels 8 @ 11^ = 6.6 sq. in. gross.

4.5 " net.

No. 26. Stresses are - 84000, and - 32000.

Unit for all tension, 14500 lbs.

Required sectional area = rrTr^^^v - 5.8 sci. inches.^ 14500

Use 2 channels 9 in. ^t 13^ lbs. :^ 8 sq. in.

No. 20 and 24. Stress + 5200. Use 2 [8 @ H? lbs.

No. 19. Stresses are + 63000 and - 134000.

Allowable unit ^ 9160 lbs.

Required sectional area 14.3 s(\. in.

Use 2 channels 9 @ 25 lbs. - 14.7 scj. in.
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No. 21. Stresses are + 68000 and - 111300.
'

Allowable unit =- 7830.

Required sectional area ^ — 13.1 S(j. in.

Use 2 channels 9 @ 25 lbs. = 14.7 s<|. in. gross.

No. 23. Stresses are + 142000 and — 18000.

Unit for all compression =; 7950 lbs. per s(|. in.

" " alternate tension and compression = 10900

T. • 1 .• 1 142000 ,^^
Required sectional area -^ -- - - — 17.7 sq. in.

Use 2 channels 12 @ 30 lbs. IS .s(|. in.

No. 25. Stresses are -^ 8000 and - 195000.

Unit for all tension = 11700*1 + "—I = 14620 lbs.
I max.

j

T. • 1 r 1

195000 TOO •Required sectional area — •:;
———— -- Llo sii. in.

Use 4 bars 4^ x | = 13. ,5 .s(j. in.

No. 27. Stress ^ + 254000.

1 28
- = — r 5 allowable unit ^ 10540 lbs.
r 5.6

. , 254000 ,,
Required sectional area ..,,. .,,

----- 23 sci. m.
' 10o40

Use 2 channels 15 "@ 33 lbs. 19.8 sq. in.

1 Plate 18 >^ 1 4.5

24.3 "

No. 31 Stress + 297000.

2970(;0
Retjuired sectional area , _, .,, 2S.1 s(|. in

Use 2 channels 15 @ 33 ll»s. 19.8 si\. in

1 Plate 18 X j7^ 7.<) " "

07
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No. 28. Stress

1 _ 28

r "8.1

- + 44000.

9 allowable unit 7387 lbs.

Kequired sectional area -^—^f^v^ — " ^^\- ^^•

Use 2 channels S (?? 11| lbs. G.6 S(i. in.

Weight and Quantities in bridge above turntable.

2 Trusses
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Maximurii Sti'ess in Thoivsaiuls.
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Diagram of Sizes.

Xi.i

PtATjun, ,^ T.^ti.

Fie i<^
PC VI. /y

Y/»L^- Oifit-Ctr
ti-L l'\ i-l'xf-U
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Trolley Support at End of Draw.

f» IS

^5 e Jac / eos^£

F I Gr 2.0

r-r~i
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Dvani (Soft Sled) .'7 ff. D'nna.

Max. Load on Drum. Lbs.

With draw closed.—Live load = 3300 x 168 =-. 554400

Dead Ioad= 2480 x 316- 783700

Centre platform 25000

Total load on drum - 1363100

Load on half drum 681600

Wind 57000

738600
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Consider 3 wheels not bearing;. Ihen Drum is a orirder 6 ft. lon^,

with centre Load 185000 lbs.

F 10- a3.

. , ^, . . 92500 X 3
Hence Required r lange Area is ^3—oTw)

Use 2 angles 5 x 5 x ^ - S sq. in. net.

1 Cover Plate 16 x ^ 7

Total 15

Max. Shear 185000 lbs.

185000

10.'} s(]. in. net.

Web Area Required - = 19 sq. in.
9000

Use Plate 36 x i - 18 sq. in.

With stiflenei-s 4 x 3 x ^ angles.

Wheels, say 20 in. diameter.

C;ircamference of Track is about 81 ft. Hence use say 40 wheels.

Allowable pressure on wheels per lineal inch 600 v' d live

1200 V J ^lead

Total Live Load 554400 lbs.

" Dead ' 808700 lbs.

" Lineal inches required 554400 -:- 2680 207 inches.

808700 : 5360 151

Total 358 "

Hence Face of Wheel -358 -;. 40 sav !> in.
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Loading Beam (^oft Steel).

Max. load on 1 (inadrant of drum 369300

2 s C .
tec

/O If
FiCk 2/f

Inside beam A.

—

369300
Required flange area =- x

2

•2 2.5 X 12000
12.3 s(i. in.

Use 2 angles 6 x 6 x f = 12 sq. in. net.

Web, 30 X ^, reinforced with 2 plates ^ in. thick at ends.

Outside beam B.

—

369300M < 6. Assuming beam 30 in. deep, then flange

area =--37 sq. in.
369300 X 6

2 X 2.5 X 12000
1 of 2 wub plates, 30 ^ ^ 6 s.j. in.

2 plates, 20 x i

2 anofles 6x6^^
16

16

3<S "

Max. shear 185000.

Web area 185000 -f 7000 26 sq. in. Use 2 webs, 30 X ^

26 sq. in. net.

. ,
369300x2 -__ .

GirderC— Flange area re.pnred - 2^>r2r x' i^OOO
''*''

Use 2 angles 6 x 6 x
f 15 s.j. in net.

Shear =^85000. Use 2 pis. 28 ^ ^
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Tuuming Gear.

What is the required horse-power to turn bridge i

No wind acting.

From experiments by Mr. A. P. Boiler on the new London

drawbridge, he deduced the following rule :

.Olwv where w = weight of bridge pounds.

550 ' " V = velocity in feet per second at rack.

.01 X 973000 X.67 ,,^= -~ = 11.

o

550

Velocity assumed for end of draw = 6 miles per hour (average).

This turns bridge through 90 deg. in 30 seconds.

Extra power required to (jpen bridge against an unbalanced

wind pressure of 5 pounds per sq. ft. on total exposed surface of

bridge.

Wind pressure on half bridge (one end) = 15 < 158 x 5.

15 X 158 X 5 X 158
•• Thrust at rack = — ^ , \ = 62400 lbs.

13.5 X 2

Length of quadrant ^ 23.5 ft. • Work done = 62400 lbs.

X 23i =ft., lbs. in 30 seconds.

.
62400 X 231

2 X 33000

Total required H.P. = wind 22.

Friction and inertia 11.8

33.8

Use say 30 H.P. General Electric motor, which will stand

overloading to about twice its rated capacity.

Rack. Proportion this for capacity of 30 H.P. motor. Work
done on rack 1^ ft. long in 30 sec. 30 x 33000 x 2.

HM X , 30 X 83000 X 2 Q,^^^,,
• Ihruston rack = = 84000 lbs.

23.5

AMSume this thrust of 84000 lbs. resisted by 2 teeth.

42000 " '* " 1 tooth.

For cast iron 1200 p. f. 4"2000, ji. and f. are pitch and face of

rack.

AsHUirie face f) in Thcti jjiteh W.l in. —circular.
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Turning Gear.

Hand lever.

/^

R^-"-

Lc
F I G 2 •'^

Gears A and B go with

motor. A has 14 teeth, and

41 Jn. diameter. B has 67

teeth, and 22^ in. diameter.

Shaft R is 3:^ diameter to fit

motor boxes.

Take average speed of mo-

tor at 400 revolutions per

minute. Then shaft R has 85

revolutions per minute.

If bridge opens in 30 sec-

onds, then speed of shaft T is

11| revolutions per minute.

Therefore required speed re-

j ^- -85 ^ ,duction IS z^r-=^= 7.4.
11.5

Use 2 reductions of B.7 each.

Then if we assume pinions E and C at 9 in. diameter each,

gears D and F will be 9 x S.7 = 33.3 in. diameter.

To proportion teeth, use the following formula : W =^ 1200

}). f. where W = thrust on tooth, p. and f. are pitch and face.

Gears are steel. C and D have 1| in. pitch, 4j in. face.

E " F " 'll
'^

b'

G has 3| in. pitch, 9 in. face, 15 in. diameter.

To proportion shafts, use the following formula for steel

:

..Pt"
Diameter — Sjliof^' where T --^-- tortional moment in inch lbs.

Hence shaft S 4f in. diam. Shaft T 6 in. diam.

Hand Turning Arrangement.

Number of revolutions of pinion required to open draw = 5t
in 30 seconds. Number of revolutions of lever required to open

draw -- 5|^ X 3.7 20.
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Circumference of walk = 10 x 2 x tt =- say 60 feet.

- Distance walked in opening draw = 60 x 20 = 1200 ft.

If man walks 2J miles per hour, or 210 ft. per minute, then

time required to open bridoe by hand is 1200 -^ 240 -^ 5.

Power required with no wind blowing is 11.8 H. P. to open

bridge in 30 seconds.

11 8
Hence power required to open bridge is 5 minutes = ' =

1.18 H. P. -= 1.18 X 33000 = 38900 ft. lbs. per minute.

One man can push 50 lbs. on lever while walking. Hence 1

man power = 240 - 50 12000 ft. lbs. per minute. Hence num-

• J 38900 -

ber of men required -^
-,

^ say 3 men.
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Turn-table.

^
2 flfit*/-

J_L

VA
e<i^ %^ Ct^J^-

' UU'

_\Jl^ti*S*S 27 /^i2-«".

f\<x 11
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End Lifting Machinery.
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ir



HANDLING DAYLIGHT

AY. J. WiTHROW

It is with, extreme pleasure that I have the privileo-e of stand-

ins; on this platfonn once more after the elapse of over a decade.

Prismatic lig-hting-, to the consideration of whose properties T

invite yonr attention this afternoon, is of engineering: interest, not

so much on account of any abstruse calculations, as for its proved

usefulness as a new application of certain well known laws of

Optics to the practical liohting vith daylight of dark interiors. At
the risk of mentioning a good deal that is familiar to you, I will

endeavor clearly to outline the general principles governing the

use of this light-bending window glass.

As you all know, a light ray travels in a straight line through

a uniform transparent medium, such as air at a constant density,

but alters its direction on passing obliquelv into a medium of

different density. This mav be well represented bv considering

a company of soldiers marching on even ground and striking

obb'quely the edge of a ploughed field. The end of the company
entering the soft ground first is hehl back, while tho^^e still on firm

jorround, keeping u]i their old speed of marching, swing their end

ahead. Tf tlie company still marches at right anaios to its front

it now moves in a new direction, more nearly at right angles to

the line of demarcation between the firm and the soft ground.

'I'he greater tlie difference in the ground, the great(>r the change

of direction, and the shai']:)er the angle at which the company
strikes the edge of -the soft ground the greater the re^idtant change
of direction. On moving from soft gromid to hard ay^ain the

operation is reversed

—

l.p.. the first files out movi^ fa^^ter. thus

swinging the ('(tnipany amnnd niui-c nciirh" i);ir;dlcl with the

edge of tlie soft gronnd. One can ca-ily imagine the company
emerging at snch ;i shnip angle tli;it the lir^t tiles ont would
swing their end so far jdicad ;is iictnallv to double ba(d< int<i tli(>

ticld. Tiii-^ will be refencd |o hifer <in when con-idering total

internal retlexion <d' liizht.
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This, tliouiili iiii iiiisi-icntiHc (k'uioiistnition vot clearly illus-

trates the fuiidaniental law of Optics, which turiiis the basis of

prismatic linhting', viz.—the sine of the ani;le of incidence ecpials

the sine of the aniile of refraction nniltiplied bv a constant. The

])articular constant for any two bodies varies with the difference

in their relative densities and to a nnnor extent possibly witli their

other i)roperries.

In Fitr. 1. I, the ani>le of incidence, is the an<ile between the

incident ray of liiiht i and the perpendicular A Z to the snrface

Fig. 1.

X Y of contact l)etween the two trans])arent media tlirou_i;h which

the ray passes, and li, the ani!,le of refraction, is the angle between

the refracted ray r Z and the same ])erpendicnlar A Z G produced.

It is found that for air and flint glass, such as is used in the

manufacture of prisms, the constant a equals 1.53, consequently

the refractive power of this glass in air may be stated thus

—

Sin I = 1.53 Sin R.

Or, to express this gTaphically, see Fig. 1. Fu tlic plane X Y,

between the body of air A and the body of glass (i, at the centre

Z, describe two circles X i and ^' r at di-tances relatively of 1 and
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1.53. Let i Z be any incident ray of light piercing the plane X Y
from the body of air A at the point Z and cntting the circle X i

at i. Through i draw x i r' perpendicular to the plane X Y, cutting

the circle Y r at r' and the plane X Y at x—then r Z r' produced

will be the direction and sense of the refracted ray, i Z A the

angle of incidence and G Z r the angle of refraction, and Sin i Z A
=1.53 Sin G Z r.

Fig. 2.

A ray of light passing from glass to air would require the

constant a to be 1.53, and investigation would show that on passing

through a surface parallel to the i^lane X Y into the air again,

the ray would be bent back to its old direction. This is what

happens with plate glass, see Fig. 2. If, however, it pass out of

the glass through a plane inclined to the first it will a<>ume a new

direction, see Fig. 3. This latter is what hai)]ien> witli prisms.

Fi<i. 3.

If butli surfaces were iiia<l(' foiitiniions one edge of th(> wedge

so foniKMl \\..uld lie vcrv thick, and tlie whole too heavy for use
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ill ;i window, see Fig. 5. One surface of a ])risni plate is therefore

made in a succession of inclined planes forming a series of small

wedges instead of one large one. By increasing tlie angle between

tiie two surfaces of the prism plate the divergence of transmitted

Fk;. 'I.

light would be increased, see Fig. 4. For this reason prism plates

are made with different inclinations varying by 5° in the several

plates of the series. These plates are made 4" square, as larger

sizes cannot be sharply moulded, and are strongly glazed together

in copper by a patented electrolytic process to form large sheets

of any required shape.

In order to bend incident light hiterally, two complete series

<jf prism plates are manufactured with the prism tilted up, one to

the right, and the otlier to the left, at an angle of 22>4°. By
placing a right tilted ])rism on its side, we get a left tilt of 67K'",
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asd reciprocally with tlie left tilt prism. By tilting an ordinary

prism plate half way to right or left, we obtain 45° right or left

tilts, whereas tilting it completely to right or leftVe get right or

left tilts 90°.

With this range of prism plates and certain cases of using the

prisms inside-ont, light from any source, falling upon a window,

mar be directed to any part of the interior.

Having considered the theory of prisms, we will now consider

their application.

Stand any place in a room. Look out through the window.

The part of the room where you stand is i^rimarly lighted from

that particular part of the outside world that you can see. If you
see a dark wallyvou will be in the dark—if you see a bright sunlir

or white washed wall, or generallv better still—the open sky, then

where you stand will he- well lit, if, of course, the window space is

large enough for the room.

This primary lighting is more or less modified bv light re-

flected to you from any particularly well lit part of the same room.

If a bright sunlit pavement outside throws a strong light on the

ceiling near the window, the reflected light therefrom may make
the whole room bright. Or, if the sun shines directly through the

\\indo\v for a part of the day, the interior may be rendered light

throughout by reflection from the spot on the floor or wall where
it shines, or by radiation from a translucent blind or window.

Generally speaking, however, the sky space, as seen from the

window, is l)y far the brightest source of light available for illum-

inating the interior.

If, as generally happens—particularly in our more congested

city districts, the bright sky is cut oif by some obstruction opposite

the window, such as a building, trees, etc., then the usefulness of

prisms comes into play. Here, Avitli ordinary window glass, the

I»riglit light from a more or less confined skv-.space above falls

l>riglit and clear upon the floor imnicdiatelv inside the window,
where it is mainly absorbed by ihc non-rcHcctinii,- cai*])et, dark

flooring or rni'iiitiirc. and the rear of the room is left ilark and
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more or less iiloomy, see Figs. (> and 7. If, now, the window,
frequently, merely the upper part, be glazed with prisms of a re-

fracting angle merely sufficient to bend the light from the skv im-

mediately over the top of the building op]x»site, sending it hori-

zontally or slightly upwardly back through the room, then all the

rest of the light from the sky up to the zenith will be spread

equally along the rear and side walls and across the floors toward
the window, giving an even illumination throughout.

In order to get a satisfactory result in each case, it is, of

course, necessary to instal a sufficient area of prisms to suit the

size of the room and the available sky space outside.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Some of the refinements of prismatic lighting which may
make or mar its efficiency—I shall now briefly indicate.

If a very high building opposite has a low one, or none at all,

close to right or left, then the nse of one of the tilted prisms will

draw light from the open side, bending it back into the room with

greater illuminating effect than could be obtained bv d^a^ving

light from the narrow band of sky seen over the top of the build-

ing. If the space above is extremely narrow, as in narrow lanes

between buildings, or in light wells, the light may fall so steeply

that the usual vertical window intercepts very little of it. In this

case a canopy of prisms is hung outside in front of the upper part

9
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of the window, see Fig. 8. Any of the various forms of prisms

mentioned above may be used here if the refracted light is required

to be thrown merely a short distance into a room to light desks or

other articles near the window. Prisms can only be adapted to

refract light up to about 60", in fact anything beyond 45° of re-

fraction begins to loose in brilliancy.

If, on the other hand, the almost vertically falling light is

required to be thrown horizontally back into a room, the principle

of refraction will not answer. In this case a form of prism is used

in which the light entering the plane surface falls upon an inner

Fig.

surface at sucli an angle as to cause its total reflexion. This sur-

face will reflect with all the brilliancy of a silvered mirror, throw-

ing the light into the room through the third surface of the prism.

Tor sidewalks this principle is adopted—the Standard prism,

has two unequal downwardly projecting prisms of unequal ancle,

so adapted as to throw light fallinc; verticallv downward inwardly

toward the basement—the unequal points being introdncod to pre-

vent the reflected light from being stopped by the next prism point

in front. See I'igs. and 12.

A later and better f<trni is the ^Iidtiiirisni, wliicli ha> a single

doAvnwardly projecting wedge, having its reflecting and inward

transmitting surfaces curved so as to cause the light reflected from
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the different i^arts of the surface of one prism to successively pass

as ckise to the bottom of the next prism as possible. These prisms

Fig. 9. Fig. 12.

are set brick fashion, so as to break joints, and from the basement

give the appearance of an unbroken sheet of light. See Fig. 10.

Where a stringer, joist or other inside obstruction on the

basement ceiling, prevents the pavement pi-isnis fi-oni tlirowing

their light back to the rear of the cellar, a curtain of window

Fig. 10:

prisms of slight refractive power near the top increasing to hiuli

refractive efficiency at the bottom, is hmig between the pavement

prisms and the cellar. This curtain gives a second refraction to

the light from the pavement illuminating the whole interior to the

rear. This form of curtain works well in open areas where

traffic does not necessitate the use of pavement prisms.
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All these prism panels, pavement and window, li^ht not mere-

ly the space in front of them, but fan-out their lio;ht sideways in

exactly the same proportion as the sky space from wdiich they de-

rive their li^ht is spread laterally.

In the case of window prisms, if there is a heavy overhang

or reveal, the upper pnsms would be over-shadowed and useless.

In this case the prism panel is either hunc; in a separate wooden

Fi.;. 11.

or ornamental iron frame out near the front of the wall or cornice,

see Fig^. 11. A more recent way is to remove the upper part of

the window, placing the prisms in a closed frame near the front of

the wall, and uniting; the bottom of the prisms with the deep-set

lower part of the window by a transom bar, in which is installed a

ventilating device.



AIR BRAKES.

W. E. Foreman.

The subject of "Air Brakes" is so broad, that to properly

describe it, a detailed description of each part, showing the im-

provements that have been made in eacli durinjo; the last fe^v years

ouc:ht to be o'iven. But as I am both limited by time and space,

a g:eneral description of the principal systems now in nse is all that

can be attempted at present. Besides the general description I

would like to brine: before you for consideration a few verv in-

terestinp; problems which are closely connected witli this subi'ect.

The " Air Brakes " has quite a long- history, which forms very

interesting and instnictive reading. Many different forms of

power brakes were in v.se in the early years of the last century.

The most important of these were the "Chain Brake," and the
" Hydraulic Brake." Then in the second half of the nineteenth

century these were superseded by the " Vacuum " and " Straight

Air." And again a few years after the introduction of the above,

they in turn were also displaced by the Automatic Vacuum and

the Automatic Air Brakes. The latter was invented by Mr.

George Westinghouse in the year 1873, just four years after the

introduction of the " Straicht Air " brake. From year to year

the above gentleman patented many improvements npon this latter

form until it reached its present form of perfection.

The YACUu>r Brake.

The Vacuum Brake, which at one time was the greate-t

rival the Westinghouse Companv had to cxyntenA with, but which

to-dav is nearly extinct as far as this continent is concerned, we
will consider just a moment. In principle it is fliametricallv oppo-

site to that made use of in the Automatic Air Brake. The prin-

ciple upon which this brake operates is as follows:—The train

pipe, which extends the full length of the train, is always kejit free

of air; and when an application of the brakes is desired, the air at

atmospheric pressure is admitted to the train pipe, and sets a valve

in such a position that one side of the brake diaphragms is directly
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connected to a reservoir from which the air is exhausted. The

excess pressure on the other side of the diaphraii'm which is exposed

to the atmospheric pressure, forces the diaphra^cius forward and

applies the brakes. To release the brakes, the air is again exhausted

from the train pipe, and the valves and brake diaphracms take or

return to their normal positions.

The following apparatus comprise the Automatic Vacuum
Brake :

—

1. The ejector, the function of which is to maintain the

vacuum in the train pipe and brake diaphragms.

2. A continuous train pipe line with hose couplino-? between

each car.

3. Brake diaphragms from which the air is exliausted, causinc;

the pressure of the atmosphere to force the rubber disks into the

iron shell and set the brakes.

3. The reservoir, in which a vacuum is maintained, and into

which the air is constantly exhausted from the diaphrngras.

6. Finally the valve which forms the connection between the

reservoirs and the diaphragms. Its objects are to control the

passage of air from the brake diaphragms to the reservoir, and

partially or wholly apply the brakes.

In Fig. 1, is shown the Eames' Automatic Vacuum Brake,

which ranks among the first of this kind.

The "Quick Action Automatic Brake," which is a decided

improvement on the previously mentioned " Automatic," was first

introduced shortly after the Master Car Builders' braking tests, con-

ducted at Burlington during the year 1887. It is in use on all

railroads in America; and in England and the continent it is fist

driving its competitors from the market. The "Westinghouse Com-
pany have equipped by far the largest proportion of trains with

their system. The Xew York Company are second, while the per-

centage of cars equipped with other systems is so small a-^ to be

negligible.

The following general description of the oi'x^i'iition of the

Air Brake will apply equallv as well to the "N^ew York Companv's

as to the Westinghouse, since the apparatus for each svstem fulfil

the same functions rnul onlv differ in c(uistrnction.
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Tlie air, compressed by the piimii, is first delivered into the

main reservoir. From there it floAvs to the engineer's valve ; thence

through the train pipe to the triple valve on each car, passing

through the latter to the storage or auxiliary reservoii-s. During
normal conditions of running, the train pipe and resen^oirs, ex-

cepting the main reser\^oir on the engine, contain air under a

pressure of 70 lbs. per square inch. With the engineer's valve,

changes of pressure in the train pipe are made, causing the triple

valves to operate either to apply or release the brakes.

Moving the handle of the engineer's valve a specified distance

permits air from the train pipe to escape, thus reducing the pressure

therein. This reduction of pressure operates the sensitive triple

valve, which then allows air to pass from the auxiliary reservoir to

the brake cylinder, forcing the brake piston in the direction to

apply the brakes.

To release the brakes, the engineer's valve is moved back to

its running position, and the train pipe pressure is then raised to

70 lbs. per sq. in. This increase in train pipe pressure causes the

triple valve to reverse its position, closing the connection between

the auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder, allowing the air

from the latter to escape to the atmoshpere. The brake piston

then retunis to its running position, and the brakes are thus

released.

The Westingliouse and New York Quick Action Automatic

Air Brakes consist of the following principal parts:

—

1. The compressor or pump which compresses the air.

2. The main reservoir in which the compressed air is stored.

3. Tlic engineer's equalizing and discharge valve, which regu-

lates tlio flow of air into the train pipe and auxiliary reservoirs for

charging the train and releasing the brakes, and from the train

pipe to the atmosphere for apjilying the brakes.

4. Th(^ train l>ipc, whicli \(';\<\s from llic engineer's valve

throughout the train, supplying air to tlie auxiliary reservoirs.

5. The; brake cylinder which has its piston connected to the

brake levers, in such a manner that the brakes are either applied

<»r released according as the piston moves in or cut.
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6. The quick action automatic triple valve, with which each

car is equipped. The valve controls the admission of air from the

auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder, the discharge of air from

the brake cylinder to the atmosphere, and the admission of air

from the train pipe to the auxiliary reservoir.

T. The auxiliary reservoir, which stores upon each car suffi-

cient air to operate the brakes upon that car.

8. The pump governor, wdiich regulates the supply of steam

to the pump, automatically stopping the supply or steam when
the pressures in the train pipe and reservoirs have i-eached tiie

desired point.

9. The hose couplings, which connect the train pipe of one

car to the train pi])e of the next.
*

10. The duplex air gauge, which indicates on one scale the

pressure in the train pipe, and on the other the pressure in the

main resei-voir.

11. The conductor's valve, which is operated by that in-

dividual when he wishes to apply the brakes.

Westixghouse High Speed Brake.

The Westinghouse High Speed Brake is another form or modi-

iication of the Automatic just described, and which is used on

trains which run at very high speed, such as the '" Empire State

Express " and '' Congressional Limited." This brake consists of

the quick-action, with the addition of an automatic pressure re-

ducing valve. One of these valves is connected to each brake

cylinder, and the air pressure supplied to the train pipe and

auxiliary reser^'^oirs considerably increased. In ordinary service

application the valve remains inoperative, unless the pressure in the

cylinder exceeds a certain fixed limit (usually sixty pounds), when
it then operates to discharge air from the cylinder until the fixed

limit is again reached, and then ceases to discharge air from the

cylinder. The reason for this variation of the brake cylinder

])ressure, is that at high rates of speed greater pressure can be

exerted on the wheels without causing them to skid, than can be
exerted on wheels revolving at a low velocity. Consequently, as

the speed of the train is materially reduced, the pressure in the
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brake cylinder has also been reduced. We have thus increased

the retardations during* the early part of the stop, while running

no danger of skidding the wheels. Trains can be stopped by this

brake, when they are rvmning at the rate of sixty miles an hoiu',

in about 450 feet shorter distance than when they are equip])ed by
the ordinary Quick Action Automatic Brake.

The triple valve is the most important link in the whole air

brake system. On it we depend for the rapidity of the applicatioa

of the brakes. If, for one short instant it fails to operate, when
required, the brakes on that car are inoperative.

7t/ . -///.jc/'/fW/ 'f/

/fr.f/'/ywr.

TbBraAc

To 7/ritn /i/tg.

FIG. 2. THE PLAIN TRIPLE-VALVE.

In Service Position. Brakes Applied.

The triple Viilvc has undergone many changes and improve-

ments before it reached its present forms. The first valve was in-

vented by ^Mr. George Westinghouse, Ji*., in 1872, and the last

shortly after the r)urlington tests in 1887.

Before describing the valve we must understand why thoy

are called triple valves. It performs the triple function of (1)

Admitting air from the train pipe to the reservoir, for the purpose

f»f charging it with air under pressure. (2) Admitting air from

the reservoir to the brake cylinder, for the ])nrp(»se of applying

tlie brake.", and (3) Establishing coinnuuiication between the
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brake evlindci* and the atmospliero for tlic puri>o?e of disschartjinfii;

the air from the brake cylinder and releasing- the brakes.

Tliere are two Westinfihonse Tripk' Valves, the plain Anto-

raatie, which is iised in ordinary service applications, and the

Quick Action Automatic, which is desigiied both for service and

emergency applications. This latter valve is simply a plain triple

7/> Jlf^/if///y

7b B/rtAr

Tor/r/f'rr/f/re.

F1G3 QUICK-ACTION TRIPLE VALVE.
iWortruU Rutvfung Position Brakes Released

with the addition of a few move valves whch render it more

efficient in emer2:ency applications than the plain triple.

Fi^. 3 is a drawing of the Westincrhouse Quick Action Auto-

matic valve, with its parts in the normal running position with

brakes released. If the part p, and the chambers below it, s and t,

were removed, the valve would be transformed into a plain triple.
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The emer^-eucY parts of this valve are then, the chambers s and t,

the piston ni, and the valves n and o. The locations of the pipe
connections to the train pipe, the auxiliary reservoir, and the brake
cylinder are clearly indicated. A piston, a, is adapted to move
backward and forward, wdiile its stem, b, extends forward into a

somewhat smaller valve chamber containing a slide valve c, which
is loosely confined between two shoulders upon the piston stem.

In the interior of the slide valve c, is a small poppet valve, d, call-

ed the g-raduating- valve, wiiieh is secured by a ])in to tlie piston

stem b.

In the position of the parts shown in fia;. 3, the compressed
air from the train pipe enters throu2;h the passajoe ways and
chamber on the outer. side of piston a (to the left). Then it passes

arotmd the piston, throug-h the feed .grooves h and i into the valve

chamber, from which it passes directly to the auxiliarv reservoir.

This reservoir is thus kept charoed with air at the same pressure

as the train pipe line.

When the engineer makes a service application, he reduces

the train line pressure about live pounds by discharging a portion

of the air. This lessens the pressure upon the outer face of the

piston a, and the excess pressure upon the other side forces tlie

T)iston to the left, at the same time closing the feed grooves h and

i, thus cutting off all communications with the train pipe, and

simultaneously withdraws the gi*aduating valve d, from its seat in

the slide valve. The shoulder at the end of the piston stem b, then

comes in contact Avith the end of the slide valve c, which is there-

after moved along with the piston in its otitward progress, which

is finally an'ested by contract with the stem j. Then the part e is

over the passageway f, and' the air from the auxiliarv reservoir

has a clear passage to the brake cylinckn'. The i>art e extends

transversely through the slide valve and condttcts air from the

auxiliary reservoir into the ]>assageway in- tlic slide valve, wliich

lias now been uncovered by the outward movement of the gradu-

ating valve d. The fji^charge of air from the auxiliarv ri^servoir

1o the brake cylinder is acconi])anieil by a redncti(»n of the air

jiressiin^ in the auxiliary reservoir and the valve chamber of the

triple valve, wliicli continues until the ]nTssure is slightly lower
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tluui that of the air remainin.iv in the train pipe, and at tlie chamber
at the oiitei-side of tlie piston a. The slight preponderance of

pressure on the outside of the piston causes it to move inwardly
until the .^raduatine; valve d becomes seated in the slide valve.

The piston is prevented from moving- any further by the frictional

resistance offered by the slide valve and its seat. TTpon the closing

of the graduating valve d, communication between the brake

cylinder and the auxiliary reservoir is shut off, and the brakes

remain applied with so much force as is due to the compressed air

which has already been admitted into the brake cylinder.

If the engineer finds that he needs more braking force, he

makes a further slight reduction in the train pipe, and the above

operation is again repeated, admitting a further quantity of com-

pressed air to the brake cylinder. This operation is called gradu-

ating, and entirely depends upon the proper working of the

graduating valve d.

The above description applies both to the plain and the

quick action triples in service stops. In an emergency application

of the quick action triple a considerable quantity of air is dis-

charged from the train pipe, causing a great difference between

the pressures on the sides or faces of the piston a. This prepond-

erance of pressure on the inner face of the piston causes the piston

a to travel outwardly with more force, compressing the spring on

the stem j, until it is arrested by the end of the chamber. The
passageway p, which admits the compressed air above the piston

m, being thereby uncovered, instantly conducts the compressed

air from the auxiliaiy reservoir to the upper face of the piston m,

which forces that piston downward and thereby opens the emer-

gency valve n, as shown in Fig. 4. It is to be observed that at

this instant, (1) the brake cylinder is emptv, no air from any

source having yet entered it; (2) the air pressure in the train pipe,

while having been reduced considerably below the pressure in the

auxiliary reser\'oir is still great, and has, by merely lifting the

valve o, a capacious and imobstructed passageway, around the. emer-

gency valve n, into the empty brake cvlinder. Thus the air from

the train pipe lifts the check valve o, and rushes into the brake

cylinder, until the pressure in the brake cylinder and the train
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pipe are equalized. Then the check valve closes, shiittino- off all

connections between the train pipe and the chamber t. The air

which has been admitted to the brake cylinder, increases the avail-

able brakinf>- force which may be obtained in the brake cvlinder.

The effect of the discharg'e of air from the train pipe into

the brake cylinder of the first car does not merely more qnickly

7b.4turi/(aj-y

Jo BrfiAr

7?/ 77-m/f />///".

FIG^fr QUICK ACTION TRIPLE-VaLVE.

Emergency Position. Hrakes A/•plied

and ])o\vc'rfully apply the brakes on that car, but also causes a

su<ldcu and material reduction of the pressmv u))nii the outer

face of tlie piston a, on the next car. 'i'lnis the action which is

de.scril)<'<l above is greatly accelerate<l on tlio winilf train, the

first ti-i])l(' hastening: the action of the second, and the second

the action of the third, etc.. throntihout tlie whole train.
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To release the brakes Avith both styles of triple, the train

pipe is recharged to its normal pressure, which preponderance of

pressure on the outer face forces the piston a, to its running; posi-

tion. At the same time the slide valve c, is carried to its position

for running-, as shown in Fi^. 3, where a direct connection is

made from the brake cylinder, through the passap;eway f, and ex-

haust port g-, to the atmosphere. Thus the air being exhausted

from the brake cylinder the brakes are released.

New York Triple.

The Xew York Air Brake have also both a plain triple and

quick action triple. Like the Westinghouse they are both auto-

matic in their action.

The quick action triple is shown in Fig*. 5. The quick

action parts occupy the left and top portions of the drawing, and

remain inoperative under ordinary service applications. The ser-

vice parts occupy the central portion of the drawing, the oper-

ation of these parts can be traced on the drawing which clearly

indicates them.

"Referring to the fignire, the vent valve 71 is held to its

seat by spring 132, assisted by train pipe pressure, and can only

be opened when piston 129 is forced to the left, (^uick action

valve 138-139 is held to its seat by spring 140, assisted by the

reservoir pressure, and can only be opened when piston 137

moves to the right."

" Main piston 128 has the same stroke both for emergency

and service applications, but is extended to form a cylinder in

which piston 129 is fitted. Through piston 129 is a small open-

ing F, allowing the train pipe air to pass through and equalize

the pressure on both sides. The dimensions of this opening are

such that when the main piston 128, moves slowly to the left,

as in service applications, the air in space G will be forced through

opening F without disturbing piston 129 from its position shown."

"A sharp reduction of train pipe pressure for an emergency

stop will cause main piston 128 to move vapidly to the left. In

this case air from space (i cannot flow through passage F fast

enough, and exerts a momentary pressure upon piston 129. strong

enough to overcome its resistance and cause valve 71 to be forced
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from its seat. This allows train pipe air to enter the passage H
and escape to the atmosphere through holes J and M, while at

the same time, it forces piston 137 to the right, which unseats

valve 139 and allows the full power of the re.servoir pressure

New YorM

to be instantly effective in tlie brake cylinder throuuh tlie hirffc

passapfcways K, L, and clieck valve 1 17."

"Meanwhile, as passage F is always open, the temporary

pressure exerted by the air in chamber O, has rapidly \o>i its
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effect, and spring 132 has returned valve 71 to its seat, thus

stopping the escape of air when train pipe pressure is sufficiently

reduced to properly apply the brakes. As valve 71 closes, it

returns piston 129 to its original position. Valve 139 and piston

137 have also been returned to their former positions, as shown

in the figiire."

'' Restoring the train pipe pressure causes the valves 38 and

48 to return to their normal positions as shown, allowing the

auxiliary reservoir to be recharged, and the air to escape from the

brake cylinder, thus releasing the brakes."

" The astonishing and almost inconceivable rapidity of the

serial recurrence of quick-action triple value operation may be

best appreciated by comparison with the rate of propagation of

simple vibrations through a clear and quiescant atmosphere. The
simplest illustration is that of sound, which, under ordinary con-

ditions, travels at the rate of about 1,100 feet per second. The
propagation of a sound disturbance to a distance of 2,000 feet

in a quiet atmosphere, requires little more than 1.8 seconds.

An emergency application of the brakes upon a fifty car train,

wherein one piece of mechanism is caused to operate, therebv

producing an impulse, wdiich. causes a second piece of mechanism
to operate, and so repeated through fifty mechanisms with succes-

sive impulses, is serially propagated throughout the 2,000 feet in

2.5 seconds."

The increasing use of heavy and high speed cars in street

car service, seems to make the application of the air brake even

to single cars, a logical necessity. Under present conditions the

manual labor and careful attention required by the hand-brake

is so great, that the motormen are not able to retain control of

their cars and make the most efficient stops. The principle of the

air brake has been successfully adapted to the street cars.

The gTeat difficulty in applying this style of brakes Avas the

securing of compressed air. The air was finally compressed in

two ways, first by attaching an eccentric, which worked an air

compressor, to the axle of the car, and second l\v installing on the

motor-car a rotary air pump driven by a motor. In the first

10
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method about forty revolutions of the ear wheels suiEces to fill the

reservoirs with air, at a pressure of 32 pounds. Havina; attained

that pressure, a governor automatically cuts off in such a man-

ner that the piston stops workins; against pressure. The motor-

man applies the brake by simply turning the controlling valve,

which allows the air to enter the cylinder. Onlv three pounds

of the storage pressure are required for each applica'tlon. When
the brakes are released and the car starts again, the piston once

more operates against pressure to restore the reservoir pressure

to 32 pounds; but by an automatic device this does not begin

until the car has gathered headway. Then only five revolutions

are required to recharge the reservoir to its normal pressure.

In the second method or system the running of the air pump
and the maintenance of the reservoir at the desired pressure is

entirely independent of the speed of the car. The pump is driven

by a motor which is supplied with electricity from the trolley

wire. The current to the motor is automatically turned on or

shut off as the reservoir pressure drops below or attains tlie de-

sired pressure. Besides the motorman has control of the current

supply to the motor if desired.

An important subject or division of this topic, is the relations

which exist between the various forces which are brought into

existence by an application of the brakes. Some of the problems

wliich we will now discuss, bearing on this subject, are: first,

the transfer of weight from the rear to the front truck during

an application of the brakes; second, the transfer of a certain

percentage of the weight borne by each pair of wheels of a four

Avheel truck when unbraked, from the rear to the front wheels

when the wheels are braked; third, the relation between the brake

shoe friction and the rail friction; fourth, the propcu' angle at

which to hang the brake shoes, so that the brake shoe prr^ssures

may approach, as near as possible, those theoretical relations or

values which we will determine in Problem I.

Tliese problems were first discussed by ]\Ir. M. A. Parke,

who read a paper before the New York Railway Club in 1897,

iiiving his views and solutions of the foregoing problems. He
thus proceeded to consider and solve Problem 1.
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Problem I.

To determine tlie proportionate weight which each truck

sustains durino- an application of the brakes.

AVe will represent the car with its trucks ronioveJ by Fie;. 6.

The force which each truck exerts upon the car body is indicated

by an arrow. This force must be exerted through the centre

plate of each truck. In this case we are considering; only the

case where the brake shoes are hunf? from the trucks. Brake
shoes are so seldom huui? from the car body that their discussion

is not very profitable.

Let Pi = the supportino- force from the forward truck, which
is of course the same as that portion of the wei^'ht of the car

body which is bom or carried by that truck.

Po = the supporting- force from the rear truck.

II = the retardinc; force exerted upon the car bodv, throu.uh

the centre plates, to reduce the eneray of the car bodv due to

its velocity and slacken its speed. We assume that the brakin.i^

force applied to each truck is the same.

Di = the pull upon the draw bar. This quantity is £i;enerallv

a positive quantitv when the car is empty and biakod to its full
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capacity and a locomotive attached ahead. Sometimes this force

may become negative ^vhcn the cars ahead push back upon the

draw bar, or the unbraked cars in the rear are pushitie: this braked

car into those ahead.

Do = the backward pull on the rear draw bar. This may
be a positive quantity due to the action of the cars ahead or may
be negative due to the action of the cars behind.

Wi =: the weight of the car body, acting through the centre

of gravity of the car body.

1 = the distance from centre to centre of the trucks.

k = the distance the centre of gravity is vertically above
the point of contact of the truck and the car body.

z = the distance the centre line of the draw bar is abo^^e th'S

point of contact of the car body and the truck.

g = the acceleration of gravity.

p = the negative acceleration or retardation due to an a]ipii-

cation of the brakes.

Xow the forces acting upon the car in a horizontal direction

are Di, D. and the two forces H. Therefore the total effective

resistance to the forward motion of the car body is 2 H + Do—Dj.

Each particle of the car is subjected to a retardation p, and thus

the total retarding force is equivalent to the mass of the car

W
.

body multiplied by p, or an imaginary force —^ p, acting through

the center of gravity of the car. The energy of the oar due

to its velocity is opposed to the retarding force 2 H + Do—D, ; and
W .

thus the force ~ ]) is equal and of opposite sign to the retarding
1-1

force, and their algebraic sum is zero. That is

2H + D,-D, = -^p; or H =^p +^^^ (1)
ft * '>(r * V

'I'akiiig flie algebraic .'^um of the moments of the forces, real

and imagiuiiry. .-iboiit the point of intersection of the forces K
and P, at the front centre plate,

W 1

P,l+(D,-D,)z +—^pk-W,^=0,
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From which we get

P,.Z;_^ ^.,,_,l..-D,)f. (2)

Similarly by taking" moments about the point of intersec-

tion of the forces II and Po at the rear center plate we get,

Xow, Di— Do can never be a negative quantity. And z,

even if it is negative, is always very small. Therefore from the

two equations for Pi and P2, it is evident that the sustaining force

Pi is always greater that the sustaining force Po during an appli-

cation of the brakes. Or that portion of the weight of the car

body supported by the for^vard truck during an application of the

brakes is gTeater than that supported by the rear trucks.

Therefore to avoid skidding the wheels, consideration of the

rear truck which bears the least weight is only necessary. This

brings us to the second problem, namely the conditions which pre-

vail on the rear truck during an ap])lication of the brakes. To
.simplify om* calculations we will let ^he algebraic difference

]3i— Do^ D. Then the force with which each truck retards

the car bodv is

H =^p.?. (4)

Also substituting the value D for Di— D^ in equation (2)

we get

W,_W, k_D z

- 2 g 1 2 ] ^^

which is the portion of the weight of the car body carried by the

rear truck during a]i application of the brakes.

Problem II.

To determine the conditions existing at the rear truck dur-

ing an application of the brake.
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The skeleton of the truck is shown in Fie;. 7. The various

forces which act on the truck are indicated, and defined as fol-

lows:

—

El = the pressure of the forward pair of wheels on the rails.

Hz == the pressure of the rear pair of wheels on the rails.

Ti = the retarding frictional force applied by the rails to ihe

forward pair of wheels, ancl keeps up their continued rotation

in spite of the friction of the brake shoes.

/v^- 7 Oi

To =^ the retarding; frictional force applied by the rails 1o the

rear pair of wheels, and keeps up their continued rotation in spite

of the friction of the brake shoes.

Po = the pressure of the car body upon the rear truck. "We

obtained the value of thi^ in Problem I.

H := the force with which the car body drag;s the truck for-

ward. This we also obtained in Problem I.

h = the distance between the point of contact of the car

body and the truck, and the top of the rail.

d == the distance the center of gravity is above the top of the

rail.
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b = the base of tlic truck.

'Wo^ the wcia^lit of eacli complete truck.

Each particle of the tnick suffers a retardation p, and tlie

total retarding force absorbed by the tnick is equal to the mass

of the truck multiplied by p or — ' p. And this imaginary force

acts at the center of gravity of the truck in opposition to the

retarding forces, and must be the equivalent of the difference

between the sum of the retarding forces Ti + To and the force

H which urges the truck forward. Thus,

W
T, + T.,-H =—'p.... (6)

or»

Xow taking the algebraic sum of the moments of the real

and imaginary forces, first about the point of contact of the rear

pair of wheels and the rails, we get

Hh + W, ^+P„%^pd-R,b = 0.

Then taking moments about the point of contact of the for-

ward Avheels and the rails we derive

—

b b W..
Hh - W^- - P, ,, + -^'pd + R.b = 0.

Substituting in the last three equations the values of H and P.

already determined, the equations become respectively:

—

^ ^ W, 1) W.,
T. + T,-^p-^-=_-p,

Wi , D, „, b W, b W, k b ^zb W, , „ , ^

,, , W, , D, W..
^ „, b W, b W, K 1) ^ z b ^

From the first of these equations

r,4-2T,-2T, + 2T,-D
P=-Axr-,-o-AA7— .^'- (0
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Again, (Substituting in the second and tliird of the above

equations the value of p and collecting similar terms, we get

—

—
w:t2^^^— (^^ ^ ^-^ +

[

—
w;t2^^;

— +
'^ - -1 / 2

+ (Wi + L>W,)^-Rib=0.

R,b +WA +^W 2W.d , W, (h - ^) + 2 W..d 1 D—w;:^:2 w;;
— ^^^

+

^'^ + {^ -^ r wr+"2w^— i

^

Solving these equations for Ri and R2 respectively, sub-

stituting for Wi + 2 Wo, the complete weight of the car, body

and two trucks, the term W,

^i=X+ w (Ti + r,) + ^^ D

(b-')^^< . ^-4^M)--.-f
«= =T -^^^"Hv ^T, + T, '-^^^^ ^D.

Ri and Ro are the pressures of the forward and rear wheels

upon the rails, when Ti and To are the retarding frictions exerted

upon the wheels by the rails, and D is the algebraic difference of

the pidls on the forward and rear drawbars.

Xow the co-efHcient of Ti+ T2 in each of the last two equa-

tions, is under all conditions of ordinary service a positive quan-

tity. Therefore, the sig-n before each second term remains unalter-

able. Again the co-efficient of D is also a positive quantity and

the algebraic sign of the last term is imalterable. Under certain

conditions the value of the co-efficient of D in the last equa-

tion, becomes very small, but does not become negative. AVlion

1) is zero the last terms tlisappear. The car is then free and brake<l

to its full capacity. In this case it is evident that R, is larger

than Ro. And the sign of co-efficient of D remaining unalterable

Ri is ^evidently greater than Ro. Tlierefore wei coiu'bidc tliat
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under any conditions when the brake shoes are applied with the

same pressure to,., each pair of wheels, the rear pair are the

most liable to slide upon the rails; and thus the maximum brake

t^hoe pressure should be so designed that the rear pair of wheals

will not slide when the brakes are applied.

Xow the greatest pressure upon the rails of the forward pair

of wheels whicli at all times and under all circumstances may be

depended on for rail friction to cause continued rotation of the

wheels, is wdien D := O.

^i =^ +
^Y

(J-i + ^d- (8)

And under the same conditions Ro is a minimum when D is

a maximum. To determine the maximum value of D, equation

7 may be transformed into the form

D = 2T, + 2T.,-—p.... (9)

D and p are the only variables in this equation; and D will

then be a maximum when p is a minimum. We are justified in

assuming that the minimum value of p is zero. Then the maxi-

mum value of D is 2 Ti + 2 T2. This occurs wdien the car is

pushed forward from a state of rest with the brakes fully applied.

Substituting this value of D in the equation for II2 we get the

minimum pressure of the rear pair of wdieels upon the rails. The
brake shoe pressures must be designed for this.

W /h z\
^^ = T-(b+i)^^' + ^'^^- (1^)

Equations (9) and (10) are the fundamental equations for

determining the proper brake shoe pressures for each pair of

Avheels. The rail frictions Ti and To which are obtainable to

])revent skidding of the wheels are proportional to Tf, and Ho-

And the maximum brake shoe pressures upon both pair of wheels

are directly dependent on the values of Ti and T2.

Of course it is customary to apply the same pressure tit the

forward as to the rear pair of wheels; but our reasoning shows

that a much greater pressure could be applicnl to the front pair

of wheels with no greater danger of sliding.
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Problem III.

Our next problem is to find the relation between the brake

shoe friction and the rail friction; or to determine the maxiaiuin

safe brake shoe friction upon each pair of wheels.

Let fi = the coefficient of static friction between the wheels

and the rails.

Then Ti = iJX„ and T, = f,11.,

or,
T T

R, = -\andR, = y.

Let Fi^^that friction between the brake shoes and the

wheels which is necessary to cause the rail resistance Ti upon the

forward pair of wheels.

Fo= that friction between the brake shoes and the wheels

which is necessary to c^use the rail resistance To upon the rear

pair of wheels.

In Fiff. 8 are shown the forces that affect the relation of the

fonvard pair of wheels. Tj is the frlctional force which causes

rotation and Fj is the frictional force resistinc; rotation, and is

caused by the brake shoes. Let r be the radius of the wheel and

P be the distance of any elementary maf^s, d M, of the wheels

from the center. The retardation at the periphery of the wheel?
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L3 the same as that of the car, and the retardation at the distance

P from the centre is - p.

The force which is exerted on the mass d M to cause a retard

-

P P
ation at the rate — p is d M — p. The friction Fi must be suffi-

cient to produce this retarding force upon each elementary mas-

of the pair of wheels, and also to cause the frictional resistance

Ti at the rails. Now taking the algebraic sum of the moments

about the center line of the wheels, we get

F,r-T,r- /*dM^p:=0,

r, = Ti+^ydMp'^

= Ti + M'ip.

In the above equation ri is the radius of gyration of each

wheel, M represents the mass of both wheels. If w = the weight

2W
of each w^heel, then M = -— . From careful calculations it has

' or

been found that the square of the radius of gyration is equal to

0.6 times the square of the radius of the wheel. Substituting

these values in the above equation,

1 . 2w
F, = T, + -^p.... (11)

Proceeding to consider the rear pair of wheels as we have

the fonvard we obtain for the value.

1 . 2w
F..= T., + p.... (12)

The value of p is given in equation (7) where

2T + '^T - D

Since we desire to find the condition which exists when the

weight supported by each wheel is a minimum, we will consider

the values of Fi and Fo when TI, and R.. are minimnm value-.
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We have previouslj sliowu that when D = O, Ri is a minimum,
and then the value of p is

2Ti + 2T., 2T, + 2T.,
'-ff or

Wi + 2W,° W °'

During an emergency application of the brakes Fj and F* have a

fixed A'alue, and the values of Ti and To are obtained when Ri

is a minimum, from the following equations.

2.4w 2 4w
F, = T, + -^(Tr + T,) : F, = T, + -,^(T, + T,)

Solving for T^ and T^ we get,

W + 2 . 4w 2 . 4w

W + 2 . 4w 2 . 4w
^2=vV + 4.8w -"W + 4.8w*^^-

^^^^

Substituting these values for Ti and T2 in equation (8), bear-

T
inc: in mind that Ri=-jr^, equation (8) becomes

(W + 2 4w)F, - 2 4F, W fW^/h k\ 2\V,d
l W(Fj + Fo)

f,(W + 4.8w) ^T'^l'wVb ~ w *"

"Wb"/W+TT8^ ^
^

Xow when Ro is a minimum 1) is a maximum, and p =: 0.

Therefore, under these conditions Fi := Ti and F2 = T2 obtained

from equations (11) and (12). Substituting these values for Ti

and To bearing in mind that Ro = -,. " o(|uatioii (0) becomes,
'

1

F., W /h z\

roml)ining equations (1 H) and (17) we get two equations

from which we can obtain the values of F, and F^., which will bt^

the maximum brake shoe frictions upon the forward and rear pair

<»f wheels, and may be used with perfect safety from wheel skid-

dijig in an emergency application of tlic l)rakes.

-!(W + 4.8w)

F, + F, = f,^--
*

... / 1 k + z\ „,,, /I h-d z\ ,, /I h z\

(18)
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and

W / h k-z\ ,,,, /h + d 7.\
. ,

/ 1 1. z\

(1!))

So far wc have determined that, first, the rear truck supports

less weiiiht than forward truck, and the rear pair of wheels less

weight than the forward pair during an application of the brakes.

This led us to the conclusion that if we design our riggings for

the brake pressures, the front wheels of each truck must receive

the greater pressures than the rear ^vheels.
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Similarly the rear pair of wheels will react A\itii an equal and

opposite force to Fo. Coiisideriu^- the forward pair of wheels,

the upward force Fi is directly resisted by the brake hauo-ers,

which are now under compression equal to the force Fi. Simi-

larly the rear brake hanger is subjected to a tension equal to the

frictional force F2.

Consider now an exagoerated case, in which the anfrularity

of the brake hangers is increased, as shown in Fig. 9. Each brake

beam is subject to the sanit? pull P. When the front brake slioes

have been brought into contact with the forward pair of wheels,

the force which is brought into existence by the friction of the

two surfaces, tends to carry the shoe upward, along the surface of

the wheel. But this action is resisted, by its brake hangers, on

account of their excessive angularity. Thus there is a very strong-

tendency to force the forward pair of wheels away from the

centre of the truck. This tendency of course is resisted by the

truck frame and thus a powerful pressure is exerted on the brake

shoes, in addition to that pull exerted by the brake beams, upon
the brake shoes. In this way the brake shoe friction Fi is mater-

ially greater in this case than that in Fig. 8, where the angle of

the hanger is such that it exerts no influence to force the brake

shoes against the wheels.

The effect of this angularity of the brake hanger ui^on the

rear pair of wheels is just the reverse to that upon the forward

pair. The reacting downward friction of the rear pair of wheels

upon the brake shoes tends to force the brake shoes awav from the

wheel. This tendency diminishes the frictional force which re-

tards the velocity of the wheels. Xow if the angularitv i* so

increased that the brake hanger would be parallel or in line with

the pull P then the frictional force practically becomes zero upon

the rear pair of wheels, while the mere initial contact between

the brake shoes and the forward pair of Avhoels would almost

instantly result in creating such a higli frictional force Fi that

the wheels would immediately be locked and .skidded.

Therefore, we must conclude from this that between thes©

two extreme cases or limiting vahies of the angle of angularity

it is possil)lc to so adjust your brake shoe hangers, tli;it the in-

creased and (liniinishcfl wciglits sn])])<trted bv ihe front niid rear
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trucks will be taken care of by the increased pressure on the for-

ward wheels, and the diminished pressure upon the rear ones.

U'hus we may proportion the frictional forces Fi and Fo in any

way desired by a proper adjustment of the angularity of the

brake shoe hanger.

It will also be observed that, if in Fig. 9 the wheels rotate

in the opposite direction, what has been the rear pair of wheels

will now become the forward pair. At the same time the effect

of the inclined hangers upon the two pairs of wheels has been

reversed, so that it is still, under the reversed conditions, the

leading pair of wheels which is subiected to the greater brake

shoe pressure, and the rear pair which is subjected to the reduced

pressure.

Thus we are enabled by this method to design brakes to

meet this transfer of w^eight from the rear to the forward pair of

wheels.

The following description of the general action of railway

brakes, and the nature of the frictional forces which are brought

into existence, through an application of the brakes, i.< to some

extent, a repetition of the discussion of Problem I. When a train

is moving at a given velocity the adhesion of the wheels on the

rails cause them to rotate. Every point on the surface of the

tire moves around at the same rate as that at which the train is

moving forward. But every such point, in relation to the for-

ward movement of the train, comes successively to rest at the

moment when it comes in contact witb the rail. ISTow when the

brakes are applied with a slight pressure only, the wheel continues

to move round at the same rate as the train is moving, but with

more difficulty. This increased difficulty in moving is shown,

either in an increase in the traction force, which is required to

keep up the forward movement, or, in cases where the accelerating

force is not kept up, by the tendency of the moving mass to come

to rest in a shorter time. But if the pressure with which the

brakes are applied be increased, a point is reached, at which the

friction between the brake shoes and the wheels first approaches;,

then equals and finally exceeds the adhesion of the wheel to the

rail. This adhesion corresponds to the static friction which exists

between two surfaces at rest. The point on the circumference
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of the wheel, which is in mometary contact with the rail is at

rest during- that instant. Thus w^e apply the ordinary equations

for static friction to obtain this adhesive force between the wheels

and the rails. Kow when the friction between the brake shoes

and the wheels exceeds the static friction between the wheels and

the rails, the wheels first beoin to revolve more slowly, and finallv

cease to revolve at all and slide alon_2; the rails. In this case

the static friction between the wheels and the rails changes to

dynamical friction, or the friction caused by one surface movins:

over another. The coefiicient of dynamical friction is much less

than the coefficient of statical friction. This has been proved by
experiment. And thus the retardation in this case is much less

than that in the previous one. Therefore, the most efficient and
the quickest stops are made, when the friction between the brake

shoes and the wheels is a little less than the friction which can be

obtained between the wheels and the rails.

The friction between the brake shoes and the wheels is a

variable quantity, depending- on the coefficient of friction between

these moving- surfaces. Captain Galton in a series of exhaustive

tests and trials of railway brakes during the years 1878 and 1879,

succeeded in obtaining the relation between the coefficient of fric-

tion and the velocity of the train. As the. velocity of the train

increases the coefficient of friction decreases. This is plainly

indicated in the following table, constructed from Captain Gal-

ton's experiments.
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Captain Galton from a further stiuly of his cxperirnonts,
found that the point at which the rotation of the wheels is arrested
so that they slide on the rails, depends \\]wn the amount of fric-

tion between the brake shoe and the wheel, the weight upon
the wheel, and the condition of the rails which sjovem the ad-

hesion between the wheels and the rails. Therefore, with the

same wei,s,-ht upon the wheels, and the rails in a similar condition,

the same amount of friction will stop the rotation of the wheels,

no matter at what speed they are revolvino-. The relation then

that the speed has to this subject is, as stated before, that as the

speed increases the brake shoe pressure must also be increased to

make up for the decrease in the value of the coefficient of friction

and still maintain the fricton constant or a maximum.

Another feature that was broua;lit out by these experiments,

was that as the duration of time of the application of the brakes

increased, the friction between the brake shoes and the wheels

decreased. This the above experimenter explains as follows:—

-

" Each surface is composed of a series of small mountains and

hills and the long'er the surfaces remain in contact, the quicker

are these irregularities worn down, and thus the friction between

these surfaces will at the same time decrease." The fullDwing

table illustrates the point fully:
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velocity is great, is much larger than that required to stop them

when their velocity is small. Thus we may apply to the brake

shoes at the beginning of the application of the brakes when the

speed is high, an excessive^ pressure ; and as the speed slackens

gradually reduce this pressure, so that there will be no liability

of the wheels ceasing to revolve before the train is brought to

rest.

The force which may be exerted on the brake shoes besides

being dependent on the speed of the train, is also dependent on

the condition of the rail. The condition of the rail affects the

coefficient of adhesion between the rail and the wheel. And
since the frictional force caused by the brake shoes mu-t not ex-

ceed the friction between the wheel and the rail, the brake shoe

pressure, which may be used is dependent upon the coefficient

of adhesion. The following table gives approx results shnwlno; the

proportion that the brake pressure should bear to the weight

on the wheels at different speeds and with different coefficients

of adhesion for the rail and wheel contact.

Speed.



SIGNAI.ING.

By E. Latham.

There is perhaps no other branch of railroad engineering

tliat has taken snch great strides within the last thirty years as

.signaling. Its growth has necessarily accompanied the vast in-

crease of traffic, higher speed of trains and the multiplication of

grade crossings, both highway and railroad, the latter of course

being the most important. We have to look to some of those

splendid systems in the United States to find ])erhaps the most

perfect systems of signaling. The mileage of railroads on this

continent is necessarily very great, hence the great expense of

complete signal equipment; yet the demands of traffic have war-

ranted in some cases, the installation of the most modern and

(Expensive apparatus to protect the trains while running at light-

]iing speed, and to keep them so spaced that there shall be ample

<llstance in which they may be brought under full control and if

necessary to a dead stop, in case of derailments or accidents ahead^

and so avoid collision. Protected in this way we have trains run-

ning sometimes within sight of each other at speed greater than

a mile a minute without the slightest danger of collision (proi\'ided

the trainmen are in their proper senses), all signals being visible

day and night.

The problem of grade crossings have been greatly simplified

without elevation or depression of tracks. This is of great im-

portance, especially in America where there are so many even

on important roads. The clumsy and costly precaution of stop-

ping a train at every grade crossing is now done aAvay with by

the aid of interlocking apparatus and signals, with the greatest

safety and success.

The first expense of installing these interlocking plants is, of

course, high, involving as they do a system of signals and derailing

apparatus with the necessary mechanical connection with an inter-

locking tower, and there is the secondary and constant expense
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of manual operation. But it has been found that even with the

lightest traffic on single or double tracked roads that the sunn

saved annually pays a high rate of interest upon the investment.

A great deal could be written on the subject of signaling.

It is not in its highest stage of development and so far its funda-

mental principles are not by any means numerous. Experience

has taught that to space trains by time is vastly inferior to spacing

them by distance, but it is a strange fact that only about fourteen

per cent, of the railroads in America use the latter system, the rest

using the former or some modification of it. The idea of the

"space interA'al" system originated in England where the "time

interval" system also was in use, and it was only a short time after

the first trains were run under the space interval or block system

that practically every English road had adopted the same system.

In America the "time interval" system, which is practicallv a

flagging system when trains become disabled, Avas in use as in

England, but unlike the English, the "train despatcher" system was

introduced as an intennediate step between the "time interval"

and block systems, two systems which vary so much in their prin-

ciples. It is a fact worthy of note, that wherever tlie block sys-

tem has been introduced, it has never been abandoned, so satisfac-

tory have been its results.

In this paper, no attempt will be made to exhaust the sub-

ject, but a sketch of English and American practice will be

drawn, paying more attention to the latter, as it seems to show

signs of higher development than the former, although the Eng-

lish still hold the record for the least number of accidents due to

false signals. The fact that the English ideas of signaling arc

far more conservative than American, perhaps accounts for the

fact that there are practically no automatic block signals in Eng-

land, while in America they are becoming numerous, owing to

tlu'ir economy and satisfactory results. If is the intention of the

writer to compare briefly the English and American practice

fifter the principles of each have been described, so that the rela-

tive advantages atid defects of each may be noted; the reader of

course being n1 liberty to jndge for himself from remarks made,

which seems In him the better practice of th(^ two.
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Manual Block SinNALiNG.

^lannal l)l(X'k sij>"nalinc: is the system imiverf^ally employed

by Enji'lish double tracked roads. The system was introduced

about 1853, and subsequently parliament passed an act requiring

its adoption by all important passenger lines. The consideration

of such a system means a study of English practice, with its forms

of signals, colors, and rules of operation.

The term ''block signaling" is applied to that arrangement

of outdoor signals and electuic communication by which two

trains may be kept spaced. In other words, the line is divided

into sections or blocks whose lengths varv vdth the necessities of

traffic. Lines with heavy traffic or great frequency of trains, have

blocks a mile in length and sometimes less; those wdiich run trains

less frequently, have sections as Jong as five miles. Only one train

is permitted to be in a block at a time and permission to enter a

succeeding block is given by an attendant situated in a signal

tower at the beginning of that block. The attendant at each

block cabin keeps watch of the trains passing him, records the

time of their arrival and informs the attendant at either side

of him. He sends to the signal tower in advance a warning that

a train is approaching and to the tow^er in the rear the assurance

that same train has arrived and passed his cabin, thus authorizing

the latter to set his signals for a second train.

The English block system has remained practically unchanged

for the last quarter of a century. The invention of new^ mechani-

cal "locking" devices has wrought some slight changes, but the

methods have remained the same. A series of signal cabins or

towers placed at different distances (according to the length of the

block), keep the trains so spaced that only one train can be in a

block at once (except when "permissive" blocking is done). These

cabins are so located that they can operate switches and cross-overs

from main lines. Xear important towns and junctions they are

often placed within sight of each other, as the distance from

switches must not exceed about 540 feet in the case of split s^\atches,

and 000 feet in the case of throw switches, in order that thev

may be workable. When once a train has been despatchetl from a

town its running is left entirely to the cabin opr'vat(^r-;, so that
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safe handling depends entirely upon the watchfulness and obedi-

(^nce to rules on the part of the operators themselves. The opera-

tion of one signalman is contingent upon that of another owing

to the use of electric locking apparatus between two succeeding

cabins, and by having electrical communication, both may act in

conjunction.

When operator at A wishes to send a train into the block

section A-B by push button and bell signal, he registers "be

ready" on an indicator instniment with which each cabin is sup-

]^lied, and then it is repeated back to A, whereupon the operator

fit A gives a description of train by bell signal, and if B is ready

to accept train, he puts the handle of his instrument in the posi-

tion meaning that he accepts train. This causes indicator at A
to go to '^ine clear," whereupon A can set his signals at "safety,"

f'.fter which he gives a dial signal to B, showing train on line,

which B acknowledges. Such messages require only a few seconds

for transmission, so that the fastest flyer may proceed from block

1o block finding signals set at "safety" for each block, although

normally at danger. When the blocks are short and trains fre-

{jiient it will sometimes keep the sio-nalnien on the alert, to have

their signals properly set, and in this case the operators are per-

mitted to give the warning "be ready" in advance, so that the

signals may be "pulled off" considerably in advance of passing

trains.

Sometimes more than one train is permitted into a block at

one time. This is called "permissive" blocking, and is only prac-

ticed on busy freight tracks, on block sections in large cities. The
operator A records the number of trains he has allowed into the

block, and operator B recording when each train leaves the block,

keeps operator A posted as to how many trains are left in the block.

Form of Sigtiah.

Practically the only form of signal in use on tlio important

lines of England, are of the semaphore type. For main line

switches a ground disc signal is used. The almost exclusive use

of the semaphore type is the result of a joint agreement of the

roads. The Board of Trade, which lins power from parliament
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to control in some respects the railroads of Great Britain, has re-

commended the universal employment of the semaphore type and

it has therefore become the standard signal for practically all lines.

The English semaphore differs little from others; the blade

or arm is about G feet long and U inches wide throughout there

being no taper to the arm, unlike the American. The blades of

home signals have square ends, those of distant signals have fish-

tail ends. Those for low speed or freight tracks are disting-uished

from those for high speed tracks bv a white circular ring on the

face and a black one on the back. The horizontal position of

the arai is taken to mean "danger" or "stop," while the inclined,

position (at 45" or 00" with the horizon) "safety" or "proceed."

When there is nothing on line these are set at danger or in the

horizontal position, or, in other words, the "normal" position of

the semaphore is always at "danger." This seems to be a rule of

English railroad sigTialing that is observed on every road. The

block signals are interlocked with main line switches nearby, the

signal cabins being so placed as to serve the purpose of interlock-

ing towers for the switches.

Color of Signals.

The blades of the home and distant signals are painted alike,

red on face with a white band across it, and white on back with

a black band across it. Xearly all important roads have adopted

green for safety and red for danger for night signals. Originally,

white was the standard color for safety, which is still the case

on the majority of roads in America. To change from one color

to another means a great expense to a railroad, so it would have

to be almost a case of compulsion before such a step would be

taken. The fact that in such a densely populated country as Eng-
land an obser\'er at night would see nothing else but white lights

is the reason for such a chauiro. Tt was found that a distinc-

tive color for safety was required so that the engineer would not

mistake the lierht on some bridge, or in a house, for his safetv

signal. This is perhaps the strongest objection raised to the use

of white liffht for safety, and it has had such weight \vith manage-
ments of the various roads, that in spite of the great expense in-
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volved, they have one and. all abandoned the white and adopted

tlie green light for safety.

A second reason for the change from white to gTcen, lies

in the fact, that it was the custom of some roads to have their

semaphores show a gTeen light (meaning caution) in large stations

and busy yards, as the running of trains through these parts had

to be done with the greatest caution. The arm would be set at

"safety" while the light indicated ''caution." In the country the

arm would be set at safety while the light indicated " proceed."

This inconsistency led to the belief that a signal meaning caution

should be discarded as unsafe, and that there should be but two

signals, "stop" and "proceed," and if caution in running through

certain districts be required, let it be expressed by order board or

written order.

Placing of Signals.

The position of signals, so that they may be viewed with ease,

is a problem not always easy to solve. The shape of the road,

the presence of cuts or bluffs, will present difficulties in placing

signals. In England, railroads run exclusively on the left hand
tracks, and this practice is carried on to some extent in America.

In most cases the signal posts are placed to the left of the track

they govern, the ami pointing awav from it. This is the rule^

but it often happens on curves that the signal post governing the

left hand track is placed on the right of the railway line, making
the situation rather complicated to the obser\^er, but to the engine

driver who knows every foot of his road, perhaps this is of little

consequence. He of course can remember the rule that all signals

governing liis train have the blades pointing to the left from the

post. This rule,of course, is of use to him only during the day

when the blades are visible, but at night he has to be on his guard

and know tlie peculiarities in the placing of signals.

Slf/hllvfi of SIfinals.

Tlie "sighting" of signals, i.e., the placing high or low ihat they

are visible to the engine driver, is done with the greatest care so as

to get the best jjossible lieight for clear vision. Posts as high as
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fifty feet are required for this purpose, and even then it is some-

times necessary to build a back ground for signals in order to make
them visible day and night. On four track lines and near junc-

tions and terminals, where there are numerous parallel tracks, sig-

nal bridges spanning the tracks are constructed high enough to

give ample head room for brakesmen. These structures are built

light, usually of iron, and alford the best means of placing signals

as each track can have its governing signal directly over it. In-

stead of these bridges a cheaper stand for signals is found in

bracketed joosts, a signal being placed on each bracket. This

means of placing signals is getting away from the simple and

natural way of having each signal directly over the track it is

intended to govern, and then there can be no mistake in the in-

terpretation of the signals.

Distant and Home Signals.

In English block signaling there is really no difference be-

tween the home and distant signal as far as the position of the

blades and color of lights are concerned. The distant signal has

the fish-tail end while the home has the square end. At night,

how^ever, only the lights are supposed to be seen, and red and

green are used for "danger" and "safety" on both home and dis-

tant signals. If an engine driver finds his distant signal at dan-

ger he knows that he may expect to find the home at the same,

and slackens speed so that, if necessary, he may come to a full

stop without passing the home signal. The distant signal then

is simply a forewarning to the engine driver as to how he may
expect to find the home signal.

The home signals mark the end or the beginning of the block

and are therefore placed opposite the signal towers. The distant

signals are placed from 2,000 to 2,500 feet in the rear of the

home signals, giving sufficient distance for the speediest and

heaviest trains to stop before passing the home signal. "When

permissive blocking is done the train is required to come to a full

stop at the home signal and is then allowed to proceed on verbal

orrler from the towerman. When the blocks are short (about

i mile) the distant signal of a block is often placed on the home
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signal post of the block in its rear. This is found convenient and
economical. The fact that a distant signal might not be visible

owing to the lamp being out or burning dimly is provided for

by means of an apparatus which rings a bell in the cabin. In

foggy weather, torpedoes are placed on the track opposite the dis-

tant signals as a warning to the engine driver that he is approach-

ing the home signal.

American Block Signaling.

The manual blocking just described is practically the only

system of signaling in use on English railroads, and it has been

found to be the only practicable one suited to English traffic which

necessarily is very heavy. In America different conditions pre-

^'ail. The railroads here have a great mileage, many lines have

only one track, some two, three and four tracks. Some of these

run through country sparsely populated as well as through thickly

populated districts, so that we often find more than one system of

signaling on the same road, the system being more complete in

the thickly populated districts than in the open country.

Telegraph Blochinf/.

The simplest form of block signaling in America is the tele-

graph block system. This resembles very much the English

manual blocking, but has not the same degree of interlocking of

switches and signals as the latter. It is used only on lines of

great traffic between important cities where trains nin very fre-

quently. It is fast being superseded by the automatic system as

the expense of operating involved in salaries of operators, main-

tenance of apparatus and structures is groat compared to the latter.

The trnck is divided into blocks or sections varying in length

from one to four miles. Signal cabins are placed at the begin-

ning of each block. The signals operated from these cabins

authorize trains to enter the various blocks. Figure 1 represents

a block section with the home signals a i^' b. A train in passing

in the direction A B is permitted to enter the block by the low-

faring of semaphore arm of signal a, operat<^d by the attendant

at cabin Ai If arm of signal a is in tlie horizontiil position, the

ongine driver knows that block is not clear and awaits until it
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is lowered, when he may proceed as far as sii>nal b, where he fijets

permission to enter the next block B-C. After train has passed

cabin A, it is the duty of the attendant at A to bring his signals

to danger—the normal position of all home signals. After train

has passed B, he notifies A, so that he (A) may lower his signals

for another train.

Signals.

T\\o signals are of the semaphore type, with the arm so

arranged as to give three positions. The arms are from five to

six feet in length and taper towards the point of suspension. The

home signals are painted yellow or red on the face with a band

near the end, and white on the back. The distant are painted

oreen on the face with white on the back. Thev are mounted

^^^ 1^ Tl

H-
B

on wooden posts usually from 20 to 30 feet high, set on the right

hand of the track they govern with the blade swinging to the

right of the post. A coimterweight causes blade to assume the

horizontal position should the wire connection between the cabin

and the signal post break. Distant signals are used as an indication

of the position of the home signals, being fitted with w^hite and

gTeen lights, the home signals showing three lights—red, green,

and white. They are placed from 800 to 2,500 feet from the

home signals, the levers operating each are interlocked so that

distant signals cannot be thrown to safety until the home has

assumed the same position; and therefore a home signal can be

thrown to the danger position the distant must be thrown to

"caution." Where blocks are short it is found economical to

place the distant signal of a block on the home signal post of the

block ill the rear.
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rigure 2 is a sketch of the three position semapliore; the

semaphore castiiic,- is so constructed as to carry red and green

lenses. The position (a) means danger, (b) caution, (c) proceed.

Positions (b) and (c) are the only ones assumed by the distant

signal. Where blocks are long, it is often desired to do ''permis-

sive blocking," or allow more than one train in a block at once.

The home signal is made to assume the position as shown in (b),

which means that the train may proceed with caution, or else

the signalman may leave his home signal at danger, and use a

green flag (by day) or light (by night) to allow a second train

into the block.

Pe^ G reep

ri

\^b'fe

Singh Track BJoclxinq.

Not only has the simple telegi-aph block system been in use

on lines of two tracks or more, but also on lines of single track.

The success with which such a system has met seems to have led

largely to its adoption on single track roads. A system of signal-

ing that Avill give full protection to trains as well as quick hand-

ling on lines of two, three or four tracks will give the same re-

sults on single truck lines. This system has proved a success even

when stations are twentv miles a]iart, provided there is not too

ereat a frcqnency of trains. AVith trains rnnnino- ov(>rv hour
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and stations not exceeding thirty miles apart, this system has been

used advantageously, the station agents under the direction of the

train despateher, performing the duties of signalmen. The train

despatc'her arranges the spacing and crossing of trains. Orders

are received by the station agents who must operate their signals

accordingly. A train having reached a certain station, has sema-

phore set at "clear," so that it may proceed. This does not in-

dicate that the block ahead is clear, but merely that so far as is

known by the agent at that station, it may proceed. But the

engineman having received duplicate orders from the train

despateher can proceed to the next station or side track where they

meet and cross an opposite train to which similar orders have been

given.

The signalman at each block station is required to keep his

block signals set normally at " danger," except during hours when
his particular signals are authorized to be closed. The closing of

signals is only done when there is a scarcity of trains. Blocks arc

thus made larger, so that through fi-eights and passenger trains

may be allowed to pass stations without slackening speed.

Forms of Sif/uals.

There are different fonus of signals in use in single track

blocking, some roads having designed special semaphores. Those

described in the double track blocking are the commonest. Three

phase semaphores with the horizontal and two inclined positions

of the arm, one being above the horizontal are in use. The latter

position is used when it is desired to do permissive blocking (only

done of course with trains running in the same direction). The

latter then is a cautionary sigTial and means proceed with caution.

The arm is inclined at 60° to the horizontal in both the caution

and clear positions.

Position of Sif/nals.

Each set of signals (home and distant) is placed to the right

of the track so trains will always find governing signals to the

right. The anus are swung to the right. Distant signals arc

placed from 800 to 2,500 feet from home, according as the grades

and curves run in the vicinitv of the block station. The home
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signals are often placed on the block station itself, having- onlr

one home for btoth directions and operated from inside. The
distant signals are operated solely by hand power, having pipe

and wire connections from a lever to the signal post.

The Controlled Manual Blocking.

The controlled manual blocking nsed in American practice,

is almost identical with English manual blocking. It is so called

because the operations of a signalman at one end of a block are

contingent upon those of the signalman at the other end. This

is made possible by the use of electrical apparatus invented by
" Sykes," an English engineer. Briefly, the apparatus consists of

a series of electro magnets so connected with the levers operating

the signals at one end of the block (call it A), that the levers

operating signals at the other end of the block (call it B) control

those at A. In order that a train may be admitted into a block

A-B, the permission of both A and B is required. Eor example,

when A sends a train to B he at once places his signal at danger,

and it is impossible for him (A) to release that signal until -B

unlocks it, and B cannot do that until train has cleared the sec-

tion. In case B should, by mistake, try to unlock A's lever

before train had cleared the section, an automatic arrangement

is provided so that A after having admitted train and placed his

signal at stop, cannot imlock his signal to "clear" until train itself

lias actually passed out of the section. This is done by running

an electric circuit controlling A's lever, through two or three

rail lengths of track just beyond B. The current goes from the

battery to one rail of the insulated section of track, thence by wire

to A's signal, which it holds "locked" at "sto^V' by energizing

an electro-uiagnet. When train parses over tlie insulated rails most

of the current passes through the wheels and axles from one rail

to the other, and thence back to the battery without g<iing to

the electro-magnet at A. This demagnetizes that instrument

CQ tliat signal may be cleared for next train.

Tlie antomatic arrangement becomes nseless if ]iermissive

blocking is done. There being two trains in the section, the first
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one will release A's lever while there is a second train in the sec-

tion, thus allowing- a careless operator to clear his signals for ii

third train.

The form and color of signals are similar to those nsed in

telegraph blocking.

A full technical description of the controlled mannal appar-

atns may be found in the Railroad Gazette of August 24, 1900.

Automatic Block S'ignal'in<i.

The manual system of block signaling is the most expensive of

all, owing to the cost of operating. In America where the mileage

of railroads far exceeds that of English, it is not surprising to find

it adopted bv comparatively few of the roads that favor the block

system. It is only in use over small sections of line ninning

through a populated country between important towns. The man-
ual system here referred to is that where the blocks are made
short, and stations for sole object of signaling are built at the be-

ginning of each block. The employment of an attendant night

and day at everv station is an expense which few American roads

could bear, and the first expense in establishing these stations

iVir the sole purpose of signaling would sink many roads into

ruin. Even the lines that have adopted the manual system, owing

to the enormous expense have been detei-red from placing the

block signals as near together as they ought to be for convenient

working. In consequence of the excessive lengths of the blocks

they have introduced the permissive system, virtually suspending

lor the time the safeguards of the block system. This seems to be

equivalent to throwing away a portion of the money spent for

the erection and maintenance of plant.

As the result of the enormous expense attached to the manual

operation of block signals, various automatic devices have been

invented to eliminate the employment of human attendants.

These depend upon the aid of electricity and compressed air, al-

though elaborated systems have been devised from Avhicli elec-

tricity was eliminated altogether. American signaling authori-

ties claim that automatic devices to replace the manual operation

of signals, afford the most perfect and economical means of spac-

ing and handling trains. The automatic system is the outcome
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of necessity arising from a great mileage with
increasing traffic, with a financial inability to

emplo}' human attendants.

The earlier forms of automatic signals

depended, for communication between blocks,

upon wires strung on poles. Electrical ap-

paratus was used to hold a signal at the

beginning of a block at " danger " until train

had cleared that block. Owing to fact that

a train might break in two, leaving one por-

tion of it in a section while the other had

cleared, the track circuit system was adopted.

Track Circuit System.

Ir. this system the current is conducted

by the rails of the track and so long as that

current remains uninterrupted the signal

is held at safety bj' an electro-magnet. A
train entering the section makes a metallic

connection between right and left rails. The

current being interrupted causes signal to

change from safety to danger.

Signals.

Figure 8 represents a form of disc signal

used commonly in automatic signaling. It is

mounted upon a hollow iron post about six-

teen feet high. It consists of a disc or target

D, which is fixed to a vertical spindle on the

top of wiiich the lantern stands. The latter

has red and white (or green if white is not

used for safety) lenses on opposite sides.

The spindle is connected with clockwork (in

box B) operated by a weight which hangs

down the centre of the po.st. The weigiit

has to be wound up at regular intervals.

Fi.i. 3.
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The dijc 1) is painted red on both sides, and when set witli

its face towards the enginenian means "stop," when turned with

it^ edge towards the train means all clear. Sometimes a second

disc fixed to the spindle and at right angles to the red disc is used.

This is painted white (or green if white is not used) on hotli sides

and indicates "all clear."

The clockwork is governed bv an olcch-o-inagnet. As the

cun-ent ceases the clockwork is allowed to move until the spindle

has been turned through a quarter of a revolution. In case

the clockwork should be run down completely and by chance

leave the signal at '*all clear," the current is made to pass through

a pair of springs which are held together when the weight is

wound up, but Avhich are separated when the weight has nearly

reached the bottom; so that just before the clockwork is run

completely down the cun-ent is opened and signal left standing

at "stop."

Positions of Signals.

Home signals are usually placed directly at the beginning of

the block they protect, and to the right of the track they govern

if it is the rule for trains to run on the right hand track. In

order that the enginemen may know that signals are working pro-

perly, a block signial standing at "all clear" is made to change

to "danger" when the train is within 200 feet of the block. The

objection sometimes raised to this, is that a misplaced switch might

cause the signal to move to danger just as the train was entering the

section, and the engineer would naturally suppose that his train

was the cause of it. On the other hand, where signal changes

TO "danger" after train has entered section, there is no check upon

the working of the signals. To station brakemen, on the rear

end of trains, to observ^e the Avorking of signals is attended with

too much difficulty to be practicable. But in any case where

automatic signals are used, there should be no doubt as to their

efficiency, as experience has proven that care and close inspection

of apparatus warrant the assumption that dangerous failures

—

the greatest of which is failure to go to "stop" when train enters

a section—will not occur.
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Arrangements of Signals.

Figure 4 represents an arrangement of automatic disc sig-

nals. In this system the signal stands "normally" at danger

until a train enters the block in the rear, and then if everything

is clear in the block, it assumes the clear position, which it re-

tains until the first pair of wheels passes the block insulation shown

-[]- when it assumes the "danger" position. Train A having

passed D, H, and Do holds them at danger, but since the clearing

section of Ho has been entered the signal H2 stands at safety.

TRai/~>B
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Train B has entered the clearing section of D5 and H5, but a

broken rail shown -( )- in advance holds them at danger, for which

reason train B will stop upon reaching H5 and then proceed with

care until it reaches De and Hq, which are in the clear position.

D7 and H7 naturally stand at danger, since no train has entered

the clearing section in their rear.

Overlaps.

Instead of providing distant signals the overlap is employed.

By an overlap is meant one block section overlapping another.

The overlap is about 2,000 feet long and is only used when the

"normal danger" arrangement of signals is employed.

TOfyi/^^ /X. TgAin B „

*7

^'%-

Figure 5 represents an aiTtiugcment of signals Avhere there

are no distant signals, the overlap being used instead. A signal

occupies the danger position until a train enters the block in its

rear, and then if everything is safe on the block and overlap in

advance it assumes the clear position, which it retains until the

first pair of wheels passes the block insulation shown -[]- near

the foot of llie signal post, when it resumes the danger position
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and holds it mider all ciivuinstanocs until llic last pair of wheels

has passed the overlap insulation, shown -Jl- be^^ond the next

<ianal in advance. Tlie signal may then be cleared by an ap-

proaching train as in the fii'st instance, but will otherwise remain

at danger. Train A having- passed S, holds it at danger, but as

it has entered the clearing section of So and nothing intervenes

in advance, So is found in the clear position. Train B having

passed into the block of S4 holds it as well as S3 whose block it

lias not entirely left, at danger. Under ordinary circumstances

S5 should be in the clear position, since there is no train in ad-

vance of it, but in this case there is a broken rail, shown -( )-

which holds S5 at danger. For the same reason Sg is in the clear

position, for in this arrangement of circuits, it is the interruption

of the circuit in the block immediately in the rear of the sigiial

which tends to clear that signal. This feature, which at first

glance seems singular, is consistent, since it is the danger in ad-

vayice of a signal which it is supposed to indicate. Train B will

pause upon reaching S5 and after w^aiting a certain number of

minutes will proceed with care through the block section until it

reaches Se, when its course will be clear.

^Y^re Circuit System of Automatic BlocL- Signals.

Those who favor the wire ch'cuit system claim that the track

circuit is not so scientific as the former, and that a broken rail,

although serious enough to cause derailment, does not affect cir-

cuit sufficiently to cause a danger signal. The wire circuit system

operating enclosed disc signals is perhaps the most efficient and

I'eliable, owing to the simplicity of its apparatus and to the fact

that the current is conducted by wire.

Form of Signals.

Figure 6 is a cut of the signal itself. It consists of a hollow

case of metal or wood with a white glass aperture, and painte*!

black, which forms a contrasting color to white (safety) or red

("danger), thus forcibly attracting the attention of the engineer.

Figure 7 represents the interior of the case. It contains an electro-

magnet which, on being energized, holds a red disc rmade of silk
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stretched ou an ahnnimiui riiii:) up, which otlierwisc would fall

down owing to gTavity and cover the glass aperture making the

danger signal. A white reflector is shown through the aperture

when the red disc is drawn up, making the safety signal. Tlie

position of the lamp is shown in Fig. P» During the day it is

hung below the glass.

INTERIOR VIEW OF SIGNAL CASE.

•' SAFETY."

POSITION OF SIGNAL (BY ELECTRO-MAGNETISM).

Disldiif Sif/iials.

The distant signals are practically the same as the home, only

the discs are oreeu instead of red. Tliev arc iiiclndc<l in tlic c'w-
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cuit, and therefore act iu conjunction with the home; that is, a

green distant signal indicates that the home will, or is likely to

be, red. A white distant signal corresponds to a white home sig-

nal. They are placed about 1,000 feet in advance of the home

signal. By a judicious arrangement of these distant or caution-

ary signals, no home signal need ever be made visible beyond a

few hundred feet.

The prominent feature of the enclosed disc signal is that the

moving parts are protected from wind and rain and snow, and

therefore can be made light enough to be moved by an electro

magnet of moderate size.

The principle upon which this signal is operated and con-

structed is that the first wheel entering a block section sets the

signal at danger, and at the same time breaks an electric circuit

iu such a way that under no possible contingency can the sigTial

again show safety until the train passes out of the block section

and operates a -track instrument which restores the circuit. If a

wire breaks or is grounded, or two wires become crossed, the sig-

nal falls to danger by gravity. The failure of the battery or

derangement of parts always brings signal to danger. In other

words the safety position of the signal is dependent upon an un-

interrupted circuit through the magnets of the signal instrument

in the case. It is simply the attractive power of electro magnet-

ism that holds the signal at safety. The movement of signal to

danger position is not dependent upon the action of force such as

the unfastening of a mechanical lock or opening of a valve, but

simply by the action of gravity on the inteiTuption of the electric

current from a lack of force to hold it in the safety position. The
safety position therefore is only assumed when all tlio uppnratns 1?

ill perfect order and no train has entered the section.

Track Instruments.

Track instniments are used to break and make the circuit,

being operated by the wheels of passing trains. Two are required

for each (simple) block. The first, called the ''block" instru-

ment, is located at the beginning of the section, and is construclcd

as to break tlic <-ircuit (when operated hv train) so tluit the liome

and distant signals fall to danger and caution rcsjx'ctivcly. 'i'lio
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second, called the "clear" instrument, is placed about 2,000 feet

beyond the beginning of the succeeding section, so that when the

first pair of wheels of the longest train has opoi-ated that instru-

ment (thus closing the circuit), the whole of the train will be

out of the first section.

'^Clear^^ Track Instrument.

Figure 8 represents sectional view of the clear track instru-

ment for closing the circuit. L is a lever or treadle operated by

a passing train. The lever being depressed at track end, forces

the piston S moving in an air chamber D, and. communicates

motion to the key lever A of the circuit closing apparatus. The
upper and lower ends of the air chamber are connected bv a

post X, so arranged that when the piston is forced upwards a

portion of the air above the piston is forced out through the open-

ing Y. When the piston has risen high enough to cover the

opening Y, communication \vith the lower end of the cylinder

is cut off and the air remaining in the upper chamber forms ii

cushion, preventing the piston from being thrown forcibly
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against tlie top cap. Upon beine; aotnated by the lever L its

bevel top engages a roller on the arm A, which forces the spring

B to a contact with its anvil C, thus completing a circuit between

the wire connections of 1 and 2.

The piston having been raised by a passing train the air above

it is driven throngh the port X and enters the air chamber be-

low the piston, thns forming a cushion preventing serious shocks.

H is a valve for regulating air pressure, The lower end of pis-

ton rod moves in closed chamber E. Movable plates F attached

to the levers keep this opening closed. H and G are two com-
]"«resser rubber springs, so that hand cars, velocipedes or any
weight less than an ordinary cai' wheel will not operate the piston.

The track instrument just described is used to close the cir-

cuit, being so placed as to allow the longest train to have cleared

a section before the signal protecting that section assumes the

clear position. The "block" instrument is alike in principle and

construction to the "clear" track instrument, except that in the

case of the former, the cuiTcnt is broken when lever is actuated

by the wheels of a passing train.

Blocl- Siqnal Circuits.

Figure 9 shows the arrangement of battery wires and instru-

ments for operating a simple circuit. D is block instnunent

(heretofore described), placed ; at the beginning of the block

section. IJ is the clear track instrument situated at the other

end of circuit, or about 2,000 feet beyond the beginning of the

next block. K is a relay and X the battery, both of which are

located anywhere within the block. In Fig. 9 (••*) the circuit is

closed and signal is held at safety, the circuit being from battery

X wire 1, anvil E, spring D, wire 2, electro-magnet S, wire 8,

contact points p, p^ of relay R, wire 4, electro-magnet r. wire 5,

to battery. Tlic first wheel of a train entering a section operates

ihe block track instrument breaking the circuit between spring

I) and anvil K. (Iciiiagnetizing electro-magnets r iiiid s. Signal

falls to danger and contact points p and p^ are broken. When
train has coiii))lct("ly cleared the block track instrument D, con-

tact between sy)rijig 1) and anvil F is restored, but as circuit is

still lirokcn ,i( points p, ))\ the sigii.-d will rcuiaiii at diinger until
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train operates clear track instrument B, which energizes electro-

magnet r, thus completing circuit from battery X, wire 1, spring

B, anvil C, wire 6, electro-magnet r, wire o, to battery. Thia

closes contact points p, p^, but the signal still remains at danger

until train has wholly cleared the clear track instrument, on ac-

count of the fact of there being two circuits, one through the clear

track instrument and relay magnet and another through block

track instrument, signal magnet and relay magnet. As the re-

sistance of the latter is much greater than that of the former, the

signal will remain at danger as long as clear track instrument

spring is in contact wdth its anvil, which under action of air

cushion previously referred to is continuous during passage of

train at ordinary speed.

SuntcJies in Signal Circuits.

Any number of switches may be included in a circuit. A
misplaced switch, that is a switch set for a siding, causes a break

in circuit by operating a switch instrument similar to the track

instrument. This causes signal to fall to danger, and as long

as the switch is misplaced the signal cannot be cleared.

Single Track Blocking ivith Disc Signals.

The use of automatic disc signals as described, is calculated

for two tracks where trains run always in the same direction on

the same track. They may be used equally well, however, for

single track blocking. The block sections are arranged to extend

from side track to side track. The signals are controlled by

electric interlocking and they may be arranged to automatically

give the right of way to one train or another but not to both. It

is impossible, however, for any mechanical contrivance to choosa

between a passenger and freight, or between an east bound fast

stock train and a west bound train of empty cars.

As automatic signals are confined usually to lines of more

than one track where traffic is heavy, their application to single

track lines will not be discussed, as most single track lines space

Ihf'ir trains by the time interval system, or a system of station

blocking.
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Audible Highway Crossing Signals.

The track instruments described in connection with the wire
circuit system of automatic signals may be used advantageously
to give audible warning to pedestrians of passing trains at road

crossings. Figure 10 is a plan of signal and track instruments

used in connection with a double track. The wire conducting

an electric current by means of which an approaching train sets

the bell ringing is run to the tr?ck instrument, located at any

desired distance from the crossing. The circuit is nonnally

open. A west bound train in passing over track instrument 3

closes a circuit and energizes an electro magnet A in an interlock-

ing instrument located together with the battery at the crossing.

This closes a local circuit through spring D and its anvil d and

starts the bell ringing. The instrument now being locked, the

bell continues ringing until train shall have reached instrument

4, which closes a circuit energizing unlocking magnet B, which

breaks the contact between spring J) and its anvil d, thus opening

the bell circuit and silencing the bell.

By an arrangement of iiiterlocking instruments and track

instruments the bell may be made to ring by a train approaching

from either direction on a single track.

The Electric Semaphore.

I'hc electric semaphore signal to be used in automatic block-

ing, is the latest development. The claim has been made that

disc signals are less distinctive to the eye than semaphores, but

this is a matter of dispute. This fact led to many experiments

with electrical apparatus to operate a semaphore arm of full size,

apparently with success although no extensive installations have

been made. Tlie prominent feature of this style of signal is that

each has its own independent motive force. An electric motor

of about X) H.P, placed in a box attached to the post below the

Jirm, and snpi)]ied with current from an Edison-J^alande battery

cf ]0-ir; cells, winds a cable on a drum, thereby lifting a counter-

weight (which holds the signal ann normally at danger), giving

tlic arm flie inclined or all clear position. With such a powerful
force exerted by motor, and use of a heavy counterweight, diffi-

culties of snow and sleet causing arm to stick is overcome. Tlio
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motor has an automatic brake, coiisistinji- of a rosistauco coil, wliicli

retards the revolutions of a soft iron circuhu* ilisc tixcd to the ariu-

atiiro shaft.

The semaphore bhades are same in desig-n as the standard;

hall bearino-s are introduced to eliminate friction. Bells are

provided at main line switches, which may only be opened Avhen

bells are not nnj2:ing:. A train in a section to the rear of the one

in which a switch is located causes the bell to ring-. On the other

hand when the switch is opened the signal at entrance to the

block is drawn to danger. The signals are operated by track

circuits.

Electro-pneumatic Block- Sif/nals.

This style of signal has been in lise since 1885. They are

only used on the busiest portions of lines, usually four track roads,

where the sections are short. The power is supplied by com-

pressed air, which flows through valves operated by an electric

current. Air compressing plants are established where possible

in yards, where they serve the purpose of supplying air for electro-

pneumatic systems of interlocking switches, and air for several

miles of blocking outside the yard.

The essential parts of the system arc:

—

(1) The electrical ai)paratus, consisting of the battery, track

relay and connections, and electro-magnet for control-

ling admission of air to cylinder.

(2) The signal, which is a full-sized semaphore.

(3) A cylinder with piston for moving signal.

(4) An air compressor plant with reservoirs and cooling pipes

to precipitate any excess of moisture, and a pipe to

convey air under pressure to signals.

The block sections being veiw short it is found economical

and convenient to place two signals on one post, one being the

home signal of a section and the other the distant signal of the

following section. The foi-mer is placed at the \o]^ and is of

the standard form with a square end. The latter is placed below

and has a fish-tail end to distinguish it from the home signal.
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On roads of more than two tracks it is usual to define tlie

blocks by signal bridges spanning the tracks, each pair of signals

being placed oA'er the track they govern.

This system of automatic blocking is necessarily very costly,

owing to the great expense of operating compressor plant, laying of

pipe, pneumatic cylinders and electrical apparatus, and this has

consequently limited its use to roads where one line of pipe will

operate the signals of several tracks.

Manual versus Automatic Signaling.

The opinion as to the relative efficiency of manual and auto-

matic systems is divided, even in America. The controlled man-
ual, about which there is a certain amount of automatism on ac-

count of the electrical apparatus which makes the setting of sig-

nals at the beginning of a block contingent upon that at the end,

is operated by human attendants who are not infallible, and liable

to error, the result of which may be serious, or slight, or even of

no consequence. The element of contingencj' between the oper-

ators eliminates to a great extent any errors made by one.

Methods are known to expert operators of "cheating" the ma-

chines, by which mistakes may be rectified.

The efficiency of the manual system depends to a gTeat ex-

tent upon the operators themselves, some of whom may show a

tendency to getting "out of order" themselves once in a while,

Avhen duties are liglit, or, in other words, when tlie frequency of

trains is small, the operator may fall asleep, and although no very

serious results may happen, his neglect of duty may cause delay,

something which ever\^ railroad tries to avoid. Cases have been

known where the operator would deliberately ]")ropare for a nap,

by getting an unlock from the towermen on each side of him
so that he could clear his signals; in which case train must 'stop

at, tower in the rear and procure a caution card and then proceed

under fnll control to the tower of the "sleeping beauty."

Snch cases could not properly be cited as dangers of the

system, but merely defects which may be remedied by the em-

ployment of reliable operators. In England, where the controlled

niannal is practically the only system in use, the record of train
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accidents due to misplaced signals is remarkable, a fact which

is attributed largely, if not altogether, to the reliability of the

operators themselves. It is claimed by English signal engineers

that in snch a country' where there is such extreme heaviness of

traffic that the mannal is the only system ]n'acticable, and this fact

along with the highly satisfactory results of such a system accounts

for the reluctance on their part, to adopt any system entrusted

entirely to mechanical operation.

The disadvantages, apart from expense, inherent in the man-

iial system are few and small. The advantages are manifold.

Trains are absolutely spaced and enginemen cannot "run" signals

without detection. Permissive blocking is only allowed when

apparatus is seriously out of order, which only happens when in-

spection is poor. If locks fail there is bell communication be-

tween towers. If these fail tiiere is the telegraph in complete

installations to fall back on. Wrecks, derailments, etc., are easily

reported, so that aid may be quickly summoned and trains run-

ning on parallel tracks stopped and protected. Any dangerous

defects in condition of trains may be noted by towennen and re-

ported to those in advance.

Automatic signals have reached such a stage of perfection

that their reliability can no longer be questioned. A million

operations of a signal with only one false clear indication, ought

to be sufficient to dispel doubt as to their reliability. The effi-

ciency of their working depends almost entirely upon the inspec-

tion of the apparatus. The main defect of the automatic sig-

nals is that the protection of switches is incomplete. The switches

are included in the circuit and have a bell or indicator attach-

ment by which the position of the signal at the beginning of the

block is known to the trainmen at the switch. It is possible

that trainmen mav not obsen'e the indicator, or that the bell

may fail to ring by poor adjustment, or by getting broken by

mischievous trespassers, so that train using the switch has no ^\'arn-

ing of another train, which may have already passed the protecting

signal and entered the section.

It is sometimes stated that enginemen disregard automatic

signals, there being no one to report them. As a matter of fa3t
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ibis is seldom done. A sane engineman is not going to plunge

recklessly into danger when by waiting a specified time at a bio 3k

signal set at danger, be may tben proceed witb caution tbrougJi

the block to the next, where he is likely to find the line clear.

The advantages of the automatic system are perhaps not as

niimerons as those of the manual; a train broken in two is fully

protected; broken rails, if rail circuit is used, usually cause sig-

nal to go to danger. The former system has decidedly a gTcat

advantage over the latter in point of cost, and in this respect it

is the most suitable for roads with great mileage and heavy traffic

running through open country. The maintenance of both is

about the same, but the cost of operation is a factor which does

not occur in the automatic, but v/hich is constant in the manual

system. For this reason blocks are often too long to give prompt

handling of the traffic. "With the automatic system the blocks

may be made as short as required without materially increasing

cost of maintenance, the first cost of installation being practically

the only expense to be taken into consideration.

The paramount objection raised by English railroad men
against automatic signals of all kinds, is not that they are unsafe,

not that they are costly or troublesome in care and maintenance,

but rather that the exigencies of heavj' traffic prove too much for

them thereby causing delay.

The question of the relative merits of the two systems re-

solves itself into a straight (luestion; which one will operate

100,000 or 1,000,000 times with the least number of unneces-

sary sto])pages of trains. The Railroad Gazette of January 24,

1890, says, referring to the use of a form of automatic signal on

a line of heavy traffic: "Going since May 30, 1888, and being used

as a positive block signal, it has never got out of order, caused

an unnecessary stop, or shown safety when danger existed, thus

making a remarkable mechanical record.''

Oilier S]/sfrms of Si<iii(iJiiif/.

Tlierc are other schemes by wliicli trains are kept spaced.

These are of less importance, being used on roads of light traffic

where demands for which handling: of trains arc not sufficient to
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warrant the expense attached to installing" complete signal sys-

tems. Many roads of Ijo-ht traffic still use the "time interval"

as a means of keeping- their trains spaced. But the protecti'»]i

of a train that has unexpectedly come to a stop by the ordinary

method of sending a man back with a visible or audible signal,

is unsafe, except when carried out by men of best judgment. Both

the flagman who is to give the signal and trainmen of the fol-

lowing train must never fail to piactise the most extreme cau-

tion; and as safety is always contingent upon the flagmen having

sufficient time to get back to warn following train, another element

of danger is introduced. The great deficiencies of this system

are all well understood by railroad men. Much of the loss of

life, and collisions, are due to ineffective flagging caused by sheer

neglect of trainmen to whose judgment is entrusted practically

the running of the trains. But while admitting that the time

interval system is an unsatisfactory protection for trains, many
roads in this country have had to deny themselves the advan-

tages of the block system on account of the cost attached to it.

The Train Staff or Tablet System.

A modified form of the block system is found in the train

staff or tablet system. These are exactly the same in principle,

the apparatus being somewhat different. It is an old English

idea, the track being divided into blocks or sections, and before

a train can pass over a block it must have in its possession a me-

tallic tablet or train staff'.

The apparatus of the staff system consists of a receptacle

for holding a number of metallic staffs, one of which is given to

^ach engineman to authorize him to proceed over a specified

length of track. There is a receptacle or "pillar," as it is called,

at each end of the block section, and these two are electrically

connected or interlocked, so that two staffs cannot be out at the

?anie time. Such a system is only used on single track over short

sections.

The sections are laid out varying from 4 to 20 miles in

length, according to the distance between towns on the line, a

tablet station being established at each.

13
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The electric tablet instrument containing the tablets, is^

placed at each station which defines the blocks. Before a tablet

can be obtained from the instrument at either end of a section,

the consent of the operators at each end of the section must be

given, and only one tablet can be taken out of the two instru-

ments of a section at a time, so that trains travelling in opposite

directions are fully protected.

The tablet is placed in a leather pouch before being handed

to the train driver, who, in turn, delivers the tablet for section

just traA^elled. This necessitates trains to come almost to a dead

sto]) before exchanges can be made. Apparatus was invented by

which a train running 40 miles an hour could catch up and de-

liver tablets, thus allowing through trains to proceed without

a stop.

The tablet system is sometimes used with the block system

where it is desired to suspend the latter temporarily and do per-

missive blocking. In order to pass a block signal set at danger,

it is necessary for the engineman to procure a permissive tablet,

VN'hich gives him running power over the section protected by the

^^uspended block signal.

Interlocking at Grade Crossings.

A word or two might be said upon the protection of grade

crossings. It is done by a system of signals and derailing switches.

Experience has taught the best location for the signals, the num-
ber, and safeguards necessaiy in case a train should i^nss the dan-

ger signal.

Figure 1 1 shows plan of simple grade crossings. Figure 1

1

(a) represents a single track diamond crossing. The distant signals

shown with fish-tail ends are placed 1.200 feet from the home
signals, nnd in each case to the right liaiid of the track. In case

a train should pass a home signal set at danger, the last precau-

tion taken is a derail placed 50 feet from the home signal and
about '300 feet from the centre of the diamond.

The signals and <lerails are operated entirely from a signal

tower, there being pipe and wire connections between each and
levers in the tower. It is common practice to have the distant
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signals lock their home siajnals in the clear position. One lever

operates a pair of derails on each track. The signal levers are

so interlocked that only one track can have its signals cleared

at a time.

The installations for donble tracks are obvionsly as simple

as those for single track; in the latter case trains being supposed

to run always in the same direction on same track.

Although the high cost of installation and operation has de-

terred lines from installing these plants, it has been found that

the time saved would often warrant the expenditure even on lines

of light traffic. In cities where all sorts of crossings are en-

countered, such plants are an absolute necessity, at any cost.

Where track crossings and junctions become complicated, manual

power for working the levers is dispensed with in the most recent

installations. The use of electricity in combination with com-

pressed air, affords the speediest and most reliable means for hand-

ling of trains.

Yard Signaling.

Before concluding these remarks reference might be made
to signaling in yards. This is a subject in itself, being one in

Avhich difficult problems arise, as in the case of great complications

of tracks, where one road crosses another in the vicinity of large

yards, or makes junctions or borrows track. Such problems are

left for solution to the signal engineer who devises schemes for

a systematic operation of switches and signals, the former afford-

ing a means of transit from one track to another, the latter pro-

tecting trains while performing this operation.

The mechanical side of yard signaling, involving as it does

interlocking, is too great to admit of discussion here, so only a few

general principles will be referred to.

As the main lines for incoming or outgoing trains are often

run through the yards themselves, it is of the greatest importance

that signals governing them (main lines) should be absolutely

placed. The most common v;ay of placing them is on a liglit

bridge or superstructure, placing signal directly over the track

it governs. AVherc the block system is in use the sections are
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short, from one-third to one-half mile in lonoth; si.^nal cabins are

placed at the beginning and end of each, where they sen^e also

the pnrpose of interlocking cabins for main line switches. Each
of the cabins lias electrical communication between one another,

and sometimes between the train starter. As trains run slowly

through yards "penuissible blocking" is allowed in most cases,

there being practically no danger caused by it.

Signals.

The signals are of the semaphore tYj)e, distant signals being

unnecessary on account of slow speed of trains. They are com-

monly worked by levers in towers, having pipe and wire connec-

tions. The most perfect installations are now operated by the

electro-pneumatic system, which, of course, is far superior to hand

power levers. It is only in cases of ei'eat complication of tracks

and switches that these installations are made. The gTeat ad-

vantage of the electro-pneumatic system is that signals mav be

operated at greater distances, and one man can do the work of

many in the interlocking towers.

Automatic block sigiialing may be done advantageously in

yards, preferably by the use of compressed air and electricity. One
air compressing plant will suffice for the operation of sigTials of

the largest yard. Figure 12 is a cut of a yard whose signals are

operated by electro-pneumatic block signals, which stand nomin-

ally at danger. The signal bridge in the front of the picture

marks the beginning of a section, the two blocks being visibly

defined by the two signal bridges in the distance. Interlocking

cabins provided with electro-pneumatic levers operate the switch

signals and switches. At important road crossings small cabins

are built for signal men, whose business it is to operate the gates

and give flag warnings.
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